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 Sense of Humor, Second Verse, Same As the First 
 

Entitled “Keep Sense of Humor, Second Verse” by Bob Wilson 

"I imagine Dr. Jarvis has been introduced very lavishly, credited with a great 

many accomplishments, but let me tell you something, Folks, this man we have 

speaking to us tonight has quit a lot of stuff. In fact, he's quit more than 

Admiral Inman." 

A man actually used that in his introduction of me. The audience loved 

it, and so did I. If you didn't smile at that, you have to remember that Admiral 

Inman was in the news quite awhile ago and if I had written that back then, 

you would have at least smiled. It got a good laugh, so much so that I wrote 

it down on my napkin, to use later, like right now. 

That is topical humor. Good material. All speakers grab a copy of the 

local newspaper and see what's happening at the moment in the city where he 

or she is going to talk that night. In the case of Brady, had I gotten into 

town, was not a subscriber as I am, bought a Brady paper, and read the news, 

I would have had to mention that Brady vs Ballinger game. What a score! I am 

so proud that we beat 'em three times during my football games. That was back 

in '38, '39, and '40. Those "Good Old Days." Get 'em next year. At least it 

wasn't as bad as back in 1944. At sea, in World War II, I awaited anxiously 

for the mail; I wanted to see how we came out with Ballinger. When I got it, 

I was amazed, stunned really, to see that they whipped up on Brady by 90 points! 

But you'll get 'em next year!!!!

Had you not laughed at that little dig printed above, it could be 



 

 

that you are a personal friend of Admiral Inman, who probably would 

not have laughed at it either. As Will Rogers said a long, long time 

ago, "God blessed America with a sense of humor, but we like to laugh 

at other people." 

Or it could be that you're like that elderly lady who as a patient 

was not in the mood for any jokes and who politely told me, "Dr. 

Jarvis, I am no funster," when I had tried to make her smile, much 

less laugh. Laughter is the greatest tension release mechanism and 

if you are to read the newspaper, listen to the radio or watch and 

listen to the T.V., you had better be conscious of that. How can 

one stay loose today when all these problems are upon us!?! It could 

be worse: You could be President Clinton! Wanna change jobs with 

him? 

Remember Totie Fields? A little, rotund, Jewish lady, a comedienne 

who was great at making fun of herself. She really did have some 

problems! She had diabetes, a very debilitating disease. She had 

a mastectomy, an eye operation, and right before they took off her 

leg, she said, "You have two legs and one sense of humor -- better 

to lose a leg." 

After recuperating and getting her prosthesis, she was given a roast 

by her fellow comedians and comediennes. Guess what they had on the 

menu. Right: Fried chicken legs, drumsticks. She laughed more than 

anyone. They used such remarks as, "Come on, a nice reception for 

Totie. Let's get her up on her foot." 

That's why I kid myself so much about my bald head. Bud Gober and I, or as 



 

 

the young people say today, Me and Bud are not hirsute. We believe hair is 

a growth and have adapted to being hairly challenged. But he has enough troubles 

just being Mayor. He has enough problems without me picking on him. He had 

a letter criticizing him -- the only one he's ever gotten -- and he was despondent 

about it. I advised him to do what I felt like doing with the three critical 

letters I've gotten during my whole thirty-five years as a humorous speaker: 

Write this nerd and tell him, "Evidently someone has stolen some of your 

stationery and is writing asinine letters on it." I think I got that from Gary 

Moore. He probably got it from someone else. Demosthenes probably used it. 

Or maybe Lyndon Johnson, who loved humor, liked earthy stories and so do most 

of us, so don't start casting stones, Folks.  

Studying humor, jokes, wit, etc. is something I've been doing for the 

past three decades and let me tell you, I've got notebooks and computer records 

filled with a great deal of material and the likes and dislikes of certain 

politicians and other celebrities and when I say that Lyndon Johnson liked 

earthy stories, that is like Noah saying, "It looks a little like it's gonna 

rain."  

President Johnson would have laughed at that. He is the one who said, 

"A boy can rise, even from the most dire circumstances, to become President 

of the United States. That's just the chance he has to take." 
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Three Old Jokes(Changed by Bob Wilson to 

Lawyers Always Good for a Joke 

 
Humorous speakers use jokes as items to highlight and illustrate topics and subtopics.  

For instance, if I am speaking to a group for a second time, I will use the following: 

A fellow contacts the carnival manager and asks, “Could you use a fellow who can dive 

100 feet into a tub, 12 inches of water?” 

“You mean a tank of water, say 10 feet of water?” 

“No, Sir, just a washtub, 12 inches of water.” 

“No one can do that!” 

“I can do that.” 

“You said it and you’re gonna do it. We happen to have a 100 foot tower, left over from 

a man who tried to dive into a whole tank of water. Missed the tank.” 

The crew brought it out, put it up, the man climbed it, waited. They brought out the 

washtub, put exactly 12 inches of water in it. 

Down he came, head first. Got out of the tub, splashed himself off. 

The carnival manager could not believe it!  He said, “Man, you are something else! 

What an act! That was phenomenal! We’re gonna make a mint of money traveling around the 

country, you doing that act.” 

The diver said, “No, Sir, I can’t do it.” 

“Whaddya mean?! You just did  it!” 

“I know, but that was the first time I’ve tried it...and I did not like it.” 

***** 

A little long? How about this one, illustrating romance. 
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The elderly couple is driving home. There they are, in the pickup. Ma is over near the 

window, Pa is under the wheel. Ma says, “Pa, remember them good ol’ days when we used to 

sit real close to each other?” 

Pa replied, “Ma, I ain’t moved.” 

***** 

Charley Willey and other of my speaking friends would say, “I wouldn’t use that, 

Charlie. My gosh, that is so old!” 

 But I do use it and you ought to hear the people laugh, and it does illustrate the point. 

***** 

Most people would make these two old stories way too long. Probably describe the 

truck, Ma, and Pa, the scenery. Dull! Get into it and get it over with, let them laugh. They 

surely want to...and they don’t want to have to wait too long. Get with it, fast! 

A train of thought going one way, suddenly there is a train wreck, and out of the train 

wreck suddenly and neatly comes a satisfaction that is greater than it would have been had the 

train of thought ended at the first terminal.  

***** 

One of the oldest: Fellow says to the waitress, when she asked, “What’ll ya’ have?” 

“Bring me two scrambled eggs and some kind words.” 

She brought the eggs, started to leave. He grabbed her arm, said, “Wait a minute, how 

about those kind words?” 

She leaned close to him and whispered, “Don’t eat them eggs.” 

 

If you thought those three were too old, you can still use them by saying, “Listen to this 

oldie” or bring it in by referring someway that this is an old joke, but one we can enjoy. That 
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way, you can let them in on the fact that they surely have heard this old saw, and then they 

won’t be offended, nudge their neighbor and say indignantly, “Does he think we hadn’t heard 

THAT ?”! 

This way, you put them into the act with you. “All of us have heard this, of course, but 

it is good and we’ll use it.” That is the reference. 

These work well. Don’t try to tell me that they don’t. I’ve used them hundreds of times 

with wonderful results. They go over for (1) They are clean. (2) They fit. (3) They are told fast, 

with the proper inflection and gestures.  

But in that last one, you’d better change that to wait person or someone might be 

offended. And if you have to make changes like that, do something else. Don’t try to entertain, 

unless you are very good with inflections, so good that the audience will see how disgusted you 

are with all this political correctness that is making it so tough to be a speaker. Audiences 

actually waiting to be offended.  

Give me a break, will ya’?  

***** 

Admit it. When you read the title of this, you thought I meant Jackie, David, and Gray, 

right? 
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     Ray Monsalvatge 

Ray Monsalvatge - “Rhymes with tonsil-scratchy.” That’s the way that Ray always 

introduced himself, for he knew that the people to whom he was introduced would say, “What 

was that?” Ray loved to say his name fast so people would be all mixed up. “Say what?” (to 

borrow some of my Black friends language).  

Ray is gone now, but for years I enjoyed his friendship. He was a member of the Speakers 

Associates, a group of professional speakers. We had a meeting each year. I always looked 

forward to seeing each of the seventeen other members -- outstanding men, all of them. 

Ray was a memory expert. Perhaps some of you have seen this type of performance. Ray 

would hand out the pages of the latest TIME magazine. He would then ask a member of the 

audience to call out his page number and Ray would tell him or her what was on it.  

It was a terrific act! I have told so many people about it. It was amazing or (to borrow from 

my grandson’s age group, “AWESOME!”) Someone else would call out a page number and Ray 

would tell that person what was on it. When he would do this, it was amazing to the audience. 

They would applaud. He himself was an amazing man; perhaps you have to be the sort of man 

Ray was -- eccentric -- mysterious even -- to perform such an act. He also did it in South 

America for he talked fluent Spanish.  

After the first time I saw and heard him perform, I told Ray, “O.K. what system are you 

using. I know you didn’t memorize every word of every page of the current magazine. 

How-in-the-world do you do that?” 

We’ve all seen such performances. I hesitate to call these men (I’ve never seen a woman 

perform such an act. Perhaps there are some who do it, but remember, I am not putting down 
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women -- I simply have never seen or heard one do it.” If you are sitting there reading this and 

want to quit your job and go on the corporate speaking circuit, you learn this system I am about 

to explain to you and get you an agent. You will be in demand. They’ll love your act, especially 

if you can use humor (as Ray did) with the performance of an absolutely amazing memory. They 

will be dumfounded; they will shake their heads in disbelief. 

Ray laughed, “I am not going to give away all my secrets, Charles, but I took the time to 

teach myself this method. I am certainly not the first to use this to astonish people. It’s an old, old 

mechanism. The first thing I had to do was learn to memorize. It is like any education: 

Concentration, Association and Review. I started with a few key words using pictures in the 

mind for numbers. For instance, to me the number ONE, #1, is HAT. When you say #1 to me, I 

immediately see a hat. This is the system; it is used by people the world over. Here is the 

premise: It is much, much easier to associate pictures with pictures than it is to associate numbers 

with pictures.  

“So one must learn a series of numbers and associate the picture that numbers brings to mind 

with another picture.” I shook my head, probably as you are doing now. “Come again on that, 

Ray.” He repeated the basis of the system: It is easier for our minds to associate pictures with 

pictures than it is to associate numbers with pictures. You have to form a picture in your mind for 

a group of numbers. For instance, when someone calls out “Thirty-seven”(37) to me 37 is 

“MIKE”-- not 37. Immediately in my mind a mental picture of a MICROPHONE appears.” 

“That is GREAT!” I responded. “Now, what happens?” “Well,” he said, (as ninety percent of 

us do -- we all say, “Well...” whether we know it or not. If you think you do not, tape yourself 

sometime in normal conversation and run it back.) Ray said, “I had to do that same thing with 
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250 words. To me, 125 is not “One hundred and twenty-five -- it is a mental picture which is 

hooked out of my subconscious, a picture of the Nile river.”  

After some discussion, he told me that he used 250 mental pictures which were buried in his 

subconscious and could easily be brought up by my say in a number. “O.K.” I said, “Fifty-five.” 

He said, “Lily -- to you, 55 is 55, to me, it is “lily.”  

He then told me that each of these numbers represent a certain item, which he had indelibly 

pictured in his mind, then assigned to his subconscious and which could be used as what all 

memory experts term a “memory peg” or “memory hook.” Those mental pictures could then be 

associated with some other mental picture so they’d easily be remembered when someone would 

refer to a number.  

Ray used this as a professional for years. Corporations paid him lots of money for a 

demonstration of his talent in this regard. He was a “hit” everywhere he performed. I will never 
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forget him. Neither will most people who ever saw his performance. It was uncanny. I asked him, 

“Now you can’t use any but a current TIME magazine.” He laughed, “‘Course not. I learned 

slowly. The first magazine took me six weeks. Now, I can learn to do it in four hours.” 

That is four hours of concentration, association and review which, in my opinion, we should 

have learned in public school, but it was never offered. Most people would not learn it, however. 

I hate to have come to this conclusion, but they are too lazy. They want instantaneous success, 

such as winning the lottery, even if it only $4,000,000. We all could use that. Right? 

Continued next week 



 

 

 

“Say What?” 

 
I use very few of Ray Monsalvatge’s key words, as I call them. They are “memory pegs” or “memory 

hooks.” His tape, “A Memory System That Works” lists 125 of these memory pegs you can use if you want 

to learn his system. But, believe me, this takes a great deal of Concentration, Association and Review. You 

can do it, but like anything else, any plan of success, the first word is always DESIRE. I tell audiences 

YOU have to want it very, very much, so much that you will work like the devil for it and we know the 

devil works all the time. 

For instance, the first five words of Ray’s system are HAT, HEN, HAM, HAIR, and HILL. 

If you’d just learn these five words, use them in your system of memory, you could greatly enhance your 

memory. Put these five words in your subconscious, bury them deeply in there so you can bring them up 

easily. No problem. Now, you start to work. Your wife says, “Honey, wait a minute. I have a few things I’d 

like for you to bring home after work. I’ll get you a list.”  

Now, here is where you astonish her. She thought she knew you so well, and here you are going to 

amaze her, not right now, but when you come home this afternoon. “Don’t need a list, Hon, let me have 

‘em. I’ll remember ‘em.” She laughs, knowing full well you are not going to remember the items but she 

goes along with you anyway. No use arguing. She’ll be astonished for she thought you were beginning to 

forget EVERYTHING, like old fogies are supposed to do. 

First item is bread. That’s number ONE, #1, NUMERO UNO. You mentally take that HAT off your 

head and you put that loaf of bread in your hat. You put it back on your head, but it won’t go under the hat 

completely, so you SMASH it down on your head. Got it? O.K. Next one, the second one: HEN. What do 

you see when you associate number TWO? My gosh!  You use ketchup on fish, hamburger, most 

everything (I knew a fellow in the Navy who put ketchup on his Wheaties! He had been west of Pearl 

Harbor three years when I went aboard the ship. His new son was three and one-half before he saw him 

‘cept by photo.! No wonder he was nuts! He’d probably put it all over himself. Surely wouldn’t eat HEN 
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without ketchup. You can see all that ketchup on that HEN! Man! That is absolutly nuts! Wait a minute! In 

memorization, the more it is emotional, the easier it is to remember!. Get that ketchup, while you laugh 

about the vagaries of this system, but it does work!. Put the ketchup on the HAM! 

Now, that is much better -- for someone. 

Fourth was what: HAIR. What did you put together for your HAIR? ‘Course, Peanut butter! What 

better? Remember, mentally how gooey that peanut butter made your hair feel? Better?  That would not be 

an easy one for me, since I have very little hair. Still, it is incongrous enough to be funny. I meant to put 

some Lubriderm on my head...or was it Rogaine? No, I remember it distinctly. I rubbed it all over my head, 

thought it’d help. Peanut butter on my head!  Peanut butter makes your head better! Sounds rather poetic, 

doesn’t it? 

There were five things for you to take home after work. What was the fifth? Toilet tissue. How did 

you remember that? Well (there’s that Well again! You see a HILL, a huge HILL of what? Right! Toilet 

tissue. 

That’s the method. What are you thinking right now? I know what you’re thinking: As Bode would 

say, “Hellsfire! I could quickly write down those items on a piece of paper and I did just that! Now, where is 

that list?!” 

Imagine doing that sort of memory work and using not five, but one hundred and twenty-five words 

for the 125 numbers.  Well, Ray Monsalvatge (what does that rhyme with? Don’t look back -- you ought to 

remember it. He used 250 words.  

I’ve only seen that TIME magazine thing done two times. One was by Ray Monsalvatge. The other 

was done by another amazing man -- Ray was his first name, too. Ray Garke. Incidentally, that is 

pronounced like GAR-KEY.  Will tell you about him next time. 

Red Skelton -- gone.  Maxine and I caught his act in Las Vegas and we marveled with all the others 

privileged to be there. Let’s end by using his “God bless.”  
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“RAKE HELL AND SIFT THE SEEDS” 

 

My friend and golf partner, Myrt Eure, is always joshing me. He is a character, par 

excellence, if that would be applicable to such eccentric, irascible, yet lovable folks. No 

bigger character than Myrt, unless it is Razor Baldridge. I’ll let you folks decide in the near 

future. When we get together in the Back Room at the Pro Shop of Quail Creek Country 

Club here in San Marcos, he’ll prod me to tell stories. He remembers ‘em by the punch 

lines, but doesn’t give it away, telegraph it, as we speakers say, but just gives me a word or 

two. That way, he lets me tell it and doesn’t himself before I get to it. 

Such people are a bunch of fun and are very difficult to replace. Characters such as 

Myrt and Razor add spice to one’s life. Now, you have to have a real good sense of humor 

to stand them, but I do and I get a tremendous kick of out being around them. Like my 

friend, Bode, writes about those hahn yahks at the coffee get-togethers every morning. We 

have those here in San Marcos, too. They’re everywhere. Even Kaufman, Texas. Same kind 

of people, gathering to josh each other, tell jokes, talk about how glad they are they’re not 

President Clinton, every now and then mention something about the presidents’ lady, but 

very discreet of course. These are characters all right, but still gentle bred folks, with some 

class.  

I was in a rental car one day, returning from a talk in Long View, going to Dallas to 

turn it in and catch my flight. Was passing through Kaufman, little town 30 miles east of 

Dallas, saw the Kaufman Cafe was open, even though it was just 5:30 am. Went in. Not the 

typical small town cafe. Even more colorful. Had a pot-bellied stove in the front, pool  

tables in the back. Two fellows playing pool, at that time of the morning! Crowd of 
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characters gathered ‘roun the stove, swapping whoppers. One big man, had on his usual 

ensemble--blue overalls and his favorite gimme cap, a John Deere one. Gets ‘em every year.  

There I was, sipping that coffee and thinking ‘bout all those men, about eight of 

‘em, good friends, been doing this very same thing for years, getting here early in the 

morning to continue yesterday’s lies to each other.  They love it! Me, too. 

The man in the overalls looked my way, caught my eye. I had to say something. I 

smiled and said, “Mighty fine-looking bunch you got there.” He took the tooth pick out of 

his mouth and shot back, “You couldn’t be more wrong.”  

“That right?” 

“Yeah, you could rake hell and sift the seeds, you wouldn’t find no worse bunch 

than this.” 

Now, that’s good, isn’t it? I had never heard that one nor had I run across it in my 

research. I’ve used it in my talks since,  for different audiences, and they loved it. And 

people ask me, “Where do you get all that material?” Folks, it is out there, just scoop it up. 

I told Myrt about that Kaufman gang, then filled him in on my latest column to you 

Brady folks, the one about ministers, told him all the stories that I had used. He was 

familiar with them, but said, “Hell-fire, Jarv, you didn’t give ‘em ‘Walk’. That is one of the 

mainest ones what they is.” He was right, as usual. Ought not ever leave off talking about 

ministers unless you hear ‘Walk.” “Give ‘em a leftover, for dessert, he said. (pronounces it 

DE-sert) So, here it is: 

Minister is firing up the folks. He wants to get ‘em moving! That’s his job. Church 

giving been slow, and slowing down more even. His folks ain’t got deep pockets but what is 
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there, he has to have some of it.  To say the least, the church folks ain’t giving. 

Folks, this here is serial. This church gotta move! This church gotta walk! 

From the back row: “Let ‘er walk, Preacher, let ‘er walk.” Hollered out loud. 

“Not only walk, Brother, but this church gotta run!” 

Again, “Let ‘er run, Preacher, Amen, Right on! Let ‘er run!” 

“Not only we got to walk and run, Chil’en, we gotta fly!” He is thinking, “I got ‘em 

now. Keep going, keep going. Don’t lose the spirit!”  

“Amen, Preacher,” came the voice, same man, standing now, excited. “Let ‘er fly! 

Let ‘er fly!” Shouts it with closed eyes, face toward the ceiling,  fists punching the air. 

“Right on,” thinks the preacher. Got ‘em! Got the rafters shakin’. Good going! Big finish 

now! Don’t let up!” 

“Hold on, wait a minute, Brother. Flying is another thing. Not like walkin’ and 

runnin’. Flying is different. Flying means sacrifice. Flying means you gotta dig down deep, 

come up with the green stuff, even more than tithin’” Then, he stood tall and yelled it out, 

“It means everyone here not only gotta walk and run, but fly and that means dedication, 

commitment and sacrifice!” 

That same voice came back, subdued this time, “Let ‘er walk, Brother, let ‘er walk.” 
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Questions, Anyone? 
 

Pamela, about ten years old, wanted a volleyball. She asked me for one. I sat down to discuss 

this with her and said, “Hon, you don’t have any friends living up here beside you. You don’t have a 

net. You don’t...” She interrupted and shrugging as in disbelief that I was carrying on like this, said, 

“Daddy, it’s only $6.95.” 

That was an interesting statement from a ten-year-old, who had no means in the world to earn 

a penny.  Time for a father-to-daughter talk, a little common sense discussion.  I asked her, “Is there 

any way in the world, Pamela, that you can make six dollars and ninety-five cents.” She looked 

quizzical. “Is there any way in the world you can make a quarter?” She hanged her head and 

muttered, “No, I guess not.” “Then, tell me: Why do you think six dollars and ninety-five cents is not a 

great deal of money since there is no way you can make that much money.” Now, she was listening. 

This was a good time to go into some other basics. So we talked about money matters, in a very basic 

way. The teachers haven’t taught you yet, and I do hope they go into it a little, about the basics of 

wants, needs, money, earning power, saving, etc. You see, Pam, no one makes money. The mint makes 

money. We earn money. 

These basics are not taught in school, at least I don’t remember them teaching us such basics, 

do you?  

I was holding a seminar for the bank of which I was privileged to be a director. I asked, “What 

is the number one problem of our bank?” A young lady, a teller, at the back of the room, sitting on the 

floor, legs splayed, cigarette in her hand, in the other one a coke, said loudly, “Over drafts!” I shook 

my head and said, “That’s good. Over drafts. That is important -- customer over drafts.” She hollered, 

“No, not theirs -- mine!” 

The crowd laughed, but she was very serious. She yelled, “I don’t make enough money.” I shot 

back, “Miss, you don’t make any money. The mint makes money. You and I, all of us, must earn 

money.  

She wasn’t thinking. She was thinking she was thinking. I had to do her like I had done John: 

“How much are you worth to the bank now?” “Are you easily replaced? Are you doing such a good 

job that when and if the managers of this bank have to let some people go, you won’t be among them, 
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for you are nearly indispensable?” 

Asking questions is the second easiest thing in the world to do, but it works, as a teaching 

method. Put the other person on the defense; let them find out by the way they answer if the question 

applies to them? 

A patient asked me, after I had told him he had a cavity in a certain tooth, “How much does it 

cost to pull it?” “Five dollars,” I replied. “How much will it cost to fill it?” 

I replied, “Ten dollars.” He said, “Pull it.” 

I then asked him if it were a front tooth instead of a molar, would he feel the same way. He 

thought that was foolish, for it happened to be “in the back, where no one sees it.” 

This makes dentists writhe with anguish. We know that people will pay most anything to keep a front 

tooth, but will quickly give up those back ones, the ones “that don’t show.” 

This is disheartening. These people and I usually had some discussion about the worth of their teeth. 

One easy way to do that I applied often. Just took a little reasoning. I realized that reasoning is a rare 

commodity. But I chanced it anyway. 

“O.K., you prefer I pull it? What if I get the wrong one? Inattentive, get those  forceps on the 
wrong tooth, out it comes and I laugh to myself, “Dadgummit, I got the wrong one. Would you like 
that?” 

“No, I sure wouldn’t like that.” 
“Would you be perhaps a little vexed at me?” 
Laughing now, “I reckon I would.” 
“Would you want to sue me?” 
“Might. Probably would. How much could I get if I did?” 
“Around a thousand dollars, I imagine. In any court in the land, I reckon teeth  

 would be worth a thousand dollars.” 
He smiled, then laughed, “That’s what I’d want then, a thousand dollars.” 
Putting a quizzical look on my face, I asked, “That’s interesting. Why are you  

 willing to give it up now for five?” 
 

It’s really unfair to folks, to make them think like that. Saved a lot of teeth, though. 

Remember, Folks, a good dentist tries to save your teeth. You should, too. Think about it. The Lord 

meant for you to have them, to serve you, all your life. 



 
 

Are We Talking about Your Pork or Mine? 

Two elderly gentleman sitting on the green benches around the courthouse. 

One of them says to the other one: “Man, I hope they don’t start no atomic war.” 

The other man, surprised, said, “We’re sitting here talking about fishing and then you come up with 

something like that. Why did you say that?” 

“Well, I was just thinking. They start an atomic war, they’re gonna hit this place first.” 

“Now why in the world would they hit this place first?” 

“Hellfire, Man, this here’s the county seat, ain’t it?!” 

*     *     *    * 

That joke, in my opinion at this type, is a good one to use when illustrating local interest being the 

focus. Whose ox is being gored, whose calf is being fatted. People are interested in their problems, their 

situations. Usually they elect people who promise to help them. Me, myself, mine, ours -- that’s the 

focus.  

For that reason, the politicians have got us just where they want us. As long as we have this attitude, 

the politicians can get voted into office by catering to our selfishisness. This is why Tip O’Neill used to 

say -- he doesn’t anymore -- he’s gone to Glory, as the Baptists say -- but he used to say, “All politics is 

local,” and “The name of the game is jobs.” 

One of the oldest in the world: “I don’t like political jokes -- they get elected.” 

That, of course, is not my opinion. I was quoting someone else. Politicians: I don’t tell political 

jokes, really. It is not safe. One will not get favorable  reviews if he/she (there is that he/she stuff again) 

talks about politics. It is way too sensitive a subject. 

Early in my career, as a professional humorous speaker,  I talked to a lot of Savings and Loan 

groups. At the state meeting of the S & L  in Arkansas, the program chairman asked, “Dr. Jarvis, you’re 

not going to talk about Wilbur Mills, are you?” I replied, “No, Sir, he’s got enough troubles now without 

our hitting him when he’s down.” He said, “Well, we appreciate that. He’s done a great job for us.” 
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See, that is the focus. “...for us.”   “...a great job...”? 

Lyndon Johnson: right here in San Marcos is where he went to college. It was Southwest Texas State 

Teachers College then, or was it called a Normal School. I’ll ask around here and get the real skinny on 

this and will correct this article if I find out what it was called way back there in those olden days..and 

I’ll get back to you. But as I was saying, he went to college here. This is the place where he learned how 

to politic real good, or well, or however you say it. I am with you, believe me. He didn’t make it as a 

sports figure and could not stand being left out, his self-esteem was way higher than that. They didn’t 

invite him to be a non-playing member of The Black Stars, the sports people. So, he formed a group 

called The White Stars. Then, he invited anyone who was not a member of The Black Stars to be a 

member of his group. This brought him prominence at what is now Southwest Texas State University.  

The people around here are not wishy-washy about him. The emotions run high when you talk about 

President Johnson. People here are either full speed for him or against him. Still is that way, so we don’t 

talk politics here.  

Give him his due: he did help this part of the country, with all those dams and lakes. My good friend, 

Handler Smith, said, “I am always gonna be for him, Charles. He got us electricity on the ranch. See, 

whose ox....whose calf....  

Years ago, I talked for the Oklahoma Press Association. A lady at the head table was very nice and I 

enjoyed visiting with her, but will never forget her, for she is typical of the citizens of this country. Life 

magazine had a spread on the “pork barrel” tendency of the Congress and had a big picture of the senator 

considered as “chief pork barreller,” who was Senator Kerr from Oklahoma. I mentioned him and she 

beamed and said how proud their state was of him. The article exposed how much the “pork” had helped 

Oklahoma and told of the Arkansas River project which ended up at a very small town, Catoosa, 

Oklahoma. She had expressed indignation at “this pork barrel business, how much money is being 

wasted,” etc. 

But she did say how much they thought of the senator and how much they needed the Arkansas 

River project. Sad, isn’t it? But it is ongoing and is protected by the Congressmen and Congress- women. 
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The “pork” runs into the billions. When a man will resign as Senate Majority Leader to take the position 

of Appropriation Chairman, as Senator Byrd did, you know how big it must be. And when you drive in 

West Virginia and see all the highways and buildings and parks named after him, you know why Senator 

thought it was worth it to switch.  

However, we Texans should not talk against the people of those states. Senator Johnson and 

President Johnson sure got a bunch of that pork for us. Please, a standing ovation for him. 

*     *     *     *  

Now, go back and read that joke at the first of this column, please. Did you notice at the first reading 

that the “..., ain’t it?” did not help the joke. That is what is called “trampling on the punch line.” So, 

when you tell it, leave the “...ain’t it?” off, please. It is more effective if it ends as, “This here is the 

county seat!” and emphasize with your voice that the first fellow thought the second one’s elavator 

doesn’t quite go to the top. Show a bit of disgust on your face. My desire is to teach a bit and make you 

so good at telling jokes that your friends will want you to tell them and will not shun you if they think 

you’re going to tell one. You know a few whom you shun, right? These nuances of joke-telling are 

important to the person seeking excellence at the pastime. 
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A Preview of Coming Columns 

To my readers, the many thousands of them. (“No fool like an old fool.”) 

Since I have decided to type out my talks and use them as columns, I hope you enjoy them and 

read them all, keeping up with the continuity of the presentation being published at the time. This 

“Prescription for the Happy Life” grew out of my first presentations, which started as a twenty-minute 

talk at the Austin District Dental Society in 1959. As a result of that appearances and subsequent ones, 

the talk finally lengthened to one hour.  

That is twenty minutes too long, but that was the time requested by The Associated Clubs, a 

dinner club organization, whose headquarters are in Topeka, Kansas. I was asked by Mr. Benjamin 

Franklin, the founder and president of that corporation, to be one of their speakers. The groups 

comprising The Associated Clubs are: The Knife and Fork Clubs of America, The Metropolitan Dinner 

Clubs, and the Executives Dinner Clubs. These are fine clubs, with good speakers, who have six to eight 

meetings a year, the speakers being selected by the Boards of Directors of the clubs, with help from a 

representative of the mother group, The Associated Clubs. I started speaking for them in 1961 and 

continued to speak for them until I retired from public speaking January 1, 1996. I now speak for certain 

special groups, but these dates are special and usually gratis. Such groups as the Chamber of Commerce, 

Brady, Texas. 

The best humorous presentation is forty minutes. Anything beyond that, in my opinion, is too 

long. Be advised, however, that the clubs of The Associated Clubs ask the speakers to talk one hour due 

to the fact that they (1) Meet, (2) Eat, (3) Have the program and go home. The meetings are usually over 

by 9:30 p.m. They are run very efficiently. The audiences are very gracious but having heard so many 

speakers, are also very selective when it comes to picking their speakers. The members of the clubs love 

humor, but insist the humor be absolutely clean, no double entendre even.  

I enjoyed speaking for these clubs. At the time I started with them, there were 269 clubs, all 

across the United States. The President of The Associated Clubs, in an answer to my letter advising him 
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of my retirement, thanked me and informed me that I had spoken to over 250 of these clubs, some of 

them two and three times. They were wonderful audiences for me.  

As people, especially program planners, heard of me and my humorous presentations, I was 

asked more and more to talk for conventions, corporations, service clubs, etc. I don’t know how many 

engagements I had during my career, but it was in the thousands. I know I averaged over 140 talks a year 

for fifteen of the years. That is a lot of travel! Fortunately, I had my own airplane and could make my 

own schedules a great deal of the time. However, weather intervened with my plans sometimes and I’ve 

had to leave the airplane and go commercial, then go back to get the plane. I’ve left planes at 

Indianapolis, IN; Casper, WY; Nashville, TN and Shreveport, LA. Airplane problems, my own 

airplanes, did not make me miss any engagements during my long career. Weather did. 

Why-in-the-world Helena, Montana has its Chamber Banquet in January is beyond me! I missed that one 

twice, but called them ahead of time so they could get another speaker. Kidney stones and a bypass 

caused me to miss some engagements, but again, they got other speakers. Better ones, probably. Just 

kidding, of course, Folks. All together, I missed seven engagements in my career. Not bad, considering 

all the factors that could cause one problems severe enough to cancel appearances. 

For a talk in Billings, MT, I left my rental car in a snow bank in Roswell, NM and got on a bus at 2:00 

a.m, then took three flights  -- Albuquerque to Dallas, Dallas to Denver, then Denver to Billings, kept 

calling the program chairman, telling him he’d better get a standby speaker, but he insisted I keep 

coming. I got there at the Great Northern Hotel at 9:00 p.m. and walked in, with my raincoat on, did not 

have time to put on my tuxedo and received a standing ovation from the club, which had eaten at 7:00 

p.m. and had been waiting for me. That was a thrill and one engagement I’ll never forget. A marvelous 

audience that memorable night! 

This talk, Prescription for the Happy Life, was a hit with them. It is a fast-paced, emotional, 

patriotic, self-help presentation, full of enthusiasm, optimism and spirituality. It is a message for the 

good life, lived with verve, pep, and spirit. Love of country is one of the featured topics. At the end is a 
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testimonial to live life at the fullest and never take a friend for granted. “If you love someone, tell them 

today. You may not have the chance tomorrow.” 

The other talks (Themes) I’ll be typing out for you: This Won’t Hurt -- Much! (Common Sense: 

We all have a lot of Common Sense -- ‘cause we ain’t used any.) The Abominable Snow Job (Other 

people have problems, too and if you put yours in a room with theirs, and be allowed to pick, you’d 

probably take yours back.), Things Are More Like They Are Now Than They Ever Were (The Basics of 

the Happy, Successful Life) and Life As a Dentist Can Be Filling (Any life can be filling if one can (1) 

Love and be loved, and (2) Do something worthwhile, not only for yourself, but for someone else. 

The humorous speaker is not a comic, a comedian or a clown. He/She is a person who can use 

humor to illustrate and highlight a serious, even a very serious message and have the audience think the 

evening was worthwhile, but also leaves happier than before they heard the speaker. And Friends, with 

some groups, that is a challenge! I’ll tell you about some of them later. 

However, for the next few columns, I hope you’ll enjoy the presentations as I’ve given them for 

the last thirty-seven years. 

(Prescription for the Happy Life -- Continued in the  

The Brady Herald next issue. 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” 
 

Year: 1962. Setting: Main Ballroom, the Hyatt-Regency, Atlanta, Georgia. Occasion: a 

meeting of the Federal Land Bank, 1200 down-to-earth good folks. This is going to be a great 

audience, I already know this from the talk and laughter of the group, and thank goodness, they 

have not been tired out by the festivities before I am to speak. The introducer has just introduced 

me, the last few sentences bein: “Dr. Jarvis has two degrees -- one an engineering degree, other a 

D.D.S. degree. I don’t know why a dentist needs an engineering degree. Maybe he’ll tell us 

tonight. Ladies and Gentlemen, please, a rousing welcome for our speaker, Dr. Charlie Jarvis.” 

On the way to the lectern, I shook this very amiable man’s hand, thanked him for his 

gracious introduction and waited until I was there at the microphone to answer his question. 

“That was great! I enjoyed the introduction. Of course the reason you have to have an 

engineering degree and a D.D.S.  is we do build bridges.” (The laughter this line received made 

me realize what a great audience this would be. Spontaneous humor or impromptu humor is most 

appreciated by the audience. They know that the humor is thought up in the time something is 

stated and someone responds, thus, the last line in the introduction and one of my first lines of 

the response to that introduction.) 

“That was a fine introduction. I enjoyed it. I enjoy anything like that. I listened. A lot of 

speakers don’t listen. They’re kind of embarrassed. You people at the back couldn’t see me, but I 

was not embarrassed. I love to hear those things and the more eloquent and the more liberal the 

better. A lot of speakers don’t (listen) though. They make little faces in the mashed potatoes, they 

kick at the gum on the floor, they twirl the ashtrays. Not me, I soak it in. Every last bit of it, I 

love to hear that ‘cause I’m not in so good at home. At home we’ve got a college town. Maxine, 
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that’s my wife, she and I were walking down the street and a good-looking college girl passed by 

us and I’ll have to admit I was looking. Now, I know I look old, but I’m not that old, I’m still 

looking. Maxine moaned, ‘My gosh, Charles, the way you’re looking at that girl, a person would 

think you’d never seen legs before.’ And I replied, ‘That’s what I was thinking.’I haven’t heard 

any kind words since that day except when I am introduced at these banquet affairs and I 

appreciated those.   

“I love to speak at this hotel. When I first hit this hotel a few years ago -- this is about my 

fourth or fifth time to speak in this room -- and I love the Regency-Hyatt House, but the first time 

I didn’t get out of the lobby. Watching those elevators and all that. I thought about that old 

cowboy who left San Antonio, Texas on the train to go see New York City. He got back home in 

a week. They asked, ‘How’d you like New York City?’ He answered, ‘I never seen it.’  ‘You 

didn’t see the city.’ He smiled, ‘Naw, there’s was just so much going on around the depot.’ 

“I can tell you that I am glad to see you. I say that to you, I usually say that to everyone of 

my engagement audiences because I usually fly my own airplane and anytime I make it anywhere 

in my airplane and I tell the folks I’m glad to see ‘em, I really mean it. I came commercial today, 

though, and I -- I was going to fly my plane but we had some thunderstorms and I got enough 

trouble not having a license...without having to fight the weather. 

“But I went to New York City. A friend of mine wanted to go with me. Told me, 

‘Charles, I’d love to go with you.’ I said, ‘I’d love to have you for the company.’  “No, no, I’m 

not going to be just company, Friend. I’m a pilot and I can help you fly that thing.’ ‘You certainly 

can, ‘cause I’m tired of flying it and you can have the controls.’ Well, he had ‘em. Right there at 

San Marcos, we’re swerving as we’re going down the runway. I barely got out, ‘Wait a minute, 
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wait a minute, Don. We don’t want to crash.’ He shouted over the motor noise, ‘Don’t worry 

about me, Charles, I’m not going to end up in the hospital again.’  

“ ‘Again?’ ‘Yeah, I was in one overseas eighteen months.’ ‘You must have had a horrible 

wound.’ ‘No, I was a mental case.’ 

“That’s not what got me. What got me was that thing he had on his arm. Had a compass 

with a mirror on it. I asked, ‘What’s that for?’ He replied, ‘Hell, that shows you when you’re 

lost.’ ‘I know that, but what’s that mirror on there for?’ ‘Well, you can look in there and you can 

see who’s lost.’ 

“So when you get back from a trip like that and you tell folks you’re glad to see them, you 

really are.” 

(PRESCRIPTION for the HAPPY LIFE will be continued next week) 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” (Cont’d) 
 

 

“I am delighted to see the ladies here. I love to speak to any ladies’ group. Some people 

think God purposely left woman void of a sense of humor so they’d love us men instead of 

laugh- 

ing at us. But they’ve got a marvelous sense of humor. They are the most enthusiastic people at 

the convention.  

Sometimes I’ve gone to conventions where the women have been wearing things that are 

indicative of the occupation represented there. Went to the National Pilots Association’s 

convention. There was a women there with a whole airplane on her head. I thought that was nice 

and then I attended the Oklahoma Cattlemen’s Association. Wasn’t that at all. I am a little 

ashamed of you folks -- it wasn’t that at all. She just happened to have on a blouse, had all the 

cattle brands of the industry stamped all over it. She was enjoying it, sporting it around, showing 

it off...until she passed by these two old timers. One of them said to the other one, “Boy, that 

critter there has changed hands a lot.” 

But you ladies do look nice and it always surprises me that you look so nice. Now, that 

may shock you that I said it surprised me, but if you watch a lot of daytime television like I do: 

I’ll get to a convention site early, check into the motel or hotel, haven’t got anything to do, so I’ll 

watch these ladies’ soap opera programs in the afternoon. This doesn’t present a very good image 

of the American woman. If you watch these programs: As the World Turns, Another World, 

Another World at Sommerset, Edge of Night, John’s Other Wife -- Fred. One of the more modern 

programs. Then, if you get to watching the commercials that sponsor these programs, you get a 
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very definite opinion of the American woman. You get to thinking that every woman in America 

has red, rough hands, scaley elbows, dandruff, tired blood, but here you are and you evidently 

have bought these things that cover up your defects...and here you are...and you look good and 

you smell nice and I, for one, appreciate it. I know they have these things, ‘cause the other day I 

was reaching for the Right Guard and I happened to grab my wife’s hair spray by mistake. 

Friends, I couldn’t raise my arms for two days. And when I did, believe me, it was not worth it. 

You know what I mean? 

I want this to be a happy night as it is on any of my other speaking engagement nights; I 

want this to be a happy one. I want you to leave here feeling better after my talk than before I 

started talking. I’m not here tonight to make you feel worse; I’m here tonight to make you feel 

better. I’m certainly not going to tell you about the problems I have in dentistry ‘cause you’d be 

crying and I’d be crying and we want this to be a happy night. 

I’m not going to talk to you about your problems. I know some of the problems ‘cause I 

speak to farm groups and you’re ninety percent farm oriented, I know that. I know there are 

problems in farming. This man is walking down the street; he’s smoking, drinking and cussing. 

A preacher went over to him, said, “You know, I’m sixty-nine years old, I have never smoked, I 

have never drunk, I have never cussed.” He said, “Yes, and Brother, you ain’t never farmed, 

either.” (Applause and much laughter. A group appreciates you know that they do have problems. 

You are not the only one who has them.) 

This government man from the H.E.W. goes out to see this farmer. He asked, “You 

Harvey Smith?” He said, “Yes, sir, Harvey Smith is my name.” “I thought so, Mr. Smith. You’ve 

been accused of paying below standard wages.” 

 “Oh,” he objected, “that can’t be right.” The government man said, “Well listen, you 
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gotta straighten this out, you gotta tell me what you pay ‘em, their names, how long they been 

working for you, and everything. Maybe we can straighten this out in Washington.” 

He scratched his head, looked up and then down, then said, “I don’t mind. Lemme see, 

there’s Williams. He milks for me and he has for a long time. I pay him seventy-five dollars a 

week, room and board. Then, there’s Gladys. She cooks for me and has for years and years. I pay 

her sixty-five dollars a week, room and board. Come to think about it, there’s all there is, except 

the half -wit. He gets ten dollars a week and tobacco.” 

The government man asked, “Could I talk to him?” Pointing to his chest, he replied,  

“You’re talking to him.” 

(Continued next week) 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” (Cont’d) 

(Remember, Folks, these are Dr. Jarvis’s talks, typed out. They are dated. This one is the 

talk that started him on the professional speaking circuit. He was asked so much to perform that 

he had to choose between dentistry and professional humorous speaking. He chose the latter and  

never regretted it.) 

“I’m certainly not going to talk to you tonight about dentistry ‘cause that’s why I started 

speaking -- to get away from dentistry -- and Maxine. I really didn’t, but the hardest thing about 

this speaking is to go home and try to pretend to Maxine that I had a terrible time without her. 

That’s a chore. 

“No use to talk to you about problems. We all have them. I’ve got a whole problem talk 

based upon the idea that it could be worse -- you could be a dentist. Have me back and I’ll give 

you that one. It’s a good ‘un: Life As a Dentist Can Be Filling. It’s based upon the premise: 

You’ll feel better when you find out there’s some poor devil out there worse off than you are. 

“I like this group and I hope you’ll have me back sometime. I enjoy Atlanta, this state, 

this city and I enjoy these groups and I know we’re going to have a happy time tonight. This is 

what we need around the United States. I’m delighted to be one of these speakers that talks on 

the happy approach to life. I believe in being happy. I believe in being optimistic. I believe in 

being enthusiastic.  

“Optimism. It’s an old story, but I still like it. About the fellow who fell out of the Empire 

State building and every floor on the way down, the people sticking their heads out the windows, 

trying to catch him, could hear him say softly, ‘I’m all right so far.’ I like a man like that. 
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“And I love people who are enthusiastic. I just got through speaking to the Louisiana 

Wholesale Grocers. I loved that big banner they had at the front of the convention hall. It said, 

‘SACK IT TO ‘EM!’ Oh, I loved that! 

“I like people who are enthusiastic in any category in life. Don’t you know it thrills a 

woman: her husband is sitting over there and she says, ‘Henry, you don’t love me anymore, do 

you?’ And he looked at her and replied, ‘Of course I love ya’ -- I’m your husband -- that’s my 

job.’ He just hasn’t got the old zing in it.  

“I like that bumper sticker I saw on that truck the other day in Dallas. It read: ‘This truck 

stops for all railroad crossings, school buses, blondes and brunettes, and will back up 50 feet for 

a redhead.’ I like things like that. 

“But I think that the American people are not all like that. I hope you are, but if you’re 

not, I’m going to give you a prescription tonight and the prescription is for the happy life. As I 

travel around the United States, I realize that this is the greatest country the world has ever 

known. I’m not going to harangue you on it, but I am here to tell you that you ought to get down 

on your knees tonight and thank God that you were allowed to be born and live here in the 

greatest country history has ever known and don’t apologize to anybody for it. (Applause)  

“Yet, I find the people living in this blessed country are existing, muddlin’ through, 

wasting what God gave them in the first place and that’s life itself. So, I do think they need a 

prescription. 

“I think most of the American people are sick, all right...in the head. Eighty percent of the 

people who go to see their physician are not sick at all. Ten percent are suffering from 

psycho-somatic or emotionally induced illness, eighty percent: it’s all in their head; that doesn’t 

leave the other ten percent time to be treated by the doctor. 

“I know this because I have three cousins who are physicians and a brother-in-law who is 
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a physician. I know of what I speak. Some people sitting out there thinking, ‘He’s getting out of 

his field now. He’s a dentist. There is a danger in getting out of your field. These two doctors 

came out of the operating room. One of them said, ‘Boy, was that close! Another quarter of an 

inch and I’d been out of my specialty.’ 

“I’ve talked it over with these cousins of mine and I know that we’ve got hypochondria, 

we’ve got neurosis in this country. We’ve got what we call ‘Emotionally Induced Illness.’ This is 

what is filling up the physician’s offices today. People who just think they’re sick. I wouldn’t 

want to be a physician. They can no longer tell their patients their favorite saying; they can no 

longer say, ‘Your sound as a dollar.’ That means they’re about half shot. 

“They’ve got these other problems, too. A man recently wrote in to the editor of the 

medical association’s journal, said, “Dear Doctor Talbot, please refer to me some good books on 

personal hygiene -- I think I’ve got it.’ 

(Continued next week) 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” (Cont’d) 
 

“How would you like to work with these kooks all the time? They (doctors) are already busy enough and 

under the Medicare program (remember, Folks, this is way back there in 1962 and we’re worried about 

Medicare!) they’re going to get busier. 

“These soap opera programs that we mentioned awhile ago: What is the romantic theme they’re built 

around? Medicine. Everyone of them around medicine. And in every one of those soap opera programs there’s 

one good-looking young devil of a doctor and every woman in the program wants him! But he’s too busy. This 

frustrates them. Come to think about it -- it bothers him a little. He is busy, busy, busy and going to get busier 

under the Medicare program.  

“I’m not here to talk about that tonight but you’re going to see the day in America when they won’t have 

time to completely diagnose you. They’re going to have to stick that stethoscope down your blouse, down your 

shirt. You’re going to have to back into the office for your shots. Just line up there. They’re not going to 

recognize you by your face anymore. You just going to line up there and they going to go right down the row 

with them hypos. You know what they’re going to call that? Medicare in Detail. (Great reaction!) 

“The American physician is busy, busy, busy. How do you see a physician today? Of course, you turn on the 

television set, then you see all those programs, see Dr. Casey, Dr. Kildare. I understand they’re going to have 

five new doctor programs hit the October scene next year. How do you see a real physician? You go down to his 

office, you elbow your way through that crowded reception room, sit down with those other fifty hacking, 

coughing, sneezing poor devils. You’ve got your coat up around your ears hoping you won’t get what they’ve 

got on you. You have to sit there and wait two hours. ‘Course you really don’t. That’s just their method. What 

the doctor’s doing: he’s sitting in his office hoping you’ll catch something -- that he can diagnose ‘cause they’re 

having trouble here, too, with people imagining that they’re sick. 
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“This psychiatrist is walking down the hall of this mental institution. Incidentally, we talk about people 

being busy -- there are not enough psychiatrists in the United States to take care of San Marcos, Texas. That’s 

how bad this head thing has gotten. This psychiatrist is walking down the hall. He sees this fellow with his ear 

against the wall. He asks, ‘What are you doing?’ The patient (with his finger to his mouth), ‘Shhh, listen.’ So 

now, here’s the psychiatrist, he’s listening. He says, ‘I don’t hear anything.’ The patient says, ‘I know. It’s been 

like that all day.’ 

“Well, how you going to treat these people? Can you see how frustrating this would be? 

They just do the best they can. Man goes to see his physician, the doctor said, ‘Sir, sit down over here in this 

chair. Take off your shirt and your undershirt, I’ve got to give you a very thorough examination. So, the man sits 

down, he’s got his shirt and undershirt off. He’s waiting. The doctor goes and gets his stethoscope out of the ice 

box -- out of the refrigerator -- you know that’s where they keep them. He puts it on him and after he gets him 

down off that light fixture, he says, ‘Now cough. Hmm, cough again. Cough again. Cough again.’ He asks, 

‘Podnuh, how long you had this cough?’  

“Just doing the best they can, because the general attitude of the people toward their health is ridiculous. The 

American people seem to be enjoying poor health to the extent that they wouldn’t want to get well. If they got 

well, they wouldn’t have anything to talk about. This is the subject of conversation around the tele...hmm, 

started to say ‘the telephone booth.’ Anyone have any Poly-Grip? Just to think I made these myself! Well, 

there’s an indication how stupid television is! Have you seen that commercial? They’ve taken it off the air. In 

this commercial this woman was standing there talking to this pseudo-dentist. You can tell he wasn’t a real 

dentist -- had on that clean, white jacket. She says, Doctor, now that I have my new dental plates -- she said, 

‘plates,’ we don’t call ‘em plates -- we call ‘em dentures. She said, ‘Now that I have my new dental plates, do I 

still use toothpaste’ Isn’t that ridiculous? She never did use toothpaste. That’s why she lost those teeth! 

“The subject of conversation at the bridge table, and at the coffee table, in the drug store 

booth, is how sick you’ve been, and how much sicker you’ve been than the other fellow’s been. He hasn’t had it 

anything like you’ve had it. People enjoy poor health. Man differs from animals only in that he likes to take 
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medicine. What’s a rugged individualist today? A rugged individualist today is a man who can get through the 

whole busy day without taking one single pill of any kind. 

“We snicker at that, but do you realize that in this, undoubtedly the best country history has ever known, 

where people should feel so blessed indeed, six million people last night took nine million sleeping tablets. 

That’s not even counting the four I took. 

“You know how much aspirin was taken by the American people yesterday? Two and one-half tons! -- of 

aspirin. That’s not even counting the Anacin, Excedrin, Bufferin, Rolaids, Tums, Alka-Seltzer and all these items 

that are fighting for every inch of your intestinal track. 

“If you watch T.V. today, the vital issue of the day seems not to be the race situation or Vietnam or anything 

else. It seems to be which is the fastest? Which is going to get down that glass tube the fastest. Represents your 

esophagus, of course. Now, it’s immaterial to me -- I’m wishy-washy on this, I just can’t take a side. It doesn’t 

matter to me if it explodes in my esophagus on the way down or just lies there in the fundus of the stomach and 

does nothing for awhile. Let it float around awhile, gets it kicks, you know. I would like for it to work 

eventually, but a matter of seconds is not paramount to me. But if I see that thing one more time -- they’ve taken 

it off the air -- and I hope they never bring it back -- remember that pendulum thing. (Head going back and 

forth) ‘Pain, headache, pain, headache, neuritis, neuralgia, pain, headache, pain, headache’ (audience started 

clapping) 

“I’ve got to sit there and watch that mess right before supper. That’s when it comes on. Gives you a pain. I 

can’t even watch a grandfather clock anymore, for Heaven’s sake. If I see that thing one more time, I’m going to 

be like that friend of mine who says, ‘Charles, you know when I want fast, fast, fast relief, I turn the set off.’” 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” (Cont’d) 
 

“It’s a pitiful attitude that the people have toward their health. You walk down the street 

of your town or my town, San Marcos. A man approaches you or me and you say to him, ‘How 

do you feel today?’ He says, ‘Worse.’ I met a man like that. I asked, ‘What do you mean, you feel 

worse? What kind of a comment is that?’ He replied, ‘Doc, everything that is supposed to be 

closed is open and everything that is supposed to be open is closed.’ 

“He was sick. He has diagnosed himself and I couldn’t improve on his diagnosis. The 

man was sick. I found out about this when I was a Fuller Brush salesman, when I had a part-time 

job as a dental student, had the eastern district of Houston. Knocked on this lady’s door, early in 

the morning. Lady came to the door with her head in her hands and I knew there was something 

wrong with her, but I made a big mistake and asked her. And she told me. She told me how sick 

she had been all her life. Why, her case had baffled the medical experts, it puzzled the 

osteopaths, the chiropractors couldn’t touch her. 

 “She invited me into her home. She was so engrossed in telling me and so excited about 

it I didn’t get to give her that little ole brush. I don’t even remember whether I put the mop down 

or not. Woman invited me into her home, brought out two great big x-rays, given to her by a 

professional man as a memento of the occasion with which she could bore her friends, down 

through the years, pictures of her gastric region. Oh, that was a thrilling moment! Just to think 

she picked me to share that with. You know what this woman said? ‘How can you expect to be 

healthy when your colon’s not straight?!’ 

“Someone had really sold her a bill of goods, had they not? I learned something from that 

experience. They say you learn something from every experience and I certainly did from that 

one.  
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I haven’t asked a woman that question since that day. In fact, in my dental office I keep one 

finger in their mouth all the time. And they’re sitting there thinking, ‘Isn’t he thorough?’ 

“You know what I am saying is true: People do brag about their illnesses. You ever talk 

to anyone about his scar? Sure you have. Wasn’t he proud of it: how long it was? I know a man 

who had an unnecessary operation done just so he’d have a scar twice as long as his 

mother--in-law’s and his wife’s put together. He’s had peace in the home ever since. They’ve got 

nothing to talk about. People do brag about their scars -- how long it is, how wide it is, how red it 

is, how white it is.  

“Go to see a man in the hospital. He’s been pampered and babied by his sweetheart, all 

the women in his life: his maiden aunt, his grandmother, his mother and now his wife. He’s never 

had anything wrong with him before and finally he’s had an appendectomy. Now, I am not 

knocking the appendectomy. It’s a very serious operation -- about like having your ears pierced. 

But he’s there in the hospital and it’s the only thing that’s ever happened to him in the way of an 

illness, so naturally he’s got to make a big thing out of this. So he’ll say, ‘Sam, I guess you tho’t 

you’d lost me? They told me another thirty minutes and mine would have ruptured.’ He’s  so 

proud. 

“You go to see a man who’s had a gall bladder attack. Where are the stones that they took 

out of his gall bladder? Why, here they are: here they are in this little bottle right by his bed 

where you can see ‘em. And you can brag about them, and please do, because that’s why he put 

them there. But don’t you worry -- if you won’t brag about ‘em, he will. You know what he’ll 

say?  ‘The doctor told me those were the biggest stones they’d ever had in this hospital.’ And 

he’s got that sardonic smile on his face; he wants that to thrill you. Or he’ll say those were the 

biggest, or the most or the blackest or the greenest stones.  

“Isn’t it ridiculous when you take a good look at it?” 
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“Prescription for the Happy Life” (Cont’d) 
 

People today are full of tensions: We’re like a swimming duck -- we’re cool and calm on 

top, but just paddling like the devil underneath. I know there are a lot of busy executives here. 

I’m still going to say it: The busy executive today in America is among the most frustrated 

people in the world, because he is hustling up a fictitious ladder we call Success to the neglect of 

his own health and a lot of other things -- marital relationships, perhaps. The busy executive 

today picks up the paper in the front yard. He wants a little refuge away from problems. A man’s 

home is supposed to be his castle, Lord -- a little peace and quiet. Picks up the paper, gets in his 

favorite chair in the living room or the den, thinks he’s going to have a few moments of solitude, 

there by himself. Uh uh. His own little boy comes in, says, “Mama just told me she wants to be 

cremated.” 

He wasn’t really listening; he says, “O.K., tell her to get her hat and we’ll go.”And we wonder 

what’s wrong with the American marriage today.  

Most of the American people today are pretentious; we are keeping up with the Joneses. 

This is hard on us, but it is harder on the Joneses -- they have to stay ahead. This is a vicious 

circle. Today it is impossible to keep up with, or rather, catch the Joneses. About the time you 

catch the Joneses, they refinance. Away they go again! 

If you’ll survey your situation carefully, you’ll find that you are living expensively to 

keep up with your neighbors who are living expensively to keep up with you. This is the height 

of pretentiousness and will get you nowhere.  

I know of what I speak. When I first started the practice of dentistry, I didn’t have any 

patients, but I didn’t want to act like it. I was pretending. I’d gone out and gotten me some 
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four-year old magazines like the rest of them had. Nowl, don’t laugh -- they’re hard to find. I was 

sitting there reading those, lo and behold, the door opened, this man walked in. I picked up the 

phone right away. Pretending, I said, “No sir, I can’t take you today. I can take you Thursday. No, 

not this Thursday, the next Thursday. Three o’clock -- good, I’ll expect you then. Thank you very 

much.” 

I turned to the man standing there in my reception room, “Now sir, what can I do for 

you?” He replied, “Nothin’, I’m just here to install that phone.” 

The American people today -- most of them -- are seeking a complicated happiness. 

When in the name of Heaven, folks, are we in America going to realize that happiness lies in 

little things, but did I say little things?  

Ladies, with all the sincerity that I can muster tonight, I tell you for sure: If you have a 

husband who truly loves you, you are extremely blessed...and I hope you know it. Gentlemen, 

‘fore you get that smug look on your face, if you have a wife who loves you, you are extremely 

blessed and I hope you know it. You don’t have to travel the United States very much to find the 

statistics in this regard are certainly true. One of three marriages in America does end in divorce. 

The rest of us just fight it out to the bitter end. That’s what I like -- a challenge to married life. 

Someone has said that marriage is fifty-fifty. The man who started that doesn’t 

understand women or fractions. That’s the way it should be, but it’s not like that. I find it’s more 

like 80-20, 70-30, 60-40. I was speaking in the Houston Club, a very beautiful room in the 

downtown part of Houston -- elevated podium, crystal chandeliers, orange drapes, a huge crowd, 

gathered right up to the front. They were interested ‘cause they didn’t know who was going to 

talk. They’d kept it secret who’d be the speaker. There was a couple of interesting folks right in 
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front of me. Very attentive, very receptive, listening intently.  I was talking that night, not on this 

theme, but another one I call Getting Along with Others -- or Only Skin ‘Em Once! My public 

relations talk. I believe this bunch could use that, I really do. But one of the most risky things 

about being a speaker is that you get carried away with enthusiasm over the appearance of the 

audience and you change your talk or you bring something out of your head, that’s not in that talk 

and then if they have you back, invite you again, you’ve forgotten what you said. That’s the only 

reason I have notes in front of me now -- to keep me on this talk. 

Well, I got carried away that night with the appearance of the wives and husbands there 

together. I said, “How long has it been, men? How long has it been since you took your  wife’s 

little hand in yours and told her how much you loved her?”   

The lady right down in front of me nudged her husband. She said, “Are you tuned in on 

that up there?” I continued, “I tell my wife twice a day that I love her because I realize that wives 

are like regular customers -- they do not want to be taken for granted.” She nudged him again!  I 

leaned over the lectern at that particular moment and I said, “Let me tell you something else. My 

wife deserves it.” And boy, did he nudge her! 
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Prescription for the Happy Life (Cont’d) 

 
The American people today are too self-centered. If this blessed nation of ours ever goes 

down the drain, it is going to go sliding down on these words: What’s in it for me? But that’s 

another talk. Ann Landers put it correctly: She said the American people have “I” trouble -- she 

says their I’s are too close together, that all they think about is I, I, I, me, myself, mine and ours 

and to the devil with everybody else. I think she’s right. Individually, I think the American people 

 act as if they’re never going to die, or at least live a thousand years and they’re all starring in a 

play all the time. You know what the title of it is? “ME, FOREVER!” 

The American people are too conscious of money. I said, “too conscious.” I’m not going 

to be one of these philosophical after-dinner speakers who gets up here and tells you people that 

money is not important. The man who’d do that to this group is like the man who’s in his grave 

and his epitaph reads, “NOT DEAD, BUT SLEEPING.” He ain’t foolin’ nobody but himself.  

Some people tell you that money won’t buy health, or happiness, or friends. Well, they’re 

talking about Confederate money. I love the simple things of life, a rainy day or sunny, a crust of 

bread, a sip of wine, a rocking chair and money! 

But you know what I am going to tell you. I would never say that money’s not important. 

Money builds your schools, money builds your churches, money does your mission program. 

Money is important. You raise more money in this organization next year, you know what’s 

going to happen? You are going to have better speakers. That did not come out exactly the way I 

wanted it to, but you got the gist of it, did you not? 

Money builds your hospitals. Don’t ever under rate the profit motive. It is one of the great 

things about America. It’s what made America great in the first place -- the incentive program. 

However, I do want to tell you something about money and you may not have thought of 
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it before. Perhaps the most important aspect about money you’ll ever have to face is in the last 

five minutes of your life when you’re there on your death bed and suddenly it strikes you, that 

money is important for how you got it and how you used it when you were here, is now partially 

determining where you are going to go. And that is going to be important to you.  

Now I could go on and on and list the frustrations of the American people, but I think you 

see that any line of endeavor would have trouble in just dealing with these folks. But how can I 

go around the United States and tell people to smile, be good-natured, laugh, joke, sing, be 

happy, when I’m a dentist? 

Most dreaded profession in the world! No one likes to go see a dentist. Not even a dentist 

likes to go see a dentist! People hate the dentist. They don’t mind telling you, either. They’ll 

share this welcome little bit of news with you. I was introduced at a party the other night. This 

man said, “Dr. Jarvis is a dentist.” This young lady said, “I just hate dentists!” Oh, that thrills 

your soul. You walk down the street, little children see you approaching. They hide behind their 

mothers’ skirts, they stick their little tongues at you as you pass, and they shout, “You dentist 

you!” Oh, that moves you! 

Well, I am proud to be a dentist and I’m proud of my colleagues. I am proud of the 

114,000 dentists in this country who are doing such a fine job at dentistry that they don’t have to 

speak for a living. Have you ever thought of what a good job they’re doing? Cosmetically 

beautiful, artistically functional, accurate, mind you, within one ten thousands of an inch and all 

the time working on a moving target. I’m proud to be one and I don’t let the morbid attitude of 

the people toward dentistry bother me in my office. I’m a happy person. I hope you can tell that I 

am happy. I hope I live to be ninety-eight and they have to beat me to death with an axe! And 

then I hope I can fight ‘em! And I do hope you are enjoying this tonight, because you can see that 

I do enjoy it. Immaterial to me whether you enjoy it or not, ‘cause I enjoy it so much myself. I am 
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a happy person. If I ever get to thinking that it is your treat and not mine to come here and speak 

to a group like this, I hope the Lord strikes me mute that day and hope you can tell I mean it. 

Now, I’m not going to tell you that I have been a happy person all my life. That would be 

idiotic. Everybody has their unhappy moments. Just last December I was in the hospital -- I had 

this kidney stone. (Laughter and applause, sustained) And I want you to know that my doctor said 

that was one of the biggest kidney stones they had ever had in that hospital.  

Most of the time I’m happy and down in my office I certainly am. I don’t let the morbid 

attitude of the people toward dentistry bother me. I counteract it. I laugh, and joke, and sing -- I 

have to -- I do pitiful work! 

 

 



 
 

Prescription for the Happy Life (Cont’d) 
 

I use a sense of humor applied directly to the patient. I use a system called, “Smiling Comebacks.” They 

don’t know what I am going to say next. They’ll come into my office and they say, “Gosh, I hate to come down 

here!” and I reply, “Gosh, I hate to hear you talk like that!” Then, they say, “Well, I know, Doctor Jarvis, I said 

it, I can’t help it. I’m sorry I said it but I had to say it ‘cause I’m scared.” “Well, don’t be because I wouldn’t 

want us both to be and lookee here.” (Held my hand up, fingers trembling) I say, “I didn’t become a dentist until 

I got too nervous to be a riveter.” 

Now that gives them confidence. Man came in the other morning, said, “I feel terrible down here this 

morning.” I replied, “Me too, I think it’s those shock treatments.” 

We work on some real nuts. When I was practicing in Houston, a woman had the audacity to ask me this 

question in a snide manner, she said, “Wait a minute. Before you work in my mouth, I want to ask you a 

question, “Do you sterilize your instruments?” Now wasn’t that a stupid question? ‘Course I don’t! I don’t have 

time with all this speaking and everything I’m doing. But I wasn’t going to let her know that. I said, “No ma’am, 

I just wave ‘em around in this Houston heat. I figure nothin’ could live in it.” She said, “I know what you’re 

doing: trying to get me a good mood so you can work on me, but I happen to be very particular about my 

mouth.” I said, “In that case, if you’re that germ conscious, let me ask you a question: Do you ever kiss your 

husband?” Heh, that gave her something to think about, didn’t it? Ha! I bet she hasn’t enjoyed it since that day.” 

Not if she’s look in there. We don’t advise that, incidentally.  

Oh, you’ve gotta use every facility at your command to get along with the tense dental patient. A man 

came into my office --you’re not going to believe this story -- a man came into my dental office. I knew he had a 

lot of holes in his teeth ‘cause when he started talking, he talked with an echo. He sat down, I examined his 

teeth. I said, “Sir, you’ve got a few holes in your teeth and I’ll do some fillings on those.” He interrupted, said, 

“No, you won’t.” I said, “How’s that?” 



 
 

“You’re not gonna fill ‘em -- you’re gonna pull ‘em. I want ‘em outa there! I want you to give ‘em the sunshine 

treatment: just lay ‘em out on the grass and let the sun shine on the roots. He said, “They been in my mouth too 

long and I want to gum my way through life.” 

I said, “Sir, you can’t mean that.” He interrupted again, loudly this time, “That’s another thing I don’t 

like about you dentists. These are my teeth, Brother. You can’t give me any argument about my teeth, can you?! 

I can do anything I want to with ‘em.” I replied, “You certainly can, but as your dentist, I have one obligation. 

That’s to try toget you to save your teeth. 

You’re going to need ‘em. How ‘bout when you die?” He was interested now. “I’m gonna need ‘em 

when I die?” “Yes, Sir, you certainly will if you believe in the Bible.” “How’s the Bible enter into this?” I told 

him, “Well, you can only go to two places, that’s Heaven or Hell. You’re gonna need ‘em both places. If you go 

to Heaven, the Bible says that in Heaven there’s gonna be a land of milk and honey. You know that there’s 

nothin’ worse that I can think of than gumming honey. That couldn’t be Heaven -- that’d be Hell. How ‘bout if 

you died and you went to Hell? 

He asked, “I guess I’d need ‘em in Hell, too?” “Of course, you would, ‘cause the Bible says that in Hell, 

there is gonna be a weeping, wailing and gnashing of teeth. Now, picture this, you’re gonna get down there and 

you’re not going to have any teeth. You’ll be over in a corner and you’ll see all your friends. They’ll have their 

teeth. They’ll be over there, gnashing, gnashing, gnashing, having this good time gnashing and you’re gonna get 

a complex.” He shouted, “Shut up and fill them teeth!” 
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Prescription for the Happy Life (Cont’d) 
 

Of course I go on to educate my people, but I do like to make them laugh because they can use it 

and then it makes ‘em easier to work with. We say, “Blessed is the man who can laugh.” Not true today. 

Our society has gotten so complex that we have to add two words. You say, “Blessed is the man who can 

laugh -- at himself.” 

God pity you if you can’t laugh at yourself. Man came into my office, had a toothache. I said, 

“Well, Sir, whom have you been to see?” He replied, “I went to see a druggist.” “What idiotic advice did 

he give you?” “He sent me to you.” 

What’s the remedy, Folks? Here’s the first ingredient: It is to enjoy this moment. Why would you 

waste this one? This is the only one you’ve got. You have no guarantee that you are going to draw one 

more breath. You have got no guarantee you’re going to live one more second. Why-in-the-world would 

you waste this one being miserable? I’ve got a hundred dollar bill in my wallet for anybody who can 

come up to me after this talk and show me a contract that says you’re going to leave this room alive 

tonight. You haven’t got it. I knew you didn’t. That’s why I said that about that hundred. I haven’t got it, 

either -- but I wasn’t worried about having to cough it up. 

You have got to enjoy this moment. You’ve got to quit looking for a knock in your motor. Enjoy 

the health you’ve got now. That could be worse. If you don’t think so, you go take a little tour through 

the hospital. Don’t wake up like you usually do. A lot of happiness depends upon how you wake up. I 

know how you wake up; it’s the wrong way to do it. You’re lying there, flat on your back, eyes wide 

open, you’re yawning, looking at the ceiling, scratching. And you’re thinking, over and over and over 

again, “Where do I hurt?” If you do that, you know what’s going to happen? You’re going to find the 

spot. Then, you’re not going to feel like getting up and going to work. Your mind can build that out of 

all proportions and you won’t feel like getting out of bed. Some people start the morning right. They say, 

“Good morning, Lord!” Some people say, “Good Lord! Morning!” 

Better you should get out of that bed tomorrow morning and if you’ve got a little crick in your 
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back, shake around a little bit. You got a two-to-one chance it’s not cancer. And then you ought to get 

down on your knees beside that bed and you look up. You say, “Thank you, Lord, for bringing me 

through the night and for this moment. I happen to know it’s the only one I’ve got, Lord, and I am going 

to use it being happy, ‘cause I know you didn’t put me here to be miserable.” You’ve got to quit looking 

for a knock in your motor.  

You’ve got to smile awhile and make a smile your trademark. Everybody looks better if they 

smile, except some of my denture patients. I don’t let them smile, I couldn’t, I couldn’t stand the 

advertising. I don’t know what it is, but I just can’t make false teeth. Everybody leaves my office looking 

like they can eat corn-on-the-cob through a knothole. You know how they look. Someway those teeth 

don’t mesh right or something. I counteract that by teaching them to smile where no teeth show at all. 

That’s the last appointment. They leave my office with just a little, sly grin on their face. Just a little 

one-sided grin. I tell ‘em, “Just wave -- that’ll be enough.” 

Oh, you need to laugh a lot. That’s the next thing. People come up to me all the time, say, “Doc, 

I just ache all over.” I say, “Ma’am, those are muscles you haven’t used enough. The American people 

aren’t seeing the humorous approach to life. We all need to laugh more. Yet, I had a man come up to me 

after the Abilene, Texas Chamber of Commerce talk and what did he say? “Doc, I sure enjoyed that talk. 

I had to grit my teeth to keep from laughing.”  

Now, what’s wrong with a fellow like that? Some people say, “I got nothin’ to laugh at.” 

Poppycock, everybody’s got something to laugh at: Get out that ol’ weddin’ picture. You got a lot to 

laugh at and that’s going to get funnier every year.  

‘Course, you can overdo everything. I’m not advocating you go around laughing all the time. 

You do that and you know what’s going to happen to you: They gonna throw a net over you. They’re 

going to think you’re ripe for the funny farm and away you’ll go. 

This is brought out in a bit of verse written by one of America’s greatest living poets. Now, when 

I wrote this poem....I had you people in mind. It says,  
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If you can smile when things go wrong, 

and say it doesn’t matter, 

If you can laugh off cares and woes, 

and trouble makes you fatter, 

If you can keep a cheerful heart  

when all around are blue, 

Then have your head examined, Bud,  

there’s something wrong with you. 

We do need to laugh and sing and we need to be happy. Men, you’re going to have to work at it. 

Now, ladies, did you hear what I said? I said, “Men.” When a speaker gets up here and he says, “men,” 

he is talking in the generic sense and he means men and women. I don’t mean that at all. God bless the 

ladies, I admire and respect every one of you, but I am not talking to you. You don’t have any trouble 

being happy. I don’t have to talk to you. You’re happy today. This is a woman’s world. If you are not 

happy today, when are you going to be?!  

You don’t hear any woman talking about the ‘Good Old Days,’ do you? These are the good old 

days for the women. You hear men talking about the good old days. Things are getting better for the 

ladies all the time. How long has it been since you’ve heard anybody say, “What’s cooking?” Heh, heh. 

That’s just it. THERE AIN’T NOTHIN’ COOKING! What it’s doing is lying there thawing! That’s what 

it’s doing. 

 

 



 

Prescription for the Happy Life   (Cont’d) 

 
Men are not important. Seems that they’ve never been important, really. Ever hear of 

Father McCree? Where was Whistler’s father when they were painting that thing? He’s not even 

in the picture.  

Neither are you. Seventy six percent of the world’s money is spent by women, 

twenty-four percent spent by men -- on women. How many men in here were given a Valentine’s 

Day present by your wife? How many men in here whose wives were peeved at ‘em ‘cause you 

didn’t give ‘em one? My wife is still mad at me ‘cause I didn’t give her anything for Lincoln’s 

birthday. They got this thing going all the way around the year. You gotta tell ‘em every day that 

you love ‘em.  

Well, I see you’re still skeptical, just think I’m up here illustrating this message, with a 

little humor that’s not true. This is true -- you are not important. If you think you are, I can 

illustrate this by going back into your own history. When you were born, Men, what did they 

say?  “How’s the mother?” There you were, little ol’ red, wrinkled, pruney looking thing, 

gasping for your next breath, hoping it would come -- and they’ve got the audacity to say, 

“How’s the mother?” 

Remember when you got married? Remember that big picture of you in the paper, 

Fellows? Didn’t have your photograph in the paper? Of course they didn’t have your photograph 

in the paper -- didn’t have room for you and the little flower girl. But they had your wife, your 

bride, there she was in that big picture. And the bridesmaids, the little flower girl. If they even 

mentioned you, the groom, at all, where was it? Uh huh, back with the hernia and the exema ads. 

Way back on page 27-D. You were lucky to get that spot. 

A man dies today and what do they say? “How much did he leave her?” And somebody 

says, “Nearly every night.” 



 

You can be happy, Men. In spite of the fact that you are not important, you can be happy 

if you remember what I’ve told you tonight. Do me a personal favor. A lot of happiness depends 

upon how you start the morning. I’ll be gone early in the morning, but do me a personal favor. I 

think you’re a little bit happy now. Let this feeling ride over till at least tomorrow morning. Jump 

out of that bed tomorrow morning, with all the vigor, vitality, energy that you’ve got. Jump out of 

bed, look at your wife lying there. 

No, maybe you better not. I don’t know -- I kinda got carried away there again, because I 

am not sure that approach would help you on your way to a happy day. For I know how she’s 

lying there. She’s got all this goo on her face. You know her better’n I do, but I know she’s got 

all that goo on her face -- this kid is about to slide out of bed. They believe in this old expression, 

“Oily to bed and oily to rise.”  

Got on that old hair net and it’s her oldest one when they’ve got the gall to tell you what? 

“We dress for our husbands.” And not the bridge club and not other women -- got on that ol’ hair 

net, covers her ears, ties in that ugly little bow in the back.  

Take a loooong look at that nightgown. Tore in five places -- and all the elastic’s gone, it 

ain’t touching nothing! (Lot of laughter.) Uh oh, looks like we hit a nerve here. (Even more 

laughter now.) She knows how she looks. Don’t you remember that night she walked out, said, 

“Henry, if a fire breaks out, be sure and wake me ten minutes ‘fore the firemen get here.” Why, 

she is not going to have the firemen seeing her like that. That thrill is reserved for your eyes -- 

you lucky dog you. 

In case you don’t remember which one she is wearing, it’s that ol’ nightgown you wish 

she had thrown away when you gave her that new one five years ago. But what did she do with 

that new one? She took it and she put it into this drawer, with all that new stuff you’ve given her 

for the last fifteen years. You handed her that present, she opened it, and she said, “Thank you, 
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Sam, thank you very much. And like a squirrel, she went and she hid it in that drawer and it 

hasn’t appeared since. 

What are they trying to tell you? What do they say? “I’m saving that for nice. Or worse 

still, “I’m saving that to go to the hospital in.” Well, don’t let ‘em fool you, not for one minute. 

You know what that’s for? That’s for their next husband - that’s what’s that for. 

(Continued next week) 
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Prescription for the Happy Life   (Cont’d) 
 

She (your wife) doesn’t have to impress you any more. But don’t let her know how you really 

feel. Look over there at her in that nightgown and say, “Honey, you look marvelous this morning.” Then, 

if you feel sick, go in the other room. ‘Cause you oughta spread joy and happiness in this old world. 

I don’t need anybody to come up to me and say, “Well, Dr. Jarvis, since you said,’men,’ ‘that 

includes you. You’re not important either.” I already know that. When I’m home, Maxine says ‘my 

house,’ ‘my stove,’ ‘my couch,’ ‘my refrigerator,’ ‘my car,’ ‘my sofa,’ -- nothin’ belongs to me except 

the garbage, that’s mine. Oh, don’t laugh, please, everybody ought to have something. It gives me a sense 

of belonging. 

And what a thrill to know there is something down there that cares and is down there waiting for 

me to take it out. Every Tuesday and Thursday I get to take it out. The other day I forgot it and Maxine 

came running down the stairs in her old hair net and her old nightgown, saw that I had forgotten the 

garbage, looked out the window and there was the garbage truck, going away, the men hanging on the 

sides. She got so excited, forgot how she was dressed, ran right out in the front yard, said “Yoo-hoo, 

yoo-hoo, am I too late for the garbage?” And they said, “No ma’am, hop right in there.” 

Someone up here at the head table asked me awhile ago why I never do bring my wife -- and 

now you know. I’d like for you to have me back sometime and perhaps Maxine could come to that 

particular occasion and if she does, are you going to be surprised! You’d think I’d have more pride. No, 

she all right. The kid’s a little effeminate, but she’s all right. 36-22-36 -- ‘course not in that order.  

I shouldn’t have to say this: surely you realize the way I kid about my wife, we love each other 

very much. We have a marvelous relationship, or I wouldn’t mention her at all. I don’t worry about the 

men who kid about their wives -- I worry about those I know are married and they never mention them. 

We do have a marvelous relationship which was nearly strained last year. I talked twice in a row to a 

Chamber of Commerce group and I wasn’t going to tell the nightgown story that second time ‘cause I 
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catalogue these things and I try not to repeat. But imagine: Fifty percent of that audience the second time 

had not been there the first time. Now what do you think was going through their minds, when the man 

who introduced me that night got up and said, “You know, I want to tell you what just occurred at the 

head table. My wife just told Dr. Jarvis everytime she puts on her nightgown, she thinks of him.” (Great 

laughter!) Now you try explaining that at home. 

Well, I love to hear you laugh. Laughter is among America’s strongest points, the ability to laugh 

in the face of adversity. The Russian people said they are going to bury us. How are they going to know 

when we’re dead? Well, they’ll know when they no longer hear the laughter of America ringing out from 

all four corners of this nation. 

I hope you’ll keep on laughing. I hope you’ll keep on being optimistic. The other day I was 

sitting by a glum-looking man, one of those who looks like he can drink milk out of a churn, got that 

loooong face. I finally asked him, “Sir, what-in-the-world are you thinking about to have a face like 

that?”He replied, “I was just sitting here thinking, you know the minute you’re born, you start dying. Do 

you know that?” Two hundred and twenty million people in America and I’ve gotta draw this kook! -- to 

sit by on a three-hour trip! 
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Prescription for the Happy Life   (Cont’d) 
 

This is the column which will close my talk, “Prescription for the Happy Life,” a talk I’ve given well over 400 

times. Remember it is easier to change audiences than it is talks. A person can have only one talk and go on real well 

for quite a spell. I doubt that I’ll write in the future what I have done in these 13 columns -- type out my talks verbatim. 

However I hope that you have enjoyed this one. It is so easy to make people laugh when one is face-to-face with the 

audience, but it is difficult to make folks laugh with the printed word. It brings no guffaws, except a rare moment when 

the cartoon nips the subconscious and you laugh and say to your wife or husband, “Here, read this. He’s talking about 

you now.” 

The only time I’ve laughed at written material was when I read The Dogged Victims of Inexorable Fate, a series 

of golf articles that Dan Jenkins put together as a humorous golf book. That’s the way most writers of humor -- Erma 

Bombeck, Art Buchwald, Dave Barry and other columnists “write” a book: they put columns together and voila! A 

book. I might try that myself, all columnists want to do it, but wonder if it will sell. And one might have to go on a 

book tour and I’ve traveled enough around this country speaking, entertaining. I do not want to have to go do a book 

tour, not that’s gonna happen.  

The humorist is a person who makes folks laugh and yet gets across very serious points. When I write that one 

ought to tell his wife or her husband they love ‘em, at least twice a day, I do mean that for sure. Do not take him/her for 

granted.  

The man is glued to the set, watching his football games. He’s been there for four hours with a hot 

double-header. Peanut shells all over the floor, along with chips and Fritos, three empty beer cans on the end table, one 

in his hand. She, his wife, is disconsolate. She looks at him, says, “Henry, you don’t love me, do you?”  He turns to 

her, for now on is a commercial, and says, “Of course, I love you -- I’m your husband, that’s my job.” Really a 

romantic clod, isn’t he? 

She says, “You love football better’n you do me.” He shrugs, “Yes...but I love you more than I do basketball. 

What a thrill that is to her ear pans! 
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Conclusion to PFTHL as I call it: Well, I hope you’ll keep your life simple. You don’t need a complicated 

approach to happiness. Perhaps you and I, the American people, all of us, we need to sit down on river bank, pick up a 

leaf and look at it, thank God He made that leaf and thank God you’re able to look at it. The simple things. 

The fundamental approach to life that the American people seem to be forgetting, while they are looking at 

something so technical. I don’t mean you don’t have figure things, but you don’t have to figure out everything. You 

don’t have to be like this man who said, “When you work, work easy, and when you rest, rest loose...and when you 

worry, sleep. 

We can’t do that, but do we need a system for everything. Like these two fellows at the race track. They’re 

losing every race. An old timer over from them a ways -- he’s winning every race. They went over to him, said, “Ol’ 

Timer, you really know how to figure them horses, don’tcha?” 

He replied, “No suh, hosses and figures don’t mix.”  They said, “Well, you doing something we ain’t doing. 

You don’t mind telling us about it, do you?” “Naw, the only thing I might do that you don’t do is I go down to the 

paddock ‘fore the horse race starts and I watch them hosses close as they file out. If Number Five nods his head, I 

‘member that. And if Number Two nods his head, I ‘member that. Then, when it comes Post Time, I ‘member it was 

Five and Two nodded them heads. I add them up, five and two is eight and I bet on Eight to win.”They said, “Why, you 

ol’ fool. Five and two is not eight, it’s seven.” He shook his head, “There you go with them figures again.” 

Happiness comes easy if you’ll let it. Happiness comes by appreciating your marriage. Happiness comes by 

appreciating your friends. Tennyson Guyer, a friend of mine, speaks on the national circuit. He says, “We have 

conventions for a lot of reasons and not the least of which is this one: “You can’t shake hands over the phone.” 

You’ve had your fellowship here, you’ve enjoyed it, I know you have and I appreciate being part of that. I hope 

you do appreciate your friends. We take them so lightly. One of these days they’re going to be sitting around in San 

Marcos playing bridge, someone’s going to run in, and shout, “Didja hear about ol’ Charles Jarvis.” “No, what 

happened to him?” “He dropped dead last night.” “Oh, tsk, tsk, tsk, now lessee, whose bid is it?” 

That’s about the way it goes. If you don’t get one thing out of my talk, you take this statement home with you -- 

I am going to tell you one sure thing about friends: you’d better have at least six of ‘em.” That’d be terrible, wouldn’t 

it? One handle open? 
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I hope if you have friends, I hope they know you love them. I’m not preacher but I do know we must witness.  

I’m telling you that I believe it just this way -- that Jesus did go down to the tomb and He did say, “Lazarus, come 

forth, and I believe Lazarus heard beyond the grave and walked out of there. But I’ll tell you something else I believe: I 

believe your friends are not going to do that. If you love ‘em, you better tell ‘em and I wouldn’t wait too long. You can 

wait too long.  

I waited too long. The most bitter experience in my life, to this day, was the fact that my best friend was sitting 

on the edge of his bed, ten years ago, watching the late movie on television. Suddenly, he grabbed his head in pain and 

said to his wife, “My gosh, Matalee, I can’t see -- I’m blind. Thirty seconds later he died of a massive cerebral 

hemorrhage, at the age of thirty-nine years, a mere youth by today’s longevity standards. I see some people living on 

and on doing no good whatsoever in this world. But now I’m judging and the Book says, “Judge ye not.”  

But I’m human and I’m weak and I do judge. However, the Book offers me some consolation. It says, “Now 

you see in a mirror darkly and later face-to-face.” Well, hasten the day when I’ll understand something like that -- a 

good Christian example taken from us, a mere youth. 

I know what’s eating me up, Folks, and I don’t want that to happen to you. It’s a guilt complex that is 

well-springing from deep within me that says, “You muffed it, Brother. You were with him all the time and you muffed 

every opportunity to tell him that you liked him when he was here and now you can’t. And it is eating you up from the 

inside out. I don’t want that to happen to you. 

I wrote a poem at that time, called “Good Intentions.” 

Life’s a trial, life’s a worry,  

Life’s a problem, life’s a hurry, 

Life’s a busy, crowded way,  

Good intentions go astray. 

 

I had a friend the other day,  

I haven’t now -- he passed away, 

I meant to write...to phone...to call 

But he didn’t hear from me at all. 

 

I only hope that he can see 

Now what his friendship meant to me. 

 

Life’s a busy, crowded way, 

Good intentions...gone astray. 
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Prescription for the Happy Life. What an easy dose to take! How fortunate we are! 

We can be the first generation that’s gone unheeded for centuries. It says this: “You can be happy 

only if you forget yourself and think of others. When are we going to learn that? Simple, isn’t it? 

Perhaps too simple. God created Man and gave to Man a little sovereignty and a little time. Some of His own 

sovereignty he delegated to Man and one of these days, not too far off, the time passes very quickly.  

One of these days, you and I shall be measured and judged on how much we respected the sovereignty and how 

well we used the time. Allow me to remind there is no better way of serving your God than by spending one’s self for 

man. You can do it and how this country needs for you to do it...today.  

I guess I could have told a socko joke and sat down and you’d have loved it. But I wanted to share that with 

you. I wanted to share the idea, that you need a plaque, in your office, ‘cause you’re as weak as I. We need to be 

reminded. This plaque I want you to have: I want you to put four lines of a song on it. If you’ve gone to church at all, 

you know this one, and if you’ve listened to Tennessee Ernie, it is one of his favorites. It’ll keep shouting to you from 

that wall that this is your purpose in life, don’t ever forget it. It’ll do it with these four lines which say this: 

Lord, help me live from day to day 

In Thy most self-forgetful way, 

That even when I kneel to pray, 

My prayer shall be for others. 

Then, you’re going to be happy. Good night. 

 

 

 

 



 

How To Tell An Old Joke 

 

A joke that you haven’t heard is not an “old joke.” At least not to you who have never heard 

it. I do use “jokes” in my talks, some of them may be classified as “old jokes” to those who have 

heard them. As I get the first line of the joke out of my mouth, I can see people nudge each other 

and whisper, “He’s going to tell that one about...”  

In my Humor Workshops and my presentations to the people attending the National Speakers 

Association’s conventions,  I have asked those present not do that, for it might bother that 

particular speaker. It certainly does not bother me, for many years ago, I found out how to tell an 

old story. It is very simple: tell them it is old.  

In reality, it is a joke, not a story, but don’t tell the audience members that, for you want to 

surprise them.  That way, there is a bond between the speaker and the ones who have already 

heard the joke. If you tell them ahead of time that it is old, then you form a bond between the 

speaker and the members of the audience who have heard it. However, try to tell it so well that 

they, too, will laugh along with the great majority of the audience, who in all probability have not 

heard the story. Why should you stand in the way of other’s happiness?  

I used to say that when we were in dental school and Mr. Spiller gave us a new car every 

year. My classmates were so jealous, they’d chide me about that and the fact that he bought us a 

nice, small, brick home when most of them were having to live in public housing. 

If it is a joke hundreds of years old, the chances are good that they have not heard it. For 

instance, here’s one that is bound to be as old as the first automobiles. The automobile’s 

invention brought out a lot of stories involving cars and the people using them.  

An elderly couple was riding along in their car. Ma was over 
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 by the door and Pa was at the steering wheel. Smiling, Ma 

 said,“Pa, remember them good old days when we used to  

snuggle real close to each other when we were driving?” 

And Pa replied, “Ma, I ain’t moved.” 

Believe me, that one is an old, old joke. Let me ask you, “Had you heard it?” You that have 

not, why do you think you have not heard it? I do not mean for the following sentence to make 

anyone feel the slightest disparagement. You might not have heard it, ‘cause it is so old and for 

another good reason: It is a clean story, no smut at all.  

You enjoyed it for you don’t like risque humor and I’m proud of you for that. I’ve told my 

workshop attendees, “The art is in making people laugh with clean humor.” I want people to 

leave the meetings where I’ve entertained thinking, “That was the cleanest, funniest talk I’ve ever 

heard.” Now, I can’t worry about the people who see smut in nearly everything -- they’re looking 

for it. Evil, as well as beauty, is in the eye of the beholder.  

Nearly everything has a relationship to self-esteem. There are people waiting to be offended. 

These days, the percentage is getting higher all the time. They are paranoid. I just turned around 

here in my office in my home to view that poster I have, sent to me by a psychiatrist. It shows a 

cartoon face looking suspiciously at the viewer and the caption says, “Just because you’re 

paranoid doesn’t mean they’re not out to get you.”  

We can’t do much about that sort of pitifully paranoid person, except feel sorry for them and 

their wife or husband. I really think that in some audiences there are people who if they do not 

find something offensive to them in the presentation, they will be disappointed.  

In the humor workshops I’ve given for people who want to speak professionally as a 
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humorous speaker or “people who give very serious speeches but want to learn how to highlight 

and illustrate salient points of their message with humor” I’ll tell some old stories (old to me) and 

get great responses because they have not heard them.” 

All you have to do to include some old jokes in your presentation is to announce right before 

you tell it that it is an old story. This will please them if they have heard it, for now you and the 

featured speaker have something in common -- you both have heard that story and sitting next to 

them is a person who has not heard it. It is a good story that should be used, for it illustrates the 

topic well. It bonds them with the speaker; they now have rapport. 

A person who has now started trying to sell my tapes on the Internet picked that elderly 

couple story as an example for his page on the Web. You should hear it and you can. All you 

have to do is dial ###-###-#### and you’ll hear me telling it. Notice how much laughter there is 

at that old joke. That audience loved it. Do you think they had ever heard it?  Why would 

anyone stand in the way of their happiness? Of course it should be used, regardless of age. 

Why don’t you dial that number right now to hear it and remember, that was taken from one 

of my presentations. There is no laugh track used to augment the laughter, as there is in most of 

the sit-coms today. They need a laugh track, but when you dial that number, please remember 

there is no laugh track. The response is just as it was when I was there speaking. 

And that is a great audience reaction, especially for a joke which is bound to be nearly a 

hundred years old. Hope you enjoy it. 
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Muck, Muckity-Muck and Muckamuck 
 

Most of the time I am very organized and structured. I’ve always advanced the theory that 

people, as they read, ought to stop when they see a word they do not understand, write it down 

for further, later study when time affords, and then when something is on like some of the 

sit-coms, one can devote large amounts of time to research and at least look it up. At times, 

however, one uses a word that he or she just knows is right for the occasion. Most of the time, 

this is pure luck if 30 percent of the people understand. Certainly, in this case, I’ll have to admit I 

did not know what “muck” is and had used the word improperly. But as you will discern from the 

letter below, I was at least colloquially correct. 

However, even English teachers are not right all the time. One suggested that I use the  

following: “It is I who am to speak.” Although correct, it sounds stilted and I ain’t that. After 

all, I play golf, when I do play golf, which is now about once a year, I play with characters who 

say after a putt of mine goes five or six feet past the hole, “At least, Jarv, it could have went. You 

give it a chance.” 

After I received the following letter, I telephoned Stanley Reynolds, a fine guy, a regular 

fellow, a five-year man at A. & M. As Larry and all other Aggies know, a five-year man is one of 

the most respected Aggies. Stanley’s fifth year entitled him to a geology and a petroleum 

engineering degree. He is one smart fellow and we had a DE-lightful visit by phone. He had sent 

me a three-page letter about muck and I knew that you readers would be very interested in this, 

so I am now going to type his letter for this column. I thanked him profusely for straightening all 

of us out about this. Probably even John Rudder, Jr. could not have done as well with 

enlightening us on this detailed explanation of muck, muckamuck, high muckity-mucks, etc. I am 

indebted to him and again, this might lead to a Dear Charlie type of Dear Abby column. His letter 
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follows: Dear Sir: In one of your recent columns in the Brady paper, which I enjoy greatly (I 

assume here he was referring to my column and not the paper, Larry), you used the term “high 

muckity-muck,” and stated that you knew there was no such word. I beg to differ. There is such a 

word. It comes from mining technology and language. 

In the old days when all mining was hand labor, the mining operation in hard rock or 

underground mining was as follows: In tunneling or stoping (removing ore): first, holes were 

drilled in the rock face, loaded with explosives and blasted. The resulting debris was loaded into 

mine cars and hauled away for classification into ore or wasterock. The operation of drilling 

with sledgehammer and drill was known as “jacking” and those who did it were “Jackers.” The 

loading of explosives were handled by the “Powder Monkeys” and “Blasters.” These were the 

elite of the mine crews, but often suffered from unfortunately short life expectancies. Those who 

shoveled the debris into the cars were “Muckers,” the bottom of the ladder among mine crews. 

Muck is defined in the dictionary as a wet or slimy mass. An excellent description of the blasting 

debris, since most mines were wet, and some required continuous pumping to keep ground water 

from flooding the workings. At any rate, there was a strict division of labor on the mucking 

crews, according to seniority. Those with the most seniority worked on top of the pile where they 

shoveled down into the cars. Those with less worked on the bottom where they shoveled up into 

the car -- much more effort. Eventually they came to be known as the “high muckity mucks,” 

(Sometimes rendered as “mucky-mucks”). Now mucking is done by mucking machines -- usually 

a type of front end loader. I once heard a front end loader defined as a machine used by someone 

who wants to get his or her front end loaded -- but enough of that. 

Eventually, and inevitably, the mine management came to be referred to as the “High 

Muckity-Mucks,” and finally was applied to anyone in a position of authority. Usually it carried 

a slight a slightly derogatory or sarcastic connotation, especially someone imbued with a degree 
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of self-importance.  

Incidentally, Mark Twain, who had been around them enough to know, once defined a 

western mine as “a hole in the ground owned by a liar.” Considering the stock-rigging, 

swindles, and mine salting that went on -- a pretty fair definition. 

Anyway, so much for my perhaps somewhat verbose etymological dissertation on a 

matter of no great importance.  

Keep up the good work! 

Sincerely,  

Stanley 

P.S. As I remember, you were in Brady High about 1940 or ‘41. I got out of B.H.S. in  

1944.  

Great letter! I appreciated it very much and told Stanley on the phone that if I get out that 

way, we’ll do lunch (as they say in Hollywood or the celebrity columns). He seems like what we 

would call a “good spud.” I am anxious to meet him and am much obliged to him for the very 

informative, interesting letter.  

When I pulled up the computer dictionary and typed “muckity-muck,” it printed, “I have  

no idea what work you have in mind.” Seems like it could have been more sensitive. Lois would 

not have liked that at all. I just figured I was trying to communicate with a computer which had 

never worked in a mine like Stanley had. I then tried “muck” and it came up with more stuff than 

would be appropriate for this column: muck (muk) 

Noun 

1. A moist, sticky mixture, especially of mud and filth. 

2. Moist animal dung. 

3. Dark, fertile soil containing putrid vegetable matter. 
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Verb: mucked, mucking, mucks. Informal 

To soil or make dirty with or as if with muck. 

muck up. Informal 

To botch. 

I feel like writing the computer program’s address and enclosing Stanley’s letter. 

Someone ought to let ‘em know that muckity-muck certainly is a word and refers to elitist, 

supercilious folks like whoever assembled their dictionary computer program. Also to use 

something other than that smart aleck “I have no idea what word you have in mind.” And add, “If 

you are really interested, call me, or better still call Stanley Reynolds in Midland. I am not going 

to give ‘em the number even -- let ‘em pay 75 cents for it, just like I did. It’ll be worth it to ‘em. 

Etymology:  Old Norse mykr. 
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Painting Mental Pictures  
 

For every word you have a picture in your mind. Think of a cat. What kind of cat do you 

see? Siamese? Persian? Plain ol’ alley cat, probably the very best kind. Little bitty kitten, real 

cuddly? I love cats. They don’t love me back as much, but I love them anyway. 

Think of the moon. Is your moon you’re now seeing in your head, is it a full moon? A half 

moon? Is it waxing or waning? Each of us sees perhaps a different kind of moon, but we do see a 

moon and could draw it if called upon to do so. 

Think of a boat. What kind of boat are you thinking about? What color? How big? 

Remember this: If it gets to be of a certain size, you’re supposed to call it a ship. Take that from 

an old Navy man. I really wasn’t a Navy man long, but I sure had to know that there is a 

difference between a ship and a boat. (Holy Smokes! I just looked the word “boat” up in The  

American Heritage Dictionary and what do you think?! It had as the second definition 2: a ship) 

Well, excuuuse me! If I had said that at the Naval Academy, I would have had to eat without a 

chair. The upperclassman who had asked me that question at our meal (mental hazing was a part 

of each meal) would have given me an order immediately after I had gotten “ship” out of my 

mouth, “Shove out, Mister Jarvis!” and I would have moved my chair out of the way and 

continued my meal in a squatting position. Incidentally, that makes one a bit weary after a minute 

or two and you start sinking down. The same senior midshipman, a First Classman (no women 

there in those olden days), would notice that and give me another order, “Two buttons, Mister 

Jarvis!” And I would have raised my fast tiring, aching little body so that two gold buttons of my 

blue Navy Midshipman’s uniform’s coat would show above the edge of the table.. Try that. You 

can’t do it long. It is not the most fun in the world but is part of the hazing at  Naval Academy. It 
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is supposed to help our.discipline and character and leadership and all those features, much less 

our memory and recall faculties. 

Where was I? Oh yes, mental pictures...and Richard, the dissident. Richard looked at me 

and smiled. I smiled back. I had him and he knew it. He could not have carved anything that 

looked like a tooth had he not known in his subconscious what a tooth looked like. He was a first 

year student at the UTDSSA. O.K., I’ll do this one more time for you, but expect you to remember 

it later. That’s not much to expect for I think we have a majority of Brady Standard-Herald 

readers who are bright as can be, cerebral in fact, who want to be tested, who want to learn as they 

are entertained. Besides, I am proud of that school, the University of Texas School of Dentistry at 

San Antonio, now considered the #1 dental school in the United States. That’s where I go for my 

dental work. I pay full price for it, too, there is no discount. The dental work is done by the 

specialists who teach the students but also work for the Family Practice portion of the school. Dr. 

Jim Fowler, a renowned prosthodontist, Bode, together with Dr. Van Sickles, an internationally 

known maxillo-facial surgeon, did five implants for me. You people who had rather not have 

dentures might want to check with them, that is, unless you have someone there in Brady who 

does implants. I suggest you take care of them from a young age so you won’t have to have those 

dentures and spend that much money on something you’d like better. Why, teeth don’t even show 

much -- especially those back ones. Incidentally, that was one thing I wanted to try to teach them 

also: how to motivate people to save teeth, not give them up easily just because they are in the 

“back of the mouth and don’t show, Doc.” 

Richard agreed with the analogy of drawing the tooth and laughed, as if to say, “You won 

that one, Dr. Jarvis, but I’ll get you next time.” I welcomed this banter. I love that style, that type 

of humor! I smiled and all the other students smiled, too. I continued: “Now, think of another 
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word -- God.” They immediately quit smiling and started thinking. You could nearly hear the 

mental gears turning. You readers: What picture did your subconscious bring up when you read 

that word “God” on this page?  How would you draw God? It is wondrous what Michaelangelo 

thought He looked like, but I am not capable of that sort of interpretation. 

An old story: A little four-year-old boy is drawing and coloring on some paper on the 

kitchen floor where his mom is working. She asks, “What are you drawing, Son?” He looks up at 

her and replies, “A picture of God.” She smiled and purred, “No one knows what God looks like, 

Honey.” He quits drawing, twists his face up toward her again, “They will when I get through with 

this picture.” 

Richard and his classmates did not know at this juncture of their dental education what the 

different teeth look like, what they are called and how they are distinguished one from the other. 

Incisors: central and lateral, cuspids, first and second bicuspids: first, second and third molars 

(wisdom teeth). They’d study Dental Anatomy and General Anatomy the first year, then the 

second year an instructor would be able to expose them to the words used in the instructor’s 

particular courses using those medical and dental words, plus hundreds of other new ones. 

  In dental school and medical school, the students learn over 300 new words a week. I 

don’t know who figured this out, but that’s what they told us. The sophomore would understand 

some very simple words: mesial, distal, facial, buccal, palatal, lingual, so he or she would be 

knowledgeable and could converse regarding a certain part of a tooth or a part of the mouth. Then, 

we’d get into some multi-syllabic words with which I doubt even Bode would be familiar, such as 

deciduous and periodonticlasia. I am going to try not to use those words around him. He seems to 

be a little sensitive about such verbiage. An old boy like he is, writing about four-holers and 

two-holers -- well, there’s just not much chance he’d understand. But I love his writing and all his 



 

folks. He had a bunch of them, didn’t he? 

Anyway, Richard and I became good friends, because all the time I was talking about this, 

he could see I had no mal intent and was smiling all the time. And I admitted to the whole class 

that I certainly was not acquainted with those words until a few years ago. Certainly those were 

not used in the Navy or in Naval Aviation. Other sets of words were used in those vocations but 

seldom in Dentistry. As in any vocation, there are thousands of words used that another person, 

not in that vocation, do not use. We are all ignorant in different fields. 

To be ignorant is not a downer. Ignorance simply means that a person does not know. We 

are all ignorant, but we are not stupid. If we were stupid, we could not learn. There is a great 

difference. Some do not know that difference however and use ignorant and stupid 

interchangeably. They are ignorant of the difference. Aren’t you glad we are all ignorant?  That 

means we are going to be learning all our lives -- that’s GREAT! 

This instructor/student exchange, plus all the others, made me think. I thought, “This is 

going to be great fun, being part of the teaching process there at the dental school. I was wrong. 
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Successful Mental Pictures 

The last two columns were meant to show that we all, dental students, dentists, and the 

people of any other profession, must be able to talk using words that people understand. A friend 

of mine jokes with me about my tendency to use multisyllabic words.  When I’d say, “Ken, that 

plaque sure is tenacious,” he’d add, “And doesn’t it stick on there?”  

 Also, what I tried to say is true -- we do communicate in pictures.  Have you ever heard 

anyone say, a little dejectedly, “I just can’t see that.” Or he could say it, not dejectedly, but 

vigorously, indicating that he thinks you are full of bull: “I don’t see that at all.”  If he/she cannot 

see it, he or she is not going to buy it. In all businesses, vocations, professions, whatever, the 

picture must be clear. In sports, the athlete must see himself or herself going over the bar at 

whatever height. The athlete cannot possibly do it if in his mind, he or she cannot.  

Right now, I see myself being very redundant, perhaps to the extent that you are sitting 

there, after a long day’s work, in your home, in your favorite chair, reading this in the Brady 

Herald. I can’t see your mind -- neither can you -- but in your mind, your conscious mind, you 

probably are thinking, if Jarvis keeps on with this kind of stuff, I’m going to quit reading his 

material. 

 However, you will admit you have said to people, after trying to describe a situation, “See 

what I mean?” (You don’t like people saying that to you. “See what I mean?” thinking they’re 

emphasizing it as they punch you in the chest, not realizing that you hate for people to do that to 

you! You feel like punching him (a woman would not do this, of course) visciously in the chest, at 

the same time vociferously shouting, “No, I don’t see what you mean, Turkey, ‘cause you haven’t 

shown it to me! Now, get out of my face, back off and take another shot at explaining it to me!” 
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If you watch golf on T.V., watch the players get the shot into their subconscious. First, 

they think of the elements facing them in making the shot: the distance, the wind, the obstacles -- 

trees or hazards -- then the players think of the spot on the green where they want the shot to land 

so the ball will then roll toward the hole. They look at the green, as they stand behind the ball, 

now having picked the spot on the green which is the terminal goal. They then pick out an 

intermediate goal, about three to five feet ahead of the ball as it sits teed up. That is the point over 

which the ball must pass if the flight of the ball toward the green is correct. The golfer then 

assigns that to his or her subconscious, and trusts the subconscious to produce the swing and hit 

which will be successful. The ball passes over the first spot, curves appropriately -- draws or fades 

-- lands on the spot picked out on the green and rolls toward the hole, due to the slope of the green 

and the grain of the grass. If it is Jack Nicklaus or some other wonderful golfer like Johnny 

Rudder, the golfer accepts the plaudits of the appreciative gallery and start toward the green to 

plan the next shot -- the putt.  

For you people who do not want Larry, Jym, or me to write about golf, I used that to show 

what planning must go into any type of successful venture. Planning plus optimism -- no negative 

thoughts now -- will get you success. But let’s look at Harley Leachelin, a friend of mine here in 

San Marcos. Poor Harley: There he is, hunched over the ball on #9, 50 yards from the pin, a creek 

in front of him. He should have hit the prior shot so he’d have a full swing for the next shot, for 

one of the hardest shots in golf is to hit the soft wedge. He’s got his wedge out, he is scrunched 

over the ball for his stance, and he is mumbling to himself. I ask him, “What are you mumbling, 

Harley.?” He says it louder, to answer me, “I can’t do it.” Well, of course he can’t do it if he 

already has programmed his mind that way! Sure enough, he digs the club in the ground behind 

the ball, hits it ‘fat’ and it goes into the water.” Poor Harley, I know how he feels, for I have done 
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that hundreds of times myself.  

Words are powerful tools to communicate with ourselves, our fellow humans, our  

customers, patients, clients, our loved ones, dentists, football players, whatever. But we must be 

able to use those words to paint word pictures so that they “see” in their minds what you are trying 

to get across to them. They will never “see” it if they are out of emotional control so much that 

they will not listen(We’ll hit that subject later).  

Ever heard anyone say softly, “That’s not clear to me.” What’s not clear? The picture in 

his or her mind, the picture you’ve just tried to draw in their mind with your words. Someone 

laughs derisively at your attempts and nudges the person next to them, “Can’t you just see that?” 

Ever heard anyone admit, “That’s fuzzy to me.” What do they mean by that statement? 

If you use a strange word to me, I am going to ask you, “What do you mean by ‘diverticulitis’? 

Would you let a physician say, “Your problem is diverticulitis” without asking the doctor,  “Am I 

gonna die?” Or better, “What do you mean, Doctor, by that diver....whatever you said there at the 

last” 

There’s an old saying, “Inform to perform.” That should be on a plaque in every 

physician’s and dentist’s office. We like doctors who make us feel very comfortable by explaining 

to us what they are about to do to us...and incidentally, we like for them to tell us something like 

“...and you will feel a little pressure, but no pain.”Hallelujah!” we think.  

Same in the dental office. Paint the mental picture in the patient’s mind, the picture of 

wonderful dental work that will benefit the patient. Do it with class and enthusiasm so they’ll see 

that you are optimistic and very confident. Do not ever say, “I’ll try to do the best I can.” 

And you might say, as I did, “I’ll explain everything to you as I go. One more thing: You 

will feel pressure, but no pain. If you feel the slightest pain, raise your hand and I will stop 
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immediately to correct the situation.” 

One patient, a rather scared man, said, “And if you don’t stop when I raise my hand, I 

promise you that I will raise my knee to your groin.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

       "Ladies"            

 

I love women, always have. My mother was one. I loved her, in spite of 

the fact that she used to give me calomel and castor oil every other day, for 

one thing or another. I have forgiven her.   

You'll notice I wrote, "women," not "ladies." We are no longer supposed 

to call you "ladies." Yep, right. Forbidden now by the feminists. 

Maxine and I were returning from a speaking engagement when she handed 

me a magazine. With a frown on her face, she said contemptuously, "Here, read 

this." 

The article, written by a dedicated feminist, stated that no longer is 

it correct to refer to a female as "lady," or to a group of them as "ladies." 

That is now considered a put-down and is not to be tolerated, for it brings 

to minds women staying home in the kitchens, making cookies. Certainly this 

is not the case in our house, for ever since I had that bypass, chocolate chip 

cookies have gone elsewhere, along with chicken-fried steak and most anything 

else that tastes WONDERFUL! 

"Whoever wrote this (I didn't know her.) was addressing us men. However, 

she is directing her edict to the wrong gender. She ought to point this breach, 

horrible as it is, to the L.P.G.A. -- The Ladies Golf Association. That is, 

to all the golf associations, even the one at Quail Creek Country Club in San 

Marcos. Evidently that news has not reached the golfing women and a great many 

other organizations. 

Certainly we have militant feminists. They are undoubtedly super 

sensitive, ultra-sensitive or whatever. One woman came up to me after my talk, 

got right in my face and let me have it. "You said, 'he' too much and you didn't 



 

say 'she' at all--and God is going to get you for it! 'Cause She didn't like 

it!" 

Well, excuuuuse me. I am gonna keep on calling y'all "Ladies" for I was 

raised in a generation which taught me to refer to you as ladies. My  

generation put you up on a pedestal where God intended you to be. My 

contemporaries deferred to you. We still do. 

I still walk on the side of the street where I can get killed first. 

That's my job! We have to keep the statistics in proper proportions: You outlive 

us 7.7 years! What's equal about that!?! And yet, we aren't complaining. That's 

the way we want it. Even though it is not equal. Some women have thrown that 

at me. One got right in my face one time and told me, "That 7.7 years is the 

reward the Lord gives us for putting up with men in the first place! A little 

peace and quiet. We earn that, Buster!" 

When going down stairs or on an escalator I walk or stand one step ahead 

of Maxine. So if she slips she can squash me! Again, that's my job! 

I am much aware of this sensitivity and political correctness going around, 

but not all women are for it. No changes wanted. At least not at my house. 

When all this started I asked Maxine, "What do you think of the feminist 

movement?" 

She shot right back with quite an agitated look on her face, "Now don't 

start that with me! You know I'm not going to give up my superior position 

just to be equal to you!" 

No doubt some women have to live with, abide and endure some clods. 

My heart goes out to them. Maybe out in public they are trying to get even 

for no revolt is allowed at home. Sad, but please don't take it out on me.  

I held a door open for a woman the other day. She walked through all right, 

but said as she passed, "You think I can't do that myself!?! 



 

As she walked on, I yelled, "Two more like you and you're all going to 

be doing it!" 

One lady speaker told me once, "Charlie, you have to remember that we 

all don't have a Charlie Jarvis." Wasn't that a great compliment? 

I don't want y'all to think of me as egotistical or self-serving, but that 

was nice and very much appreciated.  

Come to think of it, Maxine has got it pretty good. If there is 

reincarnation, I'd like to come back as Maxine. 
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“Dear Charlie” 
 

Dear Abby and her sister have got it made, and have had it made, for many years.. You 

know that they are sisters, both write an advice column, both have readers in the millions. They 

are syndicated and make a ton of money and at one time were jealous of each other  and would 

not speak. All is fine now -- they’ve made up and now their millions and I enjoy them every day. I 

was on the program with one of them, Dear Abby, in Las Vegas for a Mobil convention. She is a 

fine lady, unpretentious, truly down-to-earth and I enjoyed her very much. Her talk was made up 

of her reading letters she had received and had not published due to the fact that no one would 

believe them.  

This column could perhaps become one of those. A lady wrote to Larry Smith about my 

use of the word “kook” in referring to that man by whom I sat for a three-hour trip. She thought I 

was insensitive and said that he was probably as glad to get rid of me as I was to get rid of him. 

This is a good example of what I mean by saying that it is difficult to put on paper the funny stuff 

I can tell, using the nuances of humor as presented in public speaking. The lady assumed that I 

must have changed seats to get away from this man. I did not. When he said, “You know, the 

minute you’re born, you start dying.” When I say that and add, “A three hour trip and I’ve got to 

draw a kook!” the people laugh. They laugh at the way I say it. I’ve used it in Brady at the C. of 

Commerce banquet. 

The truth is I love these people! We had a great time, for he was a fine fellow and was 

saying that to shock me, not knowing that I have made a living out of shocking others into 

laughter. We both laughed and went on from there with a wonderful conversation for the three 

-hour trip. He made my day! And I got a lot of material out of what he said had happened to him. I 
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embellished it, put a little hair on it and have used it many times. This lady did something else 

beneficial for me besides furnishing me the basis for this column: She made me look up the word 

“kook.” I tried to do it the easy way: pull up the American Heritage Dictionary that I have loaded 

in my computer. It has over 85,000 words defined in the program but alas, no “kook.” If any of 

you know of another computer program which has, say, at least 250,000 words in it, please let me 

know of its existence. 

In my computer dictionary, when you pull down the program and type in the word “kook” 

and click on Define, it means to be very beneficially, for it suggests that perhaps I would like to 

know more about “cook,” or “cookie.” However, I do not give up easily and so went to my other 

book dictionaries and found in Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary that the work “kook” is 

in there. (Incidentally, some of the words that are also in there would surprise and astonish and 

anger you. I lost a little time by looking up some of those, musing, “I wonder if ________ is in 

here?” And it was! Then, I added, to myself, “Well, why not, that is in most every movie today, 

except Disney’s. Don’t you hope they never get dirty with their movies?) 

Anyway, it said...no -- that’s not right -- it said nothing, it read...no -- no, that’s not correct 

either-- it read nothing.  What was there, on the page, evidently type-set( Is there a hyphen in 

type-set? Now, I’ll probably get a letter from some English teacher or some type-setter. I just 

pulled down the computer dictionary and sure enough, it had type-set, type-setter.) Now, where 

was I? Oh yes, the dictionary: kook: one whose ideas or actions are eccentric, fantastic, or 

insane: a screwball. 

The dictionary was right. This man was eccentric, nearly as much as I am. The only way I 

could explain this to the kind lady who wrote Larry (I started to give her my name so she could 
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write me. I wonder if these columns could ever lead to something such as Dear Abby or her sister 

-- I better mention her name, too-- Ann Landers, whose column, Dear Ann Landers I love and 

read it every day. Talk about kooks, some of those letter writers are kookier than the worse kook 

you are thinking of, at this moment. You know to what I refer. Read some of those letters. Most 

interesting. 

Anyway, this man and I had a lot in common: He had a marvelous sense of humor and had 

made that remark to see how I would react. We got along wonderfully, for we share another trait 

besides being endowed with an active sense of humor. We both are “people who deviate from the 

norm.” He made my three-hour trip very interesting. Some of the other things he said will go well 

in other columns. We laughed quite a bit, both of us kooks -- pardon me, eccentrics.  

Next week: A most interesting tale about a man who wrote me about “muckity-muck.” 

Man, did he straighten me out on that one! 

*     *     *     * 

Thanks, Lois. Who knows? You may have started something big. I guess you won’t 

demand any royalties. Right? I’d be DE-lighted to give you half of what I am making with these 

columns. 

I LOVE to write about kooks...especially lovable kooks. Wait till you read about Razor 

Baldridge and Myrt Eure. After I read this to Maxine, correcting it as I went, that lovely lady said, 

“Charles, I agree: You are a kook, a most lovable kook. An eccentric, loveable kook.” Wasn’t 

that nice of her. So nice I didn’t even correct her for using redundant adjectives. I think she was 

simply being the kind-hearted person she is, especially since she said it on my 74th birthday. 

 



 

The Best Humor of All 

 
In my opinion at this time(I may change if you convince me about your idea of this) 

the best humor is the “Painful Told Playfully.” This would be some dire circumstance in your past, even a 

nearly tragic experience, which was ominous back there at that time, but now is humorous, if told with 

skill. 

Kidney stones are not funny, not in the least. In my presentations I will ask, “How many people in 

here have had a kidney stone?” Immediately hands go up, men and women delighted to let anyone know 

that they have suffered about the worst pain you can have: a kidney stone. I continue, “You can always 

find a person who is having a kidney stone. There they are on the floor, desperately trying to get 

comfortable, all the time unsuccessful. The pain is killing them! Like a horse kicking you in the lower 

back. At least that’s where the pain starts. It’s like someone put a knife in that region of the kidney, then 

slowly pulled it down and around to the front, then diagonally down into the groin area. I can describe it 

more honestly if I were to tell you where it ends up in a man, but I will not go into that. Suffice it to say 

that it is terrible pain, and you want it to stop, immediately! 

At this time, the sufferer does not want anyone around, does not want his wife to try to comfort 

him. Just get away and let me die. Evidently I am going to die a most painful death! Then, suddenly, even 

as sudden as the onset, there is no pain. You lucky devil! You passed the kidney stone! What a relief! God 

is good! 

My first kidney stone happened in San Antonio. We were there the next morning after a 

presentation at the Gunter Hotel. My side, there in the back, really, started aching, and got slowly worse. 

The house doctor was called. “Get into a hot tub of water,” he suggested. I did. The pain subsided, but I 

had an idea what was happening. It had never happened before and I had prayed it would never happen 

to me. I told Maxine I thought we could drive home. She said she’d drive.  

      As we left the driveway of the hotel, it hit me again. Bam! Hard! And got progressively worse as 



 

we hit the highway and drove to San Marcos. The pain was terrific! 

I was alternately putting my head out the window to get some air and then down between my legs to keep 

from passing out. 

          Maxine, usually an ultra-conservative driver, was hitting ninety miles an hour. At the time, 

I didn’t care. If death came, so be it. At least it’d be sudden and I had enough of that slow terrible pain to 

last me a lifetime already. 

       Maxine drove to our doctor’s office and then summoned him outside to the car. I fell over against 

him, exhausted, perspiration all over me. Dr. Benge Elliott asked, “What is it, a heart attack?” 

Somehow I told him that it was not a heart attack. “No doubt I’m having a kidney stone.” 

He said, “Maxine, he is not going to want to go to the hospital.” 

“Wrong,” I said, “I am ready now!” 

I know you are awaiting the outcome of this. The stone did not pass. Dr. John Schneider, of 

Austin, had to come over and go up there and get it. That was great fun. 

By that time, I couldn’t care less. He could take his time. I was enjoying the peace that morphine allowed 

me. They had given me Demerol, but that didn’t touch the pain at all. 

When they gave me that morphine, I held my arm over my head, just like a junkie, I thought, so the stuff 

would get to where it had to go in a hurry! I can’t describe to you the blissful feeling it was to have the 

pain slowly subside. 

I had another kidney stone in 1965. That first one was in 1963. I have never forgotten those 

experiences, the first one started in San Antonio and the second one 11,000 feet over the Snake River 

country, Montana, in my airplane, by myself. I’ll tell you about that one next time.  

 

Anyone who has had a kidney stone will tell you that it is the worst pain he/she has ever had. I 

have never had a baby, but have talked to a lady who has had three children and one kidney stone and 



 

she told me, “I’ll have three more babies ‘fore I’d have another kidney stone.” I just have to take her 

word for it. 

This exciting tale will be finished in the next two columns. This one wasn’t too funny, but it will 

get better for you when I describe how it got worse for me. Someway, that is funny to people. Maybe it is 

the idea that they were not the ones having to suffer all that pain. It is puzzling. Ever smashed your 

thumb? Remember when you did and you told people about it. First, you asked, “Did I ever tell you 

about smashing my thumb.” Smiling, they’ll say, “No, tell me.” Why are they smiling? Did you ever think 

about that? When you start telling about it, depending upon your aptness at story telling, they might even 

laugh and slap their knees.  

And these are our friends?! 
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BACK TO THE JOKES 

(Changed by Bob Wilson to Don’t Be Dull Telling a Joke) 

 

My penultimate column, if the word can be used that way. ‘Course, all you folks 

know that means next to the last and I don’t want to be pedantic but I learned that from a 

friend of mine who was trying to impress me. I answered this fellow speaker’s letter using 

a bit of humor that I cannot tell you here, for this is not my newspaper and I want to be a 

credit, not a discredit to Larry and his family, and to his wonderful mother. If you see me 

on the streets of Brady, depending upon who you are, I might tell you. He enjoyed it and so 

did I, but all this humor is not to be shared with people who might consider it crass, 

common, vulgar, risque, whatever. 

Anyway, it--the column--concerned the definitions of the word Joke. 

 Please be patient.  It may be a bit boring now, but it might help you considerably in the 

long run, for if you are not a good joke teller, this will aid you. People will not cross the 

street to avoid you when they see you approaching. They will welcome your company, 

especially if you have a good joke that will make them laugh. And Friends, THEY NEED 

TO LAUGH! And they LOVE to laugh and if you make them laugh, they will LOVE to be 

around you. Especially will they admire you if the joke is on you, but that is another 

subject entirely and wrought with psychology. Pedantic enough? 

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition: 

1. a: something said or done (get that, Folks, save that for later, please. “or 
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done”) to provoke laughter; esp: a brief oral narrative with a climactic humorous twist.  

Then, the dictionary continues with the other common definitions which we need not 

refer to here. You can go to your collection of my columns and look at Noah Webster’s 

Second Edition’s definitions for those. YOU DIDN’T CUT THEM OUT AND SAVE 

THEM! This is a humor course, Folks, not simply a column. You continue to read this stuff 

and you might make a little extra money by telling jokes, not to mention becoming a 

humorous speaker. There is a huge difference which we will get into later, but first you 

have to hear this: ANYONE CAN TELL A JOKE. But they might not be able to tell it 

well. They may be so pitifully inept at it that they bore people. 

You will not do that after reading this one column today. Remember that little 

addition Merriam decided to put behind the first definition and your joke telling will 

improve drastically: “A brief, oral narrative, with a climactic, humorous twist.” 

“Brief” -- How many of you have been bored to death by people who stretch out a 

joke. They have to describe everything! It is anything BUT brief. One man took nearly ten 

minutes to tell a group of us golfers a joke. He has never been invited back! And never will! 

We thought he would never  finish and we would have to try to laugh, after all that time, 

with a mouthful of beer and sausage. (Yes, these people with whom we play eat this way!) 

They are GREAT people! But Miss Manners would not want to meet them, nor would they 

enjoy her company, except if....well, we won’t go into that.) 

Oral narrative -- told, like a story. 
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Climactic -- at the height of the built-up tension. 

Twist -- different. There is an interpretation of thought being built as a joke is told, 

then there is a twist in the tale, and people laugh for it does not turn out as they had 

thought it would. This switch makes them laugh, for they like it better than they thought 

they would. 

Remember, a joke is a thing, a funny thing. Anyone can tell a joke. They might not 

be able to tell it well, but remember, a joke can be read. You have bought joke books, 

right? Most people read the jokes in READER’S DIGEST. If you are a speaker, you 

already know better than to use those--too many of the people have read them. However, 

there is a way to tell them and have everyone enjoy them, even again. That li’l secret later. 

Stay with me, please. We’ll illustrate this in later columns. In meantime continue to 

avoid all the pitiful joke tellers you know. 
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JOKES  
(Changed by Bob Wilson to No Education but Lots of Common Sense) 

 
There are many definitions of the word “joke” and we’ll be writing about jokes, the different 

kinds of jokes, etc., so let’s get familiar with them. 

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary: (First you should know the word Webster is no guarantee of 

excellence and is used by a number of publishers and may be used to mislead an unwary buyer. Be sure 

to look up unwary and caveat emptor. You’ll need that latter one a lot for then you will be wary.) 

Let’s not use Merriam’s first. Was that Noah’s wife?--not Noah of the Bible--we all know better’n 

that. But not one fellow who came up to me after a banquet the other night after I had quoted a few items 

from the Bible, so he probably thought I know a lot about the Bible, which I do and yet I don’t know as 

much about it as the Bible students, not to mention the Baptists or the Church of Christ folks. Don’t ever 

argue about the Bible with a member of the Church of Christ! Learn from my experience and just take 

that as a truism and you won’t be wrong! This fellow asked, “Doc, wasn’t Joan of Arc 

Noah’s wife?” No use discussing most anything with a fellow such as that. 

He probably thinks Sodom and Gomorrah were man and wife! And the Epistles were the wives of the 

Apostles!  

The oldest dictionary I have is Noah Webster’s Second Edition. It is a huge book and has a 

wooden cradle. It was given to me by a best friend of ours, Betty Phillips (Gone to Glory now) who was 

one of the library’s staff at Southwest Texas State University’s Library. Incidentally, she had one fault: 

She could not stand people who say, “liberry” instead of “lye-brary.” She has little patience with those 

folks, but put up with her husband, Gene, wonderfully. She got after him once about his lack of higher 

education. This was right before he and I left on a trip for one of my speaking engagement’s. Their 
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air-conditioner was not working and Betty didn’t like his leaving her with the problem. She hollered at 

him, “Well, what am I going to do about the air-conditioner?!” He shouted back as he closed the front 

door, “Why don’t you read a damned book about it?” Never brought up his education again, especially 

his lack of a higher education. He had a great deal of common sense. Used some of it there. 

Noah, in his Second Edition, had these definitions for the word: 

 Joke, n.[L. jocus, a joke, jest.] 

1. anything said or done to arouse laughter; funny anecdote; witty,  

amusing remark; amusing trick played on someone. 

2. something not meant to be taken seriously; thing done or said in fun. 

3. a person or thing to be laughed at, not to be taken seriously. 

We’ll have to go on with this interesting stuff next time. I have had trouble simply holding this 

heavy book and trying to type at the same time. In fact, to tell you the truth, I think I’ve nearly herniated 

myself! And that’s no joke! 
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“Who Tore Down Those Walls?” 

 

You’re in for a little respite, Readers. I’ve been telling you so much about humor, rather  

that simply entertaining you that I’ve decided to give you a break and let you in on a little humor 

with which you might regale your friends that do not read this column. (I understand there are 

one or two.) The story following: You can decide what type of story or humor this is, now that 

you have been enlightened that there are different types. This was a favorite story of Dr. Kenneth 

McFarland, undoubtedly the best speaker this country ever produced. He and I were great friends 

and I miss him very much. He was a fine, man, a gentleman, an outstanding speaker, 

acknowledged by his speaking colleagues as “The Dean of Public Speaking.” He also was a 

super patriot, who loved this country, and a very spiritual man, who believed that the Sermon on 

the Mount was the finest speech ever given. All of his speeches included the principles he 

believed made this country the greatest on earth and he witnessed to all his beliefs. Every person 

in America, and especially today, should hear his speeches.He was not a humorist, but he used 

humor in his speeches. And he did give speeches, whereas I talked. I am now producing his 

tapes, having gotten permission from Justice Kay McFarland, his daughter, the first woman Chief 

Justice of the State of Kansas. He was mighty proud of Kay and rightly so; he spoke of her 

achievements. We desperately need judges with her principles in the U.S.A. 

He used humorous stories and jokes to highlight and illustrate his topics and subtopics. 

If you’d like to know more about him or to order some of his tapes, send me your name and I’ll 

send you an order blank. This story (following) was one of his favorites and he told it so well. 

He was talking about knowledge of the Bible, religion and ministers and then used this story: 

Speaking of ministers, we have one over in the Kansas City area who’s an extremist on 

religious education. Actually, he isn’t, he’s nuts! on religious education. Every time he gets the 
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chance he goes running over to the religious education building and here’s the way he tests the 

religious education program. It’s very informal, and very unscientific.  

He’ll just stop any child he happens to see and he’ll figure out what age this child is and 

then he’ll ask him a question that he thinks the child should know at that grade level. He was 

over there a while back and here came a boy down the hall and the minister stopped him.  

He said, “Billy, who tore down Jericho’s walls?” 

Well, the kid got wide-eyed, got serious, he said, “Wait a minute now. I didn’t. I not only  

wasn’t in on this. I don’t know anybody who was.” He said, “I don’t know anything about it.” 

Of course the minister was shocked, he went rushing to see the boy’s teacher. He said, “I 

stopped  Billy Smith out there awhile ago and I asked him who tore down Jericho’s walls and 

you know what he said? He didn’t do it, he wasn’t in on it, he doesn’t know anybody who was. 

What do you think of that?” 

Well, the teacher said, “Reverend Burkholder, I don’t know anything about this incident  

that you’re investigating. But I do know Billy Smith and he is as honest a boy as we have in this 

school and if he says he didn’t do it, I would just accept that. 

The minister was horrified then. He just went on a dog trot down to the office of the 

religious education superintendent. He rushed in there, he told him what the boy said, he told him 

what the teacher said. He asked, “What are you going to do about this?!” 

“Why,” the superintendent said, “Dr. Burkholder, sit down, relax, man.” He said, “You’re 

going to have a stroke. Calm down. He got him in a chair and he said, “Now, Doctor Burkholder,  

I am an executive. I’m an administrator. The other people can quit here when the four o’clock 

bell rings if they want to, but not me. I’ve got to be sure that the day’s work is done and we’re 

ready for another one tomorrow. I’m the one who has to keep the old apple cart steady on its 

wheels all the way around the circle every time. I’m the one who keeps the pot from boiling over; 

I’m the one who keeps the lid on. I just have to look at things objectively and dispassionately and 

that’s what I want to do in this case.” 

“Let’s put this whole situation into the proper perspective. The boy has told you he didn’t 

do it. His teacher has told you the boy is honest. Now we can continue this probe if that’s what 

you want to do and we might nail somebody  to the plank, too. But at what price? This is the 

question I am forced to ask: at what price? We damage the morale of the whole organization. We 

upset the learning situation that we have so laboriously built up here, over the weeks and over the 

months. I ask you, Dr. Burkholder, is it worth it? 

“Now, here is my suggestion to you. You go see these Jericho people, not in the spirit of 

who’s right and who’s wrong, but simply in a spirit of what is true. Go to them in that spirit, talk 

it over quietly, dispassionately. After you’ve done that, if they sincerely believe that some of our 

boys were involved, you get a reasonable estimate of the damages, we’ve got a special fund for 

things like this and I’ll see they get a check within twenty-four hours.” 
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Clower Gate  

(Bob Wilson changed this to You Can’t Overlook Jerry Clower) 

 

As you know from my last column, I really do like Jerry Clower, but I like turnip greens, too. 

However, you know you can get too big a mess of greens. You eat that many greens and you'll get 

scizzums of the jizzums (Gene Phillips, the best friend I ever had -- gone to Glory now -- one of his 

favorite expressions). I shouldn't compare Jerry to greens, but it's appropriate 'cause a little bit of Jerry 

goes a long way. When you are with him, you are in a crowd, for Jerry draws a crowd, seems to love 

people, loves his fans: "...jus' love being aroun' 'em, huggin' 'em, joshin' 'em." 

Mentally put yourself with Maxine and me. There we are in the corridor of the Atlanta Hartsfield 

Airport  proceeding to our gate. We spot Jerry! Here he comes! He's gonna see us, hug us, and we'll be 

here for a long, long time, surrounded by people, Jerry doing his act!  

Damn! No broom closet to duck into! Too late! He is on us! In about a hundred decibel voice, he 

shouts  20 feet from us, "Well, lookee yonder! If it ain't ol' Maxine and Charles Jarvis, two of the 

mainest friends what I have in all the world! What's happnin' y'all?" People start gathering around, for 

Jerry's whispering draws a crowd. At first the folks thinks there's gonna be a fight. But it is just a visit, 

Clowers' style, at the top of his voice. 

Jerry's a bit weird, in an eccentric yet not unpleasant way. You just have to get used to him. Takes 

some doing, though. One time, when Maxine was not traveling with me(I surely did relate the experience 

to her later) Jerry and I were going to Gate 5-A, Eastern Airlines. He was going to one city and I to 

another, but we were booked on the same commuter. As we approached the gate, about ten yards from it, 

Jerry suddenly hollered at the top of his voice, "See that, Charles! Lord, look at that! See that perty lil' 
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girl yonder what's gonna handle our tickets fer us? Look at them hands, Charles. (She is looking our way 

by now.) ."Notice? Them ain't no ordinary hands, you know that? Them's the hands of a country gal. 

Ain't you, Hon. You bet! Whooh! Them hands ain't ever gonna touch no canned biscuits. No canned 

biscuits for you, is they, Hon? No siree bobtail! I can see 'em now: bringing up that lard and that flour 

together, sifting it through those sweet little fingers, making them good ol' luscious,  scrumptious, 

b-u-t-ful brown country biscuits. Whooooh! Glory! God bless you, young lady. You doing right! 'Cause I 

done done a survey on this here problem and it comes out that all the viri in this country is caused by 

them canned biscuits. Thank you, Ma'am. You serving the Cause." Whooooh! 

Then, in a real quiet manner, he asks, "Can you hep us with these tickets?" 

She is still staring at him open-mouthed. She's thinking as she shifts from him to me and back 

again, "What-in-the-world is going on here? Where did you people escape from? Is this CANDID 

CAMERA? Where is Alan Funt(or whatever his name is)? However unnerved she is by all this, she is 

DE-lighted to help get us on our way.  

It takes a little while to get over one of Jerry and my get-togethers. About once a year is fine with 

me. Can you understand that? 
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MAYDAY! Comedians Aboard!  

(Bob Wilson changed this to 

Laughter Can Get You Kicked Off Plane) 

 

Jerry Clower, as I’ve told you in previous columns, is an overly friendly person. To say that he 

is extroverted is gross understatement. He is one of the friendliest people I’ve ever known. I’d put him 

in the top ten.  He is not reticent; he is not shy. When you are with Jerry, people will be looking your 

way, for the man simply cannot whisper. His voice is loud and he does not hold back on it. He is glad to 

see you always and shows it by hugging you and yelling to everyone that you are his friend and he is 

DE-lighted to see you again.  

Eyes will focus on you and you will be the center of attention. This is not Maxine's favorite 

thing to do. She does not seek the limelight or we would have an agent ourselves.  Jerry is simply "on" 

all the time or most all the time.  If by himself, I imagine he is quiet every now and then, but even that 

is not a sure thing. 

The South has a lot of this type of folks. He and my friend, Hamilton “Ham” Wilson, now 

deceased, but a long-time Executive Vice-President of the Alabama Cattleman’s Association (for which 

I talked five times) are right up there together when it comes to exuberance. They overflow with it. 

Ham would see me walk in the hotel and would holler from thirty feet away, “If it ain’t ol’ Dr. Charles 

W. Jarvis hisself, come all the way from San Marcos, Texas -- come to save us poor Alabama souls 

from sin and degradation!” All this in one breath at the top of his voice. This sort of greeting draws fast 

attention and makes one want to crawl into the nearest lobby pot plant or anywhere to escape. It is all in 

good fun, however. 

As was our flight together, on Southern Airlines. Jerry and I, on Southern. He was going to one 

city and I to another. We sat together and I was telling him jokes. He had asked me to share with him. 

“Charles, you know I done got twenty-four albums, but need some of those good ol’ stories of your’n to 
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load up some more.” So I was telling him a few and he was laughing. Not only was he laughing at about 

eighty decibels, but slapping his knee, leg, me, and the airliner seats. 

The stewardess, a nice-looking young Black lady, came up to the front two seats where we were 

sitting (there’s more room there and Jerry being a big man, needs lots of room) and said in a 

condemning voice, “You have to stop this. You are scaring the passengers.” 

“What?” I asked. 

“You heard me. You are scaring the passengers, all this hollering, whooping going on.” 

“Miss, I hate to be rude. I don’t mean to be, but that sounds a bit crazy. All we’re doing is telling 

clean jokes and laughing, having a good time.” 

“That may be true, but you have to be quieter. You are scaring the people.” 

She meant it. Even said if we did not, they might have to put us off the airplane at the next stop, 

which incidentally was not either one of our destinations. 

Jerry just could not get over it. He said, “Now ain’t this here something, Charlie. Here I been 

fightin’ them people’s problems--you know it--since way back yonder ‘fore that young thing was born. 

And she threatens to put us off the plane. She means well, Charlie, so we’ll jus’ hafta be quieter to 

comply with her wishes, for she is correct, Friend. Laughter scares the American people--they ain’t 

heard enough of it. It is too rare today. The sound of it scares them folks. 

“But, ain’t it something, Charles. Here the two of us, Jerry Clower, the best country comedian in 

the U.S. of A. and Charlie Jarvis, the best humorous speaker what they is in the country and we got to 

quit telling each other these wonderful, clean stories ‘cause our laughter scares ‘em. A rotten, dirty 

shame, ain’t it, Charlie?” Lamentable, but true. Laughter scares ‘em ‘cause not enough people doing it.”  
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Mark Twain and Charlie McCarthy 

 
I don’t like words such as irreverence. Why? Because they bother my self-esteem. 

If you want to lose a friend or insult someone, you hit them with something that’ll lower their 

self-esteem. Believe me, that will knock ‘em down quicker’n most anything other than insulting 

their children.  

Remember that old one: 

 “Look at that kid over yonder.”  

“What about him?”  

“Look at his head. Got a head on him the size of a cantaloupe.”  

“That happens to be my son.”  

“On him it looks good.” 

I don’t know why I put that dialogue there. It is not thought of as irreverence. It is 

something else we’ll discuss later. However, I am feeling rather whimsical today. There’s a good 

word to look up -- whimsical.  

You look up irreverence and what does the dictionary say? It doesn’t say anything, books 

can’t talk. What does it do? “It reads...” No, it doesn’t read either. It does nothing but allow you 

a source book for all these words. We say, “It says...” But you’ll have to admit it really doesn’t. 

However, that’s the way we talk, so it’ll have to suffice. It says when you look up irreverence, 

“lack of reverence.” If you’re like I am, you want to throw the book down the stairs. Now, 

wouldn’t you know it! We’ve got no stairs to throw the book down. Where are these things when 

you need them?! I’d like to tear its little innards out! 
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What the book is telling me is, “You nincompoop! You should have looked up 

reverence!” Now, I feel deflated. Dern book doing that to me! But then, being an American, I do 

not blame myself. They should have taught me this stuff. Who? Ms. Barfoot, that’s who! In 

keeping with the American custom, I am not blaming myself. Brady High should have taught me, 

Or Mrs. Israel, or Mrs. Eilers, or E. J. Powell, or Coach Holland. Any of them could have taught 

me that and not let a dictionary put me down like that! Jeanette Jordan should have taught me! 

No, I can’t put the blame on Jeanette. She wasn’t even born when I was having trouble with 

words and English. Miss Lehmburg, boy howdy! She was something else! We loved her! Just out 

of Texas Tech. She walked in and the room brightened up. We revered her, I’ll tell you that! We 

looked at her so much, she threw Miles McInnis and me out of the class, made us go to the 

principal’s office. We didn’t want to, so we went outside and played horseshoes till the next 

class. It was tough watching her and concentrating on English and stuff. 

Anyway, I looked up reverence. The dictionary had it all right. There it was -- how am I 

gonna put this -- the dictionary made it known by printed words, “honor or respect felt or shown, 

a profound awed respect.” That right there is what irreverence is. 

I love irreverence. Really I do. I can’t help it. This irreverence not does have to be a lack 

of respect toward God, and He or She would not appreciate it one bit, no doubt of that. We 

Americans love to talk irreverently against authority of any kind. There’s a lot of it today against 

poor ol’ President Clinton. How’d you like to be him today? Or worse still, Newt?! Those two 

are catching a lot of this irreverence. 
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We Americans love to kid these people in authority. Remember Senator Claghorn in 

“Allen’s Alley”. Wasn’t that a great radio bit? Wonderful! Fred Allen made Senator Claghorn 

sound like a fool. Why did we laugh so at that? How about Shoe, the comic strip?. Makes the 

Congressman in that strip look like a stumblebum.  Who he really looks like it former Speaker 

of the House, Tip O’Neill. We love to do that.  

This country was founded by people who rebelled against authority. We like to put our 

leaders down, especially if they get too smart for their britches. We’d do this most anywhere we 

might live, ‘cept’n in perhaps Russia or China. Those leaders don’t cotton to any irreverence. 

You put them down and you do years hanging upside down, like that little king (“Wizard of Id”) 

does anyone who shows him no reverence -- there they are, hanging on the wall, chained up 

there. That’s a little drastic. Wonder why we think of that as funny? Ever thought about it? 

We’ll think about some of those complex thoughts. It’ll be fun. Trying to make us think a 

bit, Folks. Here’s a thought I want to lay on you till next time: Why did Samuel Langhorne 

Clemens use a pen name -- Mark Twain.? That’s an interesting thought. As Brother Dave 

Gardner used to say, “Think on that awhile, Dear Brethren.” While you at it, why did Edgar 

Bergen have to have Charlie McCarthy say all the irreverent material? 

Answer next week. Adios. Incidentally, that is not irreverence or irreverent.  
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Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy 

 

While I was a midshipman at the Naval Academy, Edgar Bergen came to entertain the 

whole brigade of students and the staff. They were GREAT! The midshipmen loved both of 

them, even though Edgar did move his lips when Charlie McCarthy talked. When Charlie was 

talking, most of his humor was irreverent, that is, it was humor (wisecracks usually) at people in 

high places, such as Bergen himself, the officers -- not the midshipmen -- the Superintendent, the 

Commandant and the Battalion officers. The targets loved the attention and the midshipmen 

laughed uproariously.  

Charlie would do all the wisecrack material about these high-position people. “Bergen, 

why aren’t they out fighting the war instead of sitting nanny on these poor creatures in prison?” 

Edgar would act embarrassed to hear such irreverent remarks and would verbally chastise 

Charlie. Then, he (Charlie) would say something even worse, such as, “Well, they look like 

prison guards to me.” Edgar would shush him again and tell him to act properly. No chance for 

that. “I’m for the down trodden -- always have been -- the down trodden and I are old, old 

friends. Talk about the down trodden, these young people and I have a great deal in common. We 

do all the work and you people -- you and the stuffed shirts here in the front row -- you take all 

the credit -- even with your lips moving.” 

Bergen and all other ventriloquists have the (I hate to call them this) dummies do all the 

heavy stuff. Any criticism of the audience members, the big shots who produce the show, who 

own the business, who run the institutions -- they were fair game for assaults. 

Even the highest in authority, who usually are showered with praise by their cadre of 

sycophants, get a full dose from such acts. The President of the United States, the Mayors, the 
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Governor, the parents of the students -- they are the ones who take a shelllacking from these 

wonderful characters. This makes for wonderfully appreciated programs.  

The people who founded this wonderful country were tired of authority, so they came 

here where they could speak freely, with impunity, no fear of any kind of punishment. This is one 

of our basic freedoms. Freedom even to go what I consider is out-of-bounds: Hold a sign up 

before President Lyndon Johnson which in big letters shouts, “Murderer!” Even that is allowed 

but is shameful action. The banter between the partners in a ventriloquist act is not that caliber, 

just good-natured raillery. 

I doubt that the president of many countries would allow such irreverence. Certainly not 

Iran, Iraq, and others of very strict provisions of behavior of their people against their rulers. 

Back in his day, you heard very few Khomeini jokes. That was just good common sense; you talk 

or joke about one of those leaders and it’s off with the hands and you need your hands, to scratch 

and lots of other uses. Or even heads, maybe.  

When a humorous speaker goes to a city to give a program to, say, a Chamber of 

Commerce annual banquet, one of the most propitious things he or she can do is buy a copy of 

the local newspaper to see what sort of friction is going on. Then, make up some “ad-lib” humor, 

“spontaneous humor”, to use that night. If done in good taste, this will go over real well, for the 

audience members know you just got to town and studied the fractious situations. Recently, there 

was a big fracas going on between the city transit authorities and the Mayor. With the Mayor and 

heads of the transit authority in the office, I used, after greeting the ladies and gentlemen 

attending, “No one picked me up at the hotel. Thank goodness the buses were running or I’d 

never have made it.” The audience broke up. Even the Mayor laughed. The transit people, of 
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course, they applauded. Such remarks are sure-fire, wonderful bits which help lighten up the 

audience, even though, in reality, these are very serious conflicts. 

Remember “Oh, God!”? -- the movie starring George Burns, bless his heart, now gone to 

Glory, and John Denver, the clerk at the grocery store to whom God revealed Himself. 

Remember the pompous evangelist talking to that mere lowly grocery clerk, who had just told 

him that he had seen God? The brashness of it all thought the evangelist. He turned on the poor 

clerk and shouted, “Young man, do you mean to tell us that the Lord appeared to you? Why in 

the world would you would He appear to you when I am here?!” Such stuffed shirts will be with 

us always and will constantly furnish us a source of humor -- those who think of themselves so 

seriously.  

They never realize how phoney and absurd they look. We love to see and hear these people taken 

down verbally. That pretentious oaf got his in the movie, and admit it, you loved it! 

One of my good friends, Roy Hatten, a great speaker, saw the light and was “born again.” 

He startled his friends, from that time on, by wearing a beautiful white suit (remember, the 

evangelist in Oh, God! wore a white suit), a white overcoat, and had a large, gold cross on his 

suit lapel. It was all I could do to keep from grabbing Roy and shouting to him, “You’ve seen 

Him! You’ve seen the Lord?! He’s come back and appeared to you, right?” I felt like doing that, 

but did not. Roy would not have thought of it as funny. May the Lord forgive me, but I nearly did 

that. I told my friends later. We do this out of sight of the comic victim. It convulsed my friends, 

however, my speaker friends, like my good friend, fellow speaker, a minister, Charley Willey. He 

laughed and derided me, “You’re terrible, Jarvis!” 

Roy told me later that he was a bit chagrined, disappointed that he had not heard from me 
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during a recent Jackson, Mississippi flood. Roy lived there. He said, “My roof was blown off and 

we were inundated. And you didn’t call me.” I told him, “Look, Roy, I am not going to call you 

when your town is flooded; I am going to call you when my town is flooded, then you can walk 

over there on the water and get me out.” He laughed -- just couldn’t help it. He knew there was 

no malice intended. 

When Mark Twain, a most irreverent man himself, was in the Holy Land he quoted a 

friend of his, Mr. Brown, who upon hearing the ferry rates on the Sea of Galilee, as saying, “No 

wonder He walked.” 

Don’t get mad at me. I didn’t say it. Mark Twain said and wrote it. Here’s a parting 

thought for you: Why didn’t Mark Twain himself write that in Innocents Abroad ? Mark Twain 

was a pseudonym he invented for himself. But was this remark so irreverent that he felt he had to 

have Mr. Brown, an alter ego he used for these ultra serious occasions. He could say to 

detractors, “Don’t blame me, Mark Twain, I didn’t say it -- Mr. Brown did. 

 



 

Irreverence (Cont’d) 

Bill Cosby was in Austin, Texas the other day, at the Drum, a facility at the University of Texas for 

basketball games, country music stars, and special events such as Bill Cosby. He slew ‘em! He was up on 

that stage, with just a stool to sit on every now and then, for two hours of wonderful humor. They loved 

him! 

He has a great “bit” about Noah talking to the Lord. It is not irreverent, but some of the 

sanctimonious brethren might think so, but they probably would not have been there in the first place. 

They would probably be somewhere praying. I certainly hope so. We needed very spiritual people, but 

they should be in their closets praying or out serving people.  

In this bit, the Lord lets Noah know that He is going to bring a flood on the people, but He wants 

Noah to gather his family, then two of every known creature into the Ark. A deep voice comes out of the 

clouds to Noah, “Noah.” Of course Noah is now wondering who it is that’s calling him. “Who is this?” “It 

is the Lord, Noah.” Noah pauses a long time, then says, “Right.” 

“Who is this -- really?” He keeps up this doubt, but the Lord throws a threatening line at him, “Noah, how 

good are you at treading water?” This makes Noah listen. He slowly accepts this incredulous mission of 

the Ark. But Noah had to ask a lot of questions, simple ones such as “What’s an ark?” A terrific bit of 

humor, sure-fire five minutes that gets guffaws everywhere Bill Cosby entertains. He is something else! I 

love his humor.    

Comedians and some speakers have such bits, used to entertain but at the same time, to illustrate 

very serious points. In his first book, Innocents Abroad, Mark Twain used an alter ego, Mr. Brown, when 

he thought of something that had to be expressed, but was too touchy for even an alter ego to use. It would 

seem too irreverent if Mark Twain said it. After all, this man, Samuel Longhorne Clemens, chose to use a 

pseudonym, Mark Twain, in his writing. If someone were to get a little or very chagrined at Samuel 

Clemens for such blatantly crude, rude, risque, or irreverent remarks, Mr. Clemens would be able to say, 



 

“Look, don’t blame me. I did not write/say that -- Mark Twain did it. I’ll discuss it with him and tell him to 

clean up his act. He had such characters as Huck Finn say what Mark Twain thought. Then, Mark Twain 

would say/write what Samuel Clemens thought. Same with all his characters, but when he wanted to use 

irreverence, or what might even be considered irreverence to God, Mark Twain had to use one. 

That’s where Mr. Brown, a companion of Mark Twain’s on his trip to the Holy Land. In Innocents 

Abroad, when Mark Twain and Mr. Brown were apprised of the ferry rates at the Sea of Galilee, Mr. 

Brown was astonished and said, “No wonder He walked!” Do you consider this good humor or are you a 

little offended? It depends upon the quality of your sense of humor.  

No letters to Larry, please. Mark Twain’s Mr. Brown said it, I did not. 

Irreverence is usually directed at authority. Bob Hope loved to hit the presidents lightly when he 

appeared anywhere, but especially at the White House. He’d hit the high muckity-mucks, especially if they 

were in the audience. (Yes, you critics, I know there is no such word as muckity-mucks, so I invented it. I 

needed it right there.) 

Even Bob Hope however might have talked it over with his writers. He had the last call on the 

material that was written by four to six writers. When entertaining the soldiers, sailors and marines at the 

battle fronts, he entertained the service people by shooting wisecracks at the commanding officers. The 

troops loved it! But Bob knew the difference between subtle humor, wisecracks -- and sarcasm.  

Sarcasm is humor, barbed with contempt, meant to wound. I’d say that use of sarcasm toward God 

would be a little too much and a mite dangerous. God made Noah think by that “treading water” bit. It 

made a believer out of a questioning Noah. That would have convinced me also. You? 

 



 

“If We Could See Ourselves...” 

 
The first step in management is to manage ourselves. I was conducting a human and public relations 

seminar for a corporation. The program planner asked that I entertain but  with my humor, they wanted me to 

talk about success and management. . Not an easy task, but possible. I love this kind of challenge, this kind of 

teaching.  Twelve years of public education, ten years of college and I had to learn the basics of success the hard 

way. Why didn’t some dedicated person teach me these basics so essential to success? One of the very first:  

People do not see their own faults. Strange. They are easily detected in others.  

A fellow goes to see his doctor. He is standing there in a long, flowing white robe, thong sandals, a nose 

ring--a bacon strip over each ear. He says, “Doctor, I came to see you about my brother.” 

He does not know that he is his problem. This is the most basic thing that the teachers should instill in us. 

Get yourself out of the way of your success. “To thine own self be true and then it follows as night the day: Thou 

canst not be false to any man.” Sorry, Ladies, but the early writers figured you had no problems or simply 

neglected you. Not I. I have learned better, from several women who told me what was wrong with me. 

If you will first see what part of your problem you are, perhaps you will not have much problem left. But 

this is most difficult to face. People who go to psychiatrists end up hating the doctor. “He thinks all this is my 

fault! What an idiot! He is the one who needs a psychiatrist!” The psychiatrist already knows that--why do you 

think they  become  psychiatrists in the first place? They think if they learn more about the mind, the soul, the 

psyche, perhaps they can solve their problems. Wrong! 

The Southwest Society of Neurology: I was talking to them at the Palacio del Rio in San Antonio. A 

group of very intelligent people, cerebral. I chided them by starting with, “I’ve never met a psychiatrist who 

didn’t need one.” They smiled. They did not guffaw. They knew this was the truth. The talk went very well, was 

graciously received. The theme: “The American people first have to seek out how much of their problem is  their 

fault.” One of them sent me a poster I have in my office. It depicts a caricature figure looking very vexed and the 

caption reads, “Just because you’re paranoid doesn’t mean they’re not out to get you.” 
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During my presentations I try to sneak this in. The audience laughs, but they also nod their heads in 

agreement. They know so many people who should look deep within themselves and they would find what is 

wrong with them. They ARE their problems. Why can’t they see this? Get that out of the way first! Simple. So 

simple they can’t see it. Why not? In the first place, they don’t want to. They want to blame other people. Folks 

will laugh when I strike my chest and shout, “I am an American--I never blame myself!” This kind of stuff you 

have to dish out with humor. You must not make them think too much. It is too painful. People throughout 

history have killed those who tried to make them think. Jesus, Peter, Paul, Copernicus, Bruno, Tyndale whom 

they burned at the stake because he wanted to translate the Bible into a language everyone could understand.  

“Of course, the world is flat! What’s wrong with you?! Are you daft?!” They’ll killl you for that. 

Travel and meeting with people and discussing with them all the facets of their lives is quite an education 

in itself. I have a saying, not original with me, but used frequently, especially when talking to teachers’ groups, 

one of the best audiences of all for me: “An education is what you have left when you remove all your 

schooling.” 

There he stood glaring at the psychiatrist, very irate after what the doctor had said. Very angrily he 

bellowed, “What’s the matter? You deaf or something?! I said for some silly reason I don’t seem to get along 

with folks.” 

With attitudes like that, a person must handle the situation with care. Like the old saw about how do 

porcupines make love? Right--very carefully. If you are to help someone with such a tremendous problem he or 

she cannot see within themselves, you must make them think without making them mad. That is not easy to do. If 

you try it, you better understand people and use humor to paint pictures. That’s where the humorous speaker can 

be very effective. Humor is the greatest vehicle to carry an extremely sensitive, serious message.  The problem is 

not merely to make folks laugh. It is to make them laugh and think, which is sometimes a painful process. Have 

them  leave pondering all the very serious points the speaker brought out in his/her talk.  

Help them. Paint mental pictures. Make them think--without making them mad. I’ve enjoyed it and so far, 
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no one has tried to kill me. Great! ‘Cause I am not quite ready to go. 



 

 

 I DID NOT INHALE! 

TITLED: KIDS SMOKED, DIDN’T INHALE (by Bob Wilson) 

As kids we smoked everything! We wrapped it in all kinds of paper. Corn 

husks, toilet tissue, Big Chief tablet paper, anything. We smoked cedar bark, 

coffee, even tobacco when we could get someone to buy some for us. That cedar 

bark really made your tongue smart! Like you'd bitten it. 

Why did we do this? Cedar bark! Ever tried that? You modern people do 

not have to. You have other stuff to smoke. You've probably smoked the drapes. 

If you got high enough you did and you don't remember it. Your mother ever 

miss any drapes? Tell me, did they expand your mind? 

You think I'm now going to tell you not to smoke, don't you? I'm not going 

to do that. I told you Scout's Honor and all that this column would be funny. 

Want to read a joke? That's important for later -- the fact that a joke can 

be read. More about jokes later, but here's just one for now. 

Man is looking at the Grand Canyon. He seems interested in the place. 

The tour guide comes over, says, "You look interested in all this. Know how 

long it took to make this? Ten million years." 

"Government job?" 

Did you laugh? Today it is hardly a laughing matter. I was going to tell 

you all about jokes: What a joke is? How to tell one. How not to tell one. 

The difference between practical jokes and jokes. The difference between a 

joke and a humorous story. 

A fellow came into my office with only one tooth. I thought, "What is 

this? A pet?" Looked like a pearl hanging there -- one tooth, right in the 

front of his mouth. "Why has he got this one? Looks like something you ought 

to light." 

I didn't call it to his attention. Everyone has their idiosyncrasies.  



 

 

I said, "Sir, that's a nice set of tooth you've got there."  

He wanted his gums cleaned. A kook who had smoked EVERYTHING! 

You run into people like that, even in places other than Mac's in Brady. 

Understand Bill Bode's group hangs out there. Lots of stories with those  

characters. Bill's good for a bunch. He's asked me to join them, but I have 

enough trouble visiting at Murray's office and the Court House, not to mention 

over at Beth's and Ivell's. (Bode told me not to pick on his special target 

any more.) 

Another joke I used to tell. I say "used to" for the Belt Line boys say 

there is no communist country left. They don't know about North Korea, Cuba, 

and China?  

Communist commissar goes to inspect the Cuban potato crop (have to use 

that now instead of Russia). "Comrade, how is our potato crop?" 

"Comrade Commissar, I am happy to report that our potato crop this year 

is miraculous. Why, if we made a mound of our potatoes, it would make a mountain 

reaching to the foot of God!" 

"Evidently, Peasant, you need a little more education. In the Communist 

system, there is no god." 

"You're right. There ain't no potatoes either." 

Admit it. You didn't know that "potatoes" was spelled with an "e"--right?

We're gonna learn all about jokes. Even how they are diagrammed. Isn't 

this going to be fun? Just as much fun as when Mrs. Israel used to have us 

diagram sentences. Remember Mrs. Israel, you old timers? Sixth grade, South 

Ward. Spanked our hands with a ruler. Mr. Stark did not do that; he lifted 

y'all right off the floor with that paddle! He never touched me. I was his 

pet. Today they call it "sucking up." What a gross phrase! Why didn't our mothers 

march on the school system? Didn't they love us? Build a bunch of signs, "Unfair 



 

 

to Children's Buttocks!!!" or something like that.  

Two to one they would have capitalized that "t" in "to." They never had 

Ms. Barfoot. Should have, but didn't. That's why them teachers they had never 

learned 'em nothin' like they done us. They had coaches taught English, imagine 

that! E.J. Powell, Rudder, Holland. Taught English and Physics and Recess. 
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“IN FUN” 

 

100th column! A milestone in my writing experience. Hope you have enjoyed these up to 

now. I certainly have and appreciate the opportunity given to me by our publisher, Larry Smith. If 

I’ve made you laugh or even smile a little, it’s been worth it. Very few can make people laugh. I 

thank God that I’ve been able to spread a bit of laughter around this marvelous country. Unlike 

the basketball player in the news today, I do stand when the Star-Spangled Banner is played and 

when the Pledge of Allegiance is given.  

We need to have a special column for the 100th. Perhaps the most basic would be the best 

one we could pick. “In Fun” is basic. People cannot enjoy humor unless they are in a state of “in 

fun,” “at play.” Your mind has to be relaxed, conditioned to expect to enjoy the day, the column, 

your friends, whatever. In the words of a favorite song of our high school and college days, “In the 

Mood.” If you are going to a party, you have to expect to have a good time. If you are going to 

enjoy the day, you have to get out of that bed with the idea in mind that, in truth, you are going to 

enjoy the day. Jump out of bed, shout, “Good morning, Lord. Don’t shout, “Good Lord, 

morning!” Get up whistling and singing, merry, a good attitude. If you do,  probably the first 

person you meet will be a sour puss or curmudgeon. Your day is shot! 

No, it’s not. His day is shot. All of his days are shot, no good, life is terrible. Chances are 

good he is like this every day. You cannot be responsible for him; you only have to be responsible 

for you. Just avoid that kind of person. Do not let him infect your spirit. Go around saying, “Good 

day,” and “It’s a nice day, isn’t it?” You will irk the devil out of the curmudgeons of the world. If 

they reply, “What’s good about it?” don’t let their poor attitude (the Navy has another term for 

this) affect you. Just feel real sorry for his wife and go on merrily spreading joy elsewhere, where 

your good humor will be appreciated. A great many people will admire you for your enthusiastic, 
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happy outlook and they will wish they had married a person just like you, one’s that is full of the 

exuberance of life every day. All you have to do to feel good is look around and realize how bad off 

you could be. After all, you are not being bitten by a shark today. You are not being mugged right 

now, are you? Surely not while you’re reading this column. If you are, ask the mugger to stop a 

few minutes and read this column. No telling -- it might help him. (Surely your mugger is not a 

female. We don’t hear of any females doing any mugging. Old as I am, I’ve never heard of a 

female mugger. Females are not as viscious as males. Oh, you know one who is? Well, I hope it is 

not your wife. If it is, get all the weapons out of the house.) 

In my business of humorous speaking, the audience has to be in fun. Everything should be 

planned with this in mind. The banquet must be advertised as a fun event. The emcee must be a 

sharp, cool customer, full of intent to keep the evening in fun and moving right along. There must 

be no circumstances that will spoil this in fun attitude that must be at the start and continue 

throughout the evening. A long-winded past-president’s report can kill that attitude. Same with an 

incoming president. Those speeches, even remarks, should be given at a planning session of the 

board. Spare the audience the dreary business procedures the night of the banquet, please. The 

invocation should deal with happy material. Ask an cheerful person to give the invocation. We 

don’t need any flaggelation; we get enough of that from some ministers on Sundays.  The 

introducer should be in fun, his or her remarks should be as entertaining as possible to lead up to 

the humorous speaker. Don’t rain on his/her parade. Then, the speaker should be a spell-binder, 

with rollicking clean humor used to illustrate and highlight a bright, hopeful message. No 

lamentations,  please. The program planner should let the speaker know that this audience does 

not care to hear doleful messages about The Underground Water Table or The Texas Highway 

System. They want to laugh and they need to. The whole banquet should be planned with this in 
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mind and enjoyment should be the goal from the inception, the planning of the event. Appoint only 

cheerful people for the program committee. You know who they are in your communitiy and you 

know the sour pusses, too. Avoid them. If you can possibly keep them away from the meeting, do 

so. 

Keep your banquet and your life as much “in fun” as you can. It is a short life, Folks. Live 

it as happily as you can. If you have not enjoyed this column, if you have sat there reading this, 

thinking, “this sort of happy stuff gripes the %&$$#!!! outa me! I thank God I am not married to 

you. One has to have a happy mate just to stand the news we hear today. Remember God wants 

you to be happy and cheerful. “I come that you might have life,” and how did He say you could 

have it. Abundantly? No, even moreso: “...more abundantly!” Isn’t that wonderful?  

Now, please go out and spread joy. The world has enough dour folks. Avoid them like the 

plague. Choose as your friends only happy people who realize that life is a gift not to be wasted 

feeling sorry for one’s self, not paranoid, but full of fervent spirit. Go and enjoy this day. I try to 

live this way in spite of ...inspite of what? In spite of ANYTHING! 

EVERYTHING! You can do this. If you do not, people will shun you. 

Go talk to Bud Gober. His enthusiasm for life is catching. But if I were you, I’d wait until 

after his term as mayor is over. What a glorious day for Bud that’ll be! I may come home for that! 

For you people who can stand a happy column such as this, who thought, “What 

Pollyannish tripe!” tune in next week. I think you’ll like that column.  



 

“In Fun--The Column” 
 

When this column first started, I was asked what to use for the column’s general title. I suggested  

“In Fun,” meaning that the intent of the column’s articles would be to entertain and to get the readers to a 

more in fun attitude after reading it than they were before they read it.  

However, I want to delve into all aspects of humor, and study it, and write about it, so as to inform 

the readers, if they will stick with me, concerning every facet of humor, its psychology, its classifications, 

its make-up, and its use. It has been a most interesting study for me; I have loved not only what I have 

done for a living--humorous speaking--but also have enjoyed immensely learning more about it for the 

past thirty-seven years. But is it interesting to a great many people? Probably not. They’d just rather laugh 

and not have the columnist try to explain why they laughed.  

Paul Lynde: remember him? A comedian who died about ten years ago. Was very good and I liked 

his style. He appeared many times on Hollywood Squares. He said that a comedian should not analyze his 

or her style, should not think too much about humor. He did not say why he thought this, but I think I 

know, for this same feeling has been stated by others of the profession--he and they think if they study it, 

analyze it, they might lose the ability to perform it. 

Can one study his or her methods too much, delve into them so deeply that he or she might lose the 

capacity to perform? You think that might be true with the baseball swing or the golf swing? 

I know that Larry has written a great deal about golf, his golfing outings, but here we are not writing about 

such, but about analysis. Who are we to question Johnny Miller or the greatest ever, Jack Nicklaus? Both 

of them state that one cannot know too much about the golf swing. They maintain that unless one does 

know a great deal about the mechanics of the golf swing, then when in a slump, they would not be able to 

diagnose the problem, what has gone wrong. These men say this, and yet they, when they are in a slump, 

seek out teachers. Imagine, Jack Nicklaus and Johnny Miller having to seek the advice of those who do not 

play except for fun, but who teach. Who could advise them?! And yet, they do. Ledbetter and Kostas, two 

famous teachers, sought out by many of the pros. 

To me, this type of discussion is  most fascinating. It holds my attention, but may not please   
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many readers. Someone said the dissection of a frog is educational but the innards are interesting only to a 

scientific few.  A little boy wonders about what makes the air come out of the wind bellows and so tears 

into it. When he does, he destroys it,  and he finds there is nothing in there. 

If one thinks too much during the golf swing, he or she cannot swing. This happens mostly in the 

shortest golf swing--the putt. A person gets “The Yips.” They get to such a confused state that they cannot 

take the club back. 

This is illustrated in that little bit of verse I quoted some time back, about the centipede. 

Here it is, for one more time, the last, I promise: 

 

“A centipede was quite happy,  

until a frog in fun said  

‘Pray, which leg goes after which?’ 

That threw her mind to such a pitch,  

she lay distracted in the ditch,  

Considering how to run.” 

 

Please think about that. Why do you laugh? And at what? What kind of humor do you like best? 

Why do some people just seem to like ethnic jokes? Cruelty jokes? Why don’t some people know any 

jokes except dirty ones? Do you have friends who tell handicap jokes--stutter stories, tongue-tied humor, 

hare-lip jokes? Why do they like those? Ever think about this? 

We are all different, of course, but some of us are “in fun” much more than others. In my dental 

office, I tried to use humor to make people laugh and thus relax. You cannot be tense when you laugh. 

Laughter is so good for you; the Bible says it works like a strong medicine. Are you in a good mood most 

of the time, or are you a curmudgeon? Do people like to be around you? Do you add to their pleasure or 

subtract from their happiness? 

Stick around. We’ll write about it. Or rather, I will. Mark Twain said, “One should never say ‘We’ 

unless they are woman with child or man with tapeworm. 
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The Humorous Story 
 

Primarily, I have been successful as a speaker due to the ability to tell the humorous story. In the 

next few columns I will be putting into print some of my favorite stories, the stories that have proved 

to be “winners” and “keepers.” Put into a proper juxtaposition, these humorous stories regale people 

and are used to highlight and illustrate very serious messages that, I hope, have helped people with a 

more enthusiastic, favorable view of life.  

The humorous story is not a joke. According to Mark Twain, it is “strictly a work of art -- 

high and delicate art -- and only an artist can tell it; but no art is necessary in telling the comic and 

witty story; anybody can tell it.”* 

Basic points of difference in the humorous story vs the joke: 

It is a work of art, the joke is not. 

Jokes can be told by anyone. (It might be of interest here that Don Rickles, on the Larry  

  King Show told Larry King that he -- Don Rickles -- cannot tell a joke.)  

They may tell them badly, but they can tell them.  Jokes can be read. The humorous  

   story can also be read but the full effect will not be received.  

Some may tell them very well and some tell them pitifully, drag them out and  

bore their friends. People talk about these pitiful joke-tellers and deride   

   them, but never to their face.  

Some joke-tellers may even repeat the “nub” or “punchline” of the joke.  

Mark Twain also said the teller, “Shouts the ‘nub’ -- in print italicizes it, puts 

whooping exclamation points after it, and sometimes even explains it in  
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    parentheses.” He continues, “all of which is very depressing and makes 

one want to renounce joking and lead a better life.”* 

“The humorous story was created in America and has stayed here.”* 

“The humorous story bubbles along -- takes the audience up to a peak and keeps them 

there -- as it bubbles along.”** 

I suggest that, if you are interested in telling humorous stories or even in more effective joke-telling, 

you go to the library and check out How to Tell a Story and Other Essays, Harper Bros., 

New York. In this work, Mark Twain first tells the difference between the story that is humorous, 

the story that is comic and the story that is witty. He says that the humorous story is American, the 

comic story is English and the witty is French. (These are his ideas, of course, and may disagree with 

contemporary writers.) He also maintains that there is only one difficult type to tell and that is the 

humorous story, “the rest -- the comic and the witty -- depend only on the matter, not the manner of 

the telling.* 

This is exactly the point I’ve been trying to stress for years to the people who aspire to be 

professional humorous speakers: the manner of the telling, the artistry is what is important. The 

teller must be an artist, for the story is is not funny due to the material but to the artistry of the 

presenter. Such a person is not easily replaced. I have stated in my talks and workshops that we will 

succeed in life directly in proportion to the difficulty of replacing us. (This is not original with me, 

but is a solid statement and is true, regardless of the profession or vocation that one chooses.) 

The humorous speaker is not easily replaced. Remember this point: people love to hear humorous 

stories again and again, but not jokes. A joke is a trick on the mind and the mind gets tired of being 

tricked. The person who is a master at telling humorous stories will be asked to tell them over and 
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over again. People who have heard these stories ask me to tell them over for their friends or even for 

their own enjoyment again. When I start into a rendition of The Bird Story the people who have 

already heard me tell it will demonstrate their delight, by nudging their neighbor, as if to say, “This 

is the one I was telling you about.” At the National Speakers Conventions, when the listeners realize 

I am going to tell The Bird Story or The Bumblebee or the one I entitled, Togetherness, the story of 

the man who came into my office with his wife’s teeth in his mouth, they will applaud and yell out, 

“Yeah,” or they’ll whoop in anticipation of hearing one of their favorites again. 

Next week, we’ll start with The Bird Story, write it out verbatim, as I tell it. You might try 

reading it your wife or a friend, to see if you can tell it, even using a verbatim script. Notice, as you 

tell it, do they laugh? Can you tell a humorous story or should you stick to jokes? You’ll see as we 

continue with this sort of story. I have been wanting to write them out, verbatim, as I’ve been asked 

to do by some of my professional speaker friends. (They know that now I’m retired and Folks, they 

need this type of story.  

They even tried to tell such stories, have, honest, sent me tape recordings of them telling the 

stories, and attached a note, “Charles, I told your Bird Story the other night and it didn’t go over. 

Would you please listen to it on this tape and make suggestions, send them to me right away. 

Can you believe that? Well, it certainly has happened and I hate to sound so critical and derisive, 

but some of these people are misleading themselves -- they can’t even tell a joke well. Pity. 

 

 *HOW TO TELL A STORY AND OTHER ESSAYS -- Samuel Clement, Harper Bros. 

**AMERICAN FOLK STORIES -- James Tidwell, Editor 
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Classifications of Humor 

 
Although we like to think we can define humor, jokes, wit, etc., it is very difficult to do 

and every so-called authority has his or her own definitions.  

It is the same way with classifications. No one knows, for sure, how many different 

classifications of humor there are. Some say there are only two: Surprise and Ludicrousness. 

Others insist there are seven or ten, classified as to Subject, Style, Technique, and Comic 

Rendition.  

In my office in San Marcos, Texas there are over one hundred of these compilations, 

such as Esar’s Comic Dictionary, Bennet Cerf’s Bumper Crop, Vol. I and II, Maxwell 

Droke’s books, Jacob Braude’s books, Larry Wilde’s, Robert Orben’s. In these the 

compilers use different methods of classification of the material. All are assigned to 

different topics and subtopics. When I first started speaking publicly, first as an avocation, 

later as a professional, I perused these books. Out of a thousand stories, I’d find perhaps two 

or three I could use. Some of the compilations are over fifty years old. 

Harold Horne, a compiler, claims he  has over 2,000,000 jokes in his files. Milton Berle 

has a huge collection and is honest enough to admit that he stole most of them. Jack Benny 

had them down there in his cellar vault where he had that very old man guarding them and 

Jack’s money with his life. Bob Hope has a special room filled with file cabinets in turn 

filled with jokes, all catalogued as to what kind of material, with Bob Hope’s special 

classifications. 

Here are the classifications of one of these books: 

Ad Lib, Configurational, Defect, Emcee, Epitaph, Impromptu, Hyperbole, 

Incongruity, Irreverence, One-liners,(these arranged as to use by a speaker or comedian: 

General, Arrangement, Organization, Area Occasion, Food, Audience), Character, 

Background (Family, Vocation, Appearance, Romance, Love, Marriage, Brainpower, 

Education, Race [Ethnicity], Performance, Talent,  
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Celebrities (Dorothy Parker, Robert  Benchley, James Thurber, others--the members of the 

Algonquin group), Notation of sources of other one-liners such as Henny Youngman), Sick, 

Similes, and Understatement. All these in just one book. 

 

Braude’s New Treasury of Stories has 4,427 classifications!   310 in the “A” section  

 

alone! That is a bunch! 

 

What is meant by the term classification ? What are they?  

Stories, Jokes, Books, Skits, Plays, Cartoons, Categories? (Boners, Bloopers, Gags, 

Wisecracks, Wit, Epigrams, Biograms, Definitions, Quips, Puns, Ad Libs, Illustrative 

Stories, Double Entendre, Irony, Satire, Banter, Repartee, One-liners, Parody, Exaggeration, 

Derision, Limericks, Malaprops, Double Talk, Nonsense, Switches ... 

 

Max Eastman’s book, The Enjoyment of Laughter, Simon and Schuster, New York, 

1936, which I recommend highly to the serious student of humor and wit (Obtainable now 

only from a research library firm) quotes Eastman’s friend, Harold Horne as saying there are 

really only two classifications: 1. Those which produce a mental image and 2. Those that do 

not. 

This has probably not been very titillating to most of you. To some perhaps. Some 

people laugh at drying paint. This is stuff about humor and I like to believe that some of you 

might be interested in the study about it. There will be examples of each classification in  

subsequent columns.  

For you who are confused by all this, this type of research is called Paralysis by 

Analysis. The poor creature below was confused also. 

A centipede was quite happy, 

until a frog, in fun, 

Asked, “Which leg goes after which?” 

That threw her mind into such a pitch, 

she lay distracted in the ditch, 

Considering how to run. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Me and Paul 

(Changed by Bob Wilson to Paul Harvey Laughs with Bitsy) 

It was a historic day for me. The first time I had been in a Hyatt-Regency 

and especially one of those that has those gondola type elevators in a cluster 

there in the center of an extremely busy lobby. Location: Atlanta, GA. Heart 

of the South! Exciting! 

That day also was significant and special in another way. It was the day 

I met Paul Harvey. I don't mean to be a name dropper, but he is a friend of 

mine now. I claim him for that. And a wonderful man,  a fine man. A real 

gentleman. Stands up to greet anyone who comes to his table, signs autographs 

graciously and is an all-around genteel gentleman. Met his wife too, a marvelous 

lady. Paul calls her, "Angel". Whether that is her real name, I don't know.  

The Harveys, both of them, are genuine down-to-earth folks. A great family 

of Americans -- patriotic, God-fearing, responsible, dedicated, motivated 

Americans. God love them! He claims Angel is responsible for his success. Nice 

of him, don't you think, to admit it? We know it must be true. You've heard 

that ol' saying, "Behind every successful man, there's a woman, and behind 

that woman, there's his wife." That doesn't specifically apply to Paul, though. 

Cut out any interloper. 

We have now appeared on the same program four times. He will always be 

the featured speaker. I am on before he is and the purpose of my appearance 

is to get them in a good mood so he can lay the problems on 'em! Not really. 

He doesn't hammr them. He explains the many serious problems of our government, 

of our country, but he does it in his own inimitable way --  very serious points, 

but using wonderful illustrations to corroborate and highlight his message 

topic and subtopics. 



 

He was fascinated to meet a different kind of dentist -- one who is paid 

to talk. Most unusual he said. He spoke of the usual: how we dentists get patients 

where they can't talk at all, and we talk. Ask questions. I told him they teach 

us that -- it's a freshman course. He laughed; he is a wonderful laugher. Also, 

he was very intrigued with the idea of a dentist who makes people laugh. He 

said, "Now, that is unusual!" Said he had not had that experience before and 

was looking forward to my presentation. He asked about my career, "How many 

of these do you do a year?" 

"About one hundred and forty." 

"My, you do have experience at this. Well, I am very interested in you, 

Dr. Jarvis. You being a veteran, what do you think is the most important thing 

in public speaking?" 

I replied, "It's to go to the bathroom before you talk." 

He doubled up with laughter. "That's great! You'll have to explain that 

to me, but since you brought it up, where is the bathroom?" 

If I have any claim to fame, it is due to the fact that I led Paul Harvey 

to the bathroom that day in Atlanta. And he did appreciate it. Hard to find 

a bathroom in facilities like that. Busiest lobby I'd ever seen. Looked like 

a carnival. I illustrated this by referring to an old joke in that morning's 

appearance. 

"This is a fancy hotel, right? I've never seen one fancier than this. 

Fellow went from my home town of Brady, Texas to New York. First time he'd  

ever been away from home, much less to New York. Stayed a week. When he got  

home, town folks asked him about it. 'How'd you like New York?' 

'Never seen it.' 

'Never seen it? Why not? You'uz up there a week.' 



 

'Yeah, but there wuz so dang much going on aroun' the depot.'" 

I added, "That's about the way I feel about this lobby." 

I'll tell you more about this next time. Stay tuned, this gets better. 

 

 

 



 

 ME and PAUL (Continued) 

(Bob Wilson changed this title to ‘Bad News’ Gets Good Ratings) 

To reiterate something in the last column, Paul Harvey is one of the nicest 

men you could meet, a gentleman in every respect. 

And a great speaker. That day at the Sausagia Breakfast in the Hyatt-Regency 

Ballroom, Atlanta, GA, he gave a fine speech. In it he emphasized what a wonderful 

country we're living in, what a privilege it is to be born here, to live here, 

to become a citizen if not born here, etc.  

Paul made some very good points concerning the news business and what 

goes out over the airwaves to the American people. He said, "People tell me 

they are tired of bad news." He laughed, then added that they listen to bad 

news all the time. I had mentioned this in my presentation immediately before 

his and had stated to the audience that he, Paul Harvey, might straighten us 

out on why we seem to like bad news -- we certainly listen to enough of it, 

and at dinner time, supper to us common folks. Right there on the tube: Blood, 

Guts, Murders, Rapes, Incest, Mayhem. Every night, over and over, and still 

we turn it on. It's terrible. If you could see it, your colon blanches white, 

tightens down, cutting the blood supply off, you get dyspeptic, and you ask 

your wonderful wife, "Honey, would you get the Alka-Seltzer for me, please?" 

Paul threw a litany of bad news items at us. He asked, "Why do the American 

people love this bad news? Oh, you do, but you don't want others to think so. 

Let me ask you, if you don't love it, why do you watch those programs? What 

is your motivation? Remember, if you won't watch them, the ratings will drop. 

Ratings control the industry. The unwatched programs will disappear. It happens 

to all of them sooner or later. Dallas,  

Falcon Crest, As the World Turns, -- all of them gone. 

 



 
He then made them think -- without making them mad. This is an attribute 

necessary to every accomplished speaker who wants to get a message across, 

a worthwhile message. He said, "My friend, Alex Drier, had a 'Good News' program 

on radio. It lasted only six weeks. No one seemed to want to hear it."  

Question: Do we like bad news? We keep saying we would like to hear some 

good news. Really? Would you watch it or would it be too syrupy, too saccharine 

for you? 

Paul said, "You are good people, kind people. If I were to ask you the 

direction to the airport, you'd be very gracious and help me. You'd say, 'Well, 

you go out of the hotel parking and turn left, go one block to the red light...' 

Folks, that's a green light, too. Why do we say 'red light' instead of 'green 

light'? Why do we use 'Stop light' instead of 'Go light'?" Had some good points, 

didn't he? 

He talked about this Earth being our spaceship and that we are responsible 

for it. He urged us to take care of it, reminded us that "Man is the only animal 

who fouls his own nest." (B.P.C.-- Before Political Correctness) A wonderful, 

uplifting, informative, thought-provoking speech. He deserved the standing 

ovation he got.  

He deserved the standing ovation. He gets them all the time. I told him 

a friend of mine straightened me out about standing ovations. Said, "They are 

precipitous acts, started by someone down front who's been needing to go to 

the bathroom for thirty or more minutes. At the conclusion, he jumps up,  

 

 

saying to himself, 'Thank God, he's finally through!' The rest of the audience 

follow his example and jump to their feet. The speaker thinks, 'You did it 

again, ol' Boy! Really thrilled them!'"  

Paul and I laughed, knowing it is true at least half the time. I know 



 
Paul Harvey gets standing ovations all the time, out of respect; he receives 

them when he is introduced. He also receives them due to the fact that he is 

such an outstanding speaker. If you ever have the opportunity to hear him in 

person, do yourself a favor. Skip whatever is on the tube and go. You'll thank 

me for advising it. You can miss "Beavis and Butthead" once and not lose out 

on its continuity. 

                        **************** 

Since this column concerned "News," a little afterthought for all of us 

English students: Notice that "news" is considered singular. My brother, John, 

told me about Robert Benchley, one of his heroes, who at the first of his career 

was sent to Europe as a reporter. His editor, who insisted on "news" being 

plural, cabled him, "Are there any news?" 

Benchley wired back, "Not a single new." 
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ME and Paul (Conclusion)  

(Bob Wilson changed this title to Endorsed by Paul Harvey 

  

After our first program together, Paul Harvey invited me to his room and he was very gracious to 

call the Tonight Show and the Today show and told them about me and suggested they get me on the 

programs.  

It never happened. To get an appearance on these shows one must have an agent or be very 

connected. You would assume that they would respect Paul Harvey enough to follow his suggestions. One 

of the talent coordinators did phone me. We talked about my career as a professional humorous speaker, 

but nothing ever occurred as a result of our conversation. Either he was not impressed or was not 

familiar with speakers as such.  With my looks it was no great loss for me; I doubt that I'd want to see 

me full screen.  Paul phoned me later to check up on what had occurred since his recommendation and 

was deeply disturbed that they didn't invite me. He said, "I don't understand this at all. If they need 

anything today on T.V., it is clean humor and you've got it and they didn't invite you. Makes no sense at 

all...but that's the way it goes on T.V. today." His recommendation was and is still much appreciated, 

nice of him. Recommending someone carries a certain risk: You get credit or blame, depending upon how 

well the speaker is received.  

The last time we were on a program together was at Opryland, Nashville, for one of those 

rally-type multi-speaker meetings. When he arrived at the Opryland stage -- the same one the Grand Ol' 

Opry uses -- he hollered out, "Where is that funny dentist?" We met, shook hands and talked for a 

minute or two. That's as long as the crowd allowed us. Mr. Harvey is quite a celebrity and the U.S. people 

dote on such folks. They surrounded him and asked for autographs, etc. Our conversation was over.  
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The celebrities have to put up with this sort of thing. They may not like it, but know that they must 

endure the worship of the people.  Some hate it, some thrive on it. It's like keeping the engine on the 

train to keep it going. This continuous promotion is necessary, even to the stars. No matter how Dolly 

Parton is built, she has to be interviewed every day . She is a great interview, a very nice person and 

evidently loves  being famous.  Being in the press, on T.V. constantly fans and sustains celebrityship. 

  A publicity firm in Nashville contacted me one time and  said, "We'd like to make you 

famous." This lasted only a year; for me it was a tiring, boring experience. Being interviewed every day is 

not for me--I'd rather take a nap.   

One gets an idea of how huge Paul's audience is when he mentions a person on the air during his 

news casts: "Hey, Paul Harvey mentioned you in his radio talk yesterday! You know him?" Their 

estimation of me goes up. Nothing to do but smile and accept. 

A friend of mine, Roy Hatten, sent Paul a bit of material and he knew immediately  how to use it. 

On his radio program that morning he said, "A man went into Dr. Charles Jarvis's office. Charles is my 

funny dentist friend, a professional humorous speaker. The man had a dental problem, he thought. He 

asked Dr. Jarvis, 'What can I do for yellow teeth?" Dr. Jarvis replied, "You wear a brown tie." 

Friends all over the United States contacted me about this mention. Thanks to Roy, that bit has 

been added to my presentations. It goes over, every time.  

Paul called me one time and wanted some material concerning dental floss. A city in England was 

completely out of it. Unable to help him then, perhaps now he could use that old saw where the dentist 

advises flossing every day. The patient:"Do I have to floss all of them?" Dentist: "No, just floss those you 

want to save." 

 Absolutely first class is Paul Harvey, a Great American.   



 

You Don’t Forget Anything! 
 

REALLY! You don’t forget anything!  Have you ever thought how fifty-seven years after graduating 

from Brady, Texas High School, you can still remember the favorite yell, the words to the school song, whom 

you played in football, the three teams you played for the Regional Championship in 1937, 1938 and 1939. 

Why do you have no problem remembering certain things? You can recall a great deal of material...some 

of it not worth remembering? For instance, you can remember every time anyone hurt you! You still can bring 

that up, from your memory, anytime you want to, you can picture it in your mind, who did it, where you were at 

the time, what was said, what you wish you had said, back.. Here is the truth: You can remember anything 

planted with emotion.  

If you plant something and put fertilizer with it, it will flourish and grow like mad. Farmers know this. 

Wrap a seed in fertilizer and it’ll really grow fast! Same with your hurts -- planted deep in your mind. Wrapped 

with emotion, you can bring them up anytime you want to and get just as mad, if you want to, as you were when 

it happened so long ago. 

If you have memorized even five of Ray Monsalvatge’s words, you can use them to plant, with emotion, 

that list of groceries. Make it as emotional as you can, no problem. You can bring them up anytime. Mentally 

picture them. 

As for hurts, perhaps you’re too sensitive in the first place. The Lord said to forgive 70 times 7 -- Man, 

that is a lot of forgiving!  Maybe you like the saying, “It is easy to forgive, but I can’t forget it.” There’s a song 

that uses those words. Remember it? Right! There you go, brought it up again. Perhaps this fits here -- a little bit 

of verse,  that you should put up in your kitchen or bedroom, so you can look at it every now and then. Might 

help. 

 

In men whom men condemn as ill, 

I find so much of goodness still; 



 

In men whom men find sin and blot, 

I dare not try to draw the line 

Between the two when God has not. 

That TIME magazine act. I’ve seen that only twice, but was impressed both times. 

Both men named Ray...Ray Monsalvatge (remember what his name rhymes with?) and Ray Guerke (rhymes 

with CAR-KEY (capitals used on both syllables for neither is accented). 

Did it in New Orleans, but also did something else I’d not seen Ray M. do -- stacked up in the attendees’ minds 

twenty items in such a manner that they could and would remember each of them when he asked for the items 

later. 

“O.K. what’s number one?”And the audience shouted it back to him. Ray asked them, “What do we 

want to put our stack on? What’s number one?” Somebody hollered, “Table.” Ray G. laughed and wittily 

chastised the audience for not having  more imaginative minds, “Table? What’s wrong with you people? You 

could have shouted out, “Elephant! Could stack most anything on an elephant. Here we have only twenty items. 

O.K. We’ll accept that dull table. Number one is Table. 

 Number two?” Someone hollered, “Cloth, for the table.” This time Ray G. acted disgusted, “I refuse to 

accept cloth for number two. We are going to put a tire on our table for #2..  And so it went, on through to 

number 19. Ray G. called out, “# 19?”  When someone hollered “Kim Novak.” Ray said, “Now you’re talking! 

One of my favorite actresses!” O.K., Number 20?” 

“White Mule” (for the chewing tobacco, I guess). Ray looked at that guy like he had lost his mind. “No, 

Sir, I am not going to put any White Mule on Kim Novak. We’ll make White Mule #19 and #20 Kim Novak.  

Now, let’s go through the list of twenty items.  

They had no trouble at all. As Ray G. called out the numbers, the audience answered correctly, #1 

through #20 -- no problems at all. It is amazing how if you do that with a list of items, or you can place those 

items you wish to remember in certain rooms as you mentally walk through your house. Later, to remember, you 

can walk through your house, one room at a time in your memory and you’ll pick up the items. You will 



 

astonish yourself with your wonderful memory.  

However, your mind  is like a computer -- its memory must be programmed. You can do it. Try it with a 

small list first, then build it up till you have your desired number of items.. 

He, Ray Guerke (rhymes with what? Right! You remembered! Congratulations! Ray got a standing 

ovation from that appreciative audience. 

 Wonderful presentation! How would you like to follow that? That’s what I was thinking...quite a 

challenge, no? But I was next on the program -- I had to do it. 

I got up and complimented Mr. Guerke on his program, added, to the audience, “How would you like to 

follow that?! And they hollered back to me, “You’ve got to do it!” 

“Oh,” I said, “and what a job that’ll be -- follow Mr. Guerke (rhymes with CAR-KEY)!” The audience 

laughed and applauded, appreciating the spontaneous humor. There is no better humor than that, a little humor 

made up in the very short time from the moment Ray sat down and I was introduced. 

“I loved that presentation, Ray, and it does represent a tremendous challenge. But in the sensible way he 

put it, using mental pictures as our memory hooks, how could we ever forget that list of items, especially that 

number 19 was Oliver Wendell Holmes.” Tremendous roar! “No,” they hollered. “Kim Novak!” 

“To you, yes, but not to me. Remember, every mind is different and to me #19 was a little old 

gentleman, a peasant, not the outstanding, prestigious jurist. Standing right there, with a fertile mind, was this 

Oliver Wendell Holmes who became a famous man, that day. When he heard “Kim Novak,” his mind went back 

to that day long ago, when Lady Godiva, riding on a white horse, side saddle, sans clothes. At that moment he 

became famous as he suddenly hollered out, 

“Hurrah for our side!” 



 

 GRANDMOTHERS 

 

At banquets, for the past thirty-three years, I have sat by a great many grandparents, mostly 

grandmothers, for at the head tables the program planner will alternate man, woman, in the seating order.  

I love grandmothers. My wife is one. But grandmothers are a bit flaky when it comes to their 

grandchildren. They greatly exaggerate their good points and completely overlook their bad ones. They will 

point out the window, and shout to Grandad, "Oh look, Honey, isn't that the cutest, most innovative, cunning, 

creative child you've ever seen?" Grandad looks and there he is, favorite grandson--sawing a dog in half. 

In my wallet I carry a photograph to show grandmothers after they have shown me all nineteen of the 

photos of their grandchildren. I whip out this photo and ask, "Would you like to see my pride and joy?" They 

smile and act as though they are as anxious to see my grandchildren's pictures as much as they enjoyed showing 

me theirs, which is a put-on. No way! But they look as I bring out the picture: a photo of a bottle of Pride and 

one of Joy, detergents.  

They smile and take it very well, or they laugh. Or they say, "I show mine too much, don't I?"  

I reply, "Of course not. You're proud of them and rightly so. Grandmothers are given license by the Lord 

to be very proud grandmothers and you're one of the best. That's your God-given right, to show those pictures of 

grandchildren and a pox on those who admonish you for it, if anyone would dare!" Grandmothers will put a 

broom to you. I do not fool with them. They are staunch creatures. 

Next time I am in town, if you see me running around, visiting my Brady friends, please ask to see the 

photos of my grandchildren. And I'll look at two of your photos -- only two, for that's all I've got. Fair's fair. No 

fudging. 

Christian Spiller Foster is nineteen and has always been a good-looking boy, now is a handsome young 

man. Everyone I show his picture to--well, practically everyone--exclaims, "He is handsome! Looks like one of 

those soap opera lovers!" He is nice looking, overcame genetics, has hair and everything. In this photo has on a 

tux, rented of course. He laments the fact that his mother did not marry money. His father, John, concurs in this 



 

and admits he wishes he had inherited great wealth. This wish goes back for generations. You might say it runs 

in our family. 

Then, there is Missy, Melissa Maxine Foster, sixteen yesterday, May 24th. Going on twenty-five. Wants 

and expects to get a Camaro for her sixteenth birthday. Imagine! Did you get a Camaro for your birthday!?! 

Wonder if she's gonna get one. They're still looking for a bargain. Surely she didn't expect a new one. You'll get 

a kick out of her photo. It's one of those "Glamour Shots." She "won" the sitting in some sort of scheme all those 

commercial enterprises hold to get us to buy about umpteen thousand 5 x 7's and wallet sizes. I have several 

hundred left if you would like a few. She is a knockout! She has hair also.  

Bud Gober and I are proud of anyone who has hair. He'll tell you it's genetics, too. Don't y'all be proud of 

having hair 'cause you had nothing to do with it. That was settled a long time ago, probably even before you 

were even a gleam in your mother's eye. Of course, you were planned. Sure you were! 

If you act real excited and thankful for seeing those photos, I might show you one of my real pride and 

joy -- Maxine. She is my favorite grandmother. Have you gotten the point: Grandmothers are A-O.K.! 



 

 

 "In Fun"--in the Dental Office 

In most towns and cities there are gossips, but seems that it most often 

is true in small towns, such as San Marcos, Texas of '53 and Brady, Texas in 

'32. I remember both of them well. Two women I will never forget. They had 

one trait in common. They knew everything about everybody. The town gossips. 

I know that men enjoy gossiping, too; Bill Bode has invited me to Macs, for 

coffee and scuttlebutt. These coffee klatches all over town prove this. And 

lying just naturally goes along with men's talk. Bragging about how manly they 

are, mighty hunters and all, the football games, how bad the coaching is. They're 

like soap operas: You can go once and catch up with what's been happening in 

one visit. Here in San Marcos, I go about every six weeks. Haven't missed much.  

We have a barber shop here in San Marcos which has a sign hanging on the 

wall: 

 THERE HAS BEEN MORE FISH CAUGHT  

 AND MORE GAME KILLED IN THIS BARBER SHOP 

 THAN ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD      

Today, however, we are discussing women. The two I remember the most. 

What they did not know that was happening in their towns wasn't worth knowing 

-- and half of it they started. The one in San Marcos has gone on now. Wonder 

if she is happy up there in Heaven where everything is perfect?  Nobody sinning, 

just singing, continuous choir singing, and harp playing, and happy, happy 

times. No one running around with anyone else's husband. No one caught in the 

motel with someone else's wife. Probably not even any motels. 

I love Redd Foxx's line when he told of his wife catching him with another 

woman: "Well, you gonna believe me or those damn lying eyes of yours?!"  

 

 



 

None of that in Heaven, not even any thinking about it. No lusting or 

anything. Only harp playing and choir singing, all day, every day. Not even 

any talk of sex, which is the big topic today, is on the cover of all the magazines 

recently and which seems to have become the dominant theme of all the soap 

operas. I was thinking when I saw this last week's covers of Time, Newsweek, 

and even U.S. News and World's Report, how happy she would have been reading 

that week. 

This woman was a patient of mine. She knew everything that went on in 

San Marcos and I loved it when she had an appointment. She never did catch 

on. Made for a bonus day for me every time she came in. 

Mrs. Fox would seat her in the dental chair in the first operatory. Then, 

I would proceed to fill her mouth with stuff: cotton rolls, way up high, in 

the cheeks. You have to get those up high 'cause if they slip down and get 

caught in that drill -- Whrrrrrr! That makes their eyes bug out! Did that on 

purpose a couple of times and it brightened up an otherwise dreary day. Always 

put in more stuff than I really needed: two cotton rolls, matrix bands, one 

or two saliva ejectors, mouth full. Ready.  

Mrs. Fox would then come in to assist me and I would start the routine. 

I loved this! 

"Fox, did you hear that dirty rumor that's going around San Marcos?" 

The patient's eyes widened. She got all bug-eyed, excited at the prospect 

of hearing the details of an evidently choice bit. This woman knew everything 

and everybody in San Marcos but evidently from her frenzied squirming in the 

dental chair, this had escaped her. Delicious! 

Fox: "I heard it, but I don't believe it." 

"Me neither. Too bizarre. What a story!" And I laughed. 

She was really tightening up now. Forehead wrinkled, arched eyebrows, 



 

one hand slowly came up, pointed to her chest, lightly tapped her solar  

plexus. She tried to say something, such as "You can tell me." I tried to  

avoid answering, as if I did not recognize her near a state of apoplexy at 

not knowing this smacking, delicious news. 

"Ughey, ugh, ugh," she gurgled. 

"What's that?" I asked. 

Pointing to her chest, and now much more frenetic, "Ugheley ugh, ugh!" 

 "No ma'am. I can't tell you. They're friends of yours.  

Simply nonsense, but malicious nonsense. Never happened. Especially Baptists.  

     Then, at the last of the appointment, I'd leave her with just enough stuff 

in her mouth so Mrs. Fox could let her go. But as I stepped out of the operatory 

to the next patient, I'd say, "Two women and a man doing something like that!" 

I'd like to have explained it to her, but I had to go to the next patient. 

We dentists are busy, servants of mankind and womankind, too. 
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Questions for God? 

Here I am, in Heaven, sitting at the feet of God Himself. This is quite an occasion. I’ve 

been looking forward to this ever since, well, let me see, must have been in earth years nearly 

sixty-five years, since I was baptized at ten years of age.  

 The preachers have all been right: This is a dazzling place. I can’t reveal everything to 

you; up Here they want all this to be a surprise to you -- and believe me, it will be. The following 

is allowed -- I checked it. For you Earth people, I still can’t see God. This is the brightest light 

I’ve ever seen and I’ve been in some bright lights, not only spotlights but those of the dental 

chair, when the dentist seems that he really wants to work on your eyes, since that is where the 

lights focus. Bright! 

However, not as bright as those of an opthalmologist. I just got through with laser 

surgery, to correct a tear in the retinal lining and they hit me with that over one hundred 

times...and believe me people, I was ready for him to stop. Sorry I had to go through that when I 

would be Here so soon after that appointment. 

There is no comparison to this. I can look at the brilliance of God’s light. I know full well 

how bright it is but I can look God’s way without blinking. How He does that is beyond me, as is 

most of how He does everything else He does. 

However, I can hear his voice. Indeed, it is overpowering, even though He is talking very 

softly. I’ve been welcomed and congratulated for making it up here. Now He has asked me if I’d 

like to say a word or ask a question. I was not planning on saying anything! Certainly I was not 

going to criticize. I figure He’s got the switch and can transfer me to that other place! anytime He 

wants to.  

It’s been wonderful, just marvelous, my time here. I don’t know how long I’ve been here, 
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for there is no measurement of time, so that makes it a moot point. There are no constrictions;  

I’ve been able to wander freely and every day or whatever, it has been thrill after thrill.  

It’s been a hoot, really, to visit with Mark Twain -- yep, he made it, in spite of all those 

who were for him going to Hell. Guess he got a reprieve right at the last. A great fellow, 

hale-fellow-well met. Just great also, was my visit with Will Rogers. What a cool fellow, rope 

tricks and all still functioning, roped my foot. I ran by a few times and he got it every time. Josh 

Billings, Artemus Ward, even Ambrose Bierce -- all of ‘em very nice and congenial. I was 

surprised that more comedians are not here. I would have enjoyed visiting with all comedians and 

humorous speakers, but some of them, for reasons unknown, did not make it. I hope there is 

some way they’ll have another chance. 

 We (the ones that I mentioned above) and I talked for a couple of eons about comedy, 

wits, even what we had considered half-wits, but shushed that up quickly for up here there is no 

criticism of anyone. Strange, you start out with a put-down and it comes out a compliment. No 

disparagement at all. Wonderful conversation, each of us allotted a definite amount of time, no 

interruptions. Some of them had already had their appointments with the Lord. They told me it 

was thrilling, but did not go further with any tips about what to do, how to act, etc. We don’t  

have to worry about dress -- we all are dressed the same. I won’t describe our dress now; I prefer 

you find that out yourself. You will be surprised. 

Now, it’s my turn. Here I am, in the Lord’s conference room. What a privilege, to be with 

God, by myself. He just asked me if I had anything I wanted to say or ask. I took a chance, for 

I’ve always wanted to know about some specific things I did not understand when on earth. I 

started out with thanks for everything He has done for me, except I did want to know why I 

looked like this? I was voted Most Handsome Boy in my Senior class at Brady High, but 

changed, started to deteriorate immediately when I went to A. & M. One of the angels confided 
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to  me that as I was coming down the assembly line, they could see the different stages of my 

being, at birth, as a youngster, a youth, then a man, in all the different stages until right at the last. 

The first time I saw Granddaddy Jarvis, someway I knew what I would look like in later life. 

Even the angel herself saw what was occurring and yelled, “Stop the line! Stop the line.” Then, 

she pointed to me, got God’s attention and said, quizzically, “Sir, something’s bound to have 

gone awry. Is this really the way you want him to look?” He shot back, “He’s O.K. I want him to 

be funny.”  

Needless to say, I did not ask about my appearance. I had made it up Here. Let it go at 

that, don’t risk anything. I ventured a question, “God, with your omniscience and your 

omnipotence, I just have to ask this question: Why was there such a thing as egg plant? And if it 

had to be, why didn’t You make it, say, 953 calories? And a Hershey bar -- a big one -- say, 7 

calories? There was no immediate answer. The silence was overwhelming, so I asked, “And how 

about Brussels sprouts? Why, at all? And if it had to be, why not make them 857 calories and 

banana splits 12 -- and good for us?!” 

Again, silence. I was very intimidated, standing there, talking to God and no one 

answering. My angel host (hostess? We couldn’t tell, really) said, “He doesn’t answer what he 

considers frivolous questions.” Don’t waste His time. There are millions waiting.” 

I did have one more question, however. “Lord, I appreciate the chance I had to study the 

human body. (In dental school, in the freshman year, we had a course on Human Anatomy and 

we had the sacrosanct privilege of dissecting a human body, a cadaver and when we were 

through, all that was left were bones. if a person were to go through a year studying anatomy, he 

or she would have no doubt about God. All this could not have just happened. 

So I asked, “Lord, the reason kidney stones hurt so much is that the ureter (the tiny tube 

that goes from the kidney to the bladder (I am pointing this out to you readers for you might not 
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be familiar with that tube. You might be thinking about the other one -- the urethra.) is too small. 

Having seen the peritoneal cavity, I know there is room for a little larger ureter. I’m not 

suggesting too much, say, make the ureter about an inch in diameter. (Circle your forefinger and 

thumb and you can see about how large I would suggest it to be.) Then, the peristalsis that tries to 

drive the kidney stone on down the tube would have no trouble at all. There would be no pain at 

all. In fact, it would be a rather pleasant experience. We could be standing there, feel something 

familiar and happily, we could say, “Well, there goes another one.” 

Suddenly the light was gone. My angel hostess was outside with me. Oh, I was so hoping 

I had not made Him mad. However, the host angel was so kind. He/She assured me that I had not 

and that I was, indeed, still in Heaven. It was simply that He had so many waiting and right after 

me was Dr. Albert Schweitzer.  

Two to one: he did better’n I did. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spiritual Reward -- Glory! 

The surgeon has an easy job. There they are -- the patients -- stretched out on the 

operating table, dead to the world with a general anesthetic. Not moving at all, the doctor can 

take his or her time, tell jokes, hug the nurses, whatever. I admire them very much, but their’s is a 

walk in the park compared to a dentist’s session.  

There he is -- the dental patient -- sitting nearly rigid in the dental chair. He has had the 

appointment for six weeks and hasn’t slept well the last two, knowing the day was coming. Oh, 

how he hates to go to the dentist! And in his mind, he has experienced all the tortures of the 

damned. His mind has built the experience out of all proportions. “He’ll probably hit the nerve!” 

He has visions of that, where the pain will be so intense he will be projected out of the chair and 

through that front window, out on the lawn. He’s got a moving picture of that in his mind. 

He is barely sitting on the chair. Like the fellow who took his first airplane ride. I 

remember at Brady, the old Ford Tri-motor airplane. We were tickled to death that Uncle Burt 

Maxwell was treating us to a ride over Brady, Texas. Our first time up ever, Bill Morrow and I, 

boyhood chums, were anxious to make the trip. But not all the passengers felt the excitement of 

it. They were apprehensive, but determined. It was a great experience for us and we loved it. But 

one man stumbled out of the plane and was immediately patted on the back, “Good going, Bob!” 

“How was it, Bob?” He took a handkerchief out of his vest pocket, wiped his brow. “Well, I’ll 

tell you, it was all right and I looked out and down and all around. You all ought to try it, but I’ll 

tell you the truth: I was not comfortable the whole time, never really put all my weight down on 

it.” 

 



 

Dental patients sit there like that. Sitting on two areas of their hind quarters, not putting 

all their weight down. And then, after I had washed and scrubbed my hands, and was 

approaching the chair where the victim, pardon me, the patient was sitting, the poor devil would 

yell out, “I hate it down here! I’m scared to death!” “Don’t be,” I’d say calmly, “I wouldn’t want 

us both to be nervous. Lookee here” -- and I’d hold up a trembling hand, fingers shaking. “I 

wouldn’t want us both to be nervous and I’m a little shaky today myself. Been like this for some 

time. Didn’t become a dentist till I got too nervous to be a riveter.” 

“You’re joshing me, Doc, trying to make me feel better, but I am all tense like inside.” 

“Me, too,” I’d add, grabbing my forehead, “I think it’s those shock treatments.” That might 

sound preposterous to you folks, but honestly I did stuff such as that in my office and it worked. 

The patient relaxed when they smiled at my antics, they’d even laugh sometimes. I’m not saying 

every dentist could do that, but a sense of humor applied directly to the patient helped me do the 

dentistry the patient deserved. Once they found out that I was going to do what’s best for them 

and I was an easy dentist with a light touch, they relaxed and became great patients.  

“I hate for you to look in my mouth. You are going to find something, sure as the devil, 

that needs fixing!” “Well, I don’t know, let’s take a look.” And all rigid still, they’d close their 

eyes tight and open wide. I’d peek in, then ask, “You got a will?” 

They’d laugh. “Is it that bad?” I’d say, “Lots of things crawling around in there I’ve never 

seen.” Then, they’d laugh some more and laughter made them relax. One of the most satisfying 

aspects of dentistry for me was to make good patients out of very scared people, so then I could 

do my best work on them. These tense, scared people became my very best patients, ‘cause they 

appreciated more than anything being able finally to relax at the dental office. No more 



 

nightmares, no more anxiety. Just come in, sit down, I’d laugh with ‘em, sing to ‘em, tell them 

jokes. That’s where I got started entertaining, I reckon. Had a captive audience, that’s where I 

tried out all my material -- to use on audiences.  

Mrs. G. Allie Teague was one of my favorite patients. I’m not sure that she ever did put 

all her weight down. I could hardly get her to sit at all. She spent the first five minutes of the 

appointment talking to me, perched on the front of the dental chair, hat still on, asking me if I 

was going to be kind to her this time too. “Doctor Jarvus, now you ain’t gonna hit no quickie, is 

you?” “No, ma’am, I’m sure not. Gonna treat you kindly like last time.” She had a very loose 

tooth right there in the front of her mouth. Told me she wasn’t too scared, that the signs were 

right.  

“The signs?” “Yes, suh, the signs. I checked my zodiac book and the signs is in the legs. 

Not as good as if’n they’s in the feet. Farthest away from the mouth as possible, but couldn’t 

wait, been aching me a little.” I laughed about the signs being in the legs but she’d like ‘em in the 

feet. “Don’t make no fun of that, Doctuh, let me tell you something. You see this eye tooth here, 

you take that out and the signs is in the head, that eyeball come right with it!” 

I said, “Ms Teague, you joshing me!” “If I’m lying, I’m dying! she blurted out. “O.K., 

whatever you say,” I murmured as  I fooled with that front tooth, a little lower incisor, that 

would bend forty-five degrees any direction, it was so loose. Unbeknownst to her, I mashed on 

the gum, put pressure on it, and removed the tooth. She did not know it. I asked, “You ready?” 

She grabbed the arms of the chair, got rigid as a board, put her head way back so’s she was 

looking at the ceiling, shut her eyes tight as could be, and someway got out, “I’se ready!” “Well, 

you can relax now, Ms Teague, I done got it out.” She got real big-eyed, looked square at me and 



 

said, “You lying!” “Naw, I am not lying.” She hollered, “Lemme see it.” “Here it is, and I 

brought it around in front of her, there it was. I had put it in the forceps, and there it was, on 

display, right in front of her eyes. 

“Dr. Jarvus, you the best what they is! The good Lawd done sent you to poor ol’ G. Allie 

Teague!” I couldn’t help it, I had to say it: “Well, what you gonna do when I leave here?” 

“Leave, you leaving? Where you going?” “Houston, probably -- been asked to take a position 

down there at the dental school, on the faculty, teaching.” 

“You gonna have a kitchen?” “Sure, gonna move, have a house, have a kitchen.” She 

smiled and said, “Tha’s where we gonna work, right in your kitchen.” 

Shivers go up and down me when I think of Ms. Teague. Tingles. A blessed woman, a 

fine Christian woman who later asked me to fill the pulpit in her church. Know this: She was a 

blessing in my life, a spiritual reward. She always “made my day!” Bless her heart, “gone to 

Glory” now, right where she wanted to be. She described to me how it would be Up There. No 

doubt at all that she made it. I have to say it again, like she did many times in my office, “Glory 

be!” Heaven bound to be a great place with her up there. I’m anxious to see her again. 
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Right Time, Wrong Place 
 

My good friend, Motor Mouth McDonald, former basketball coach of Southwest Texas State University 

and his wife, Delores, have been together forever. They are good people and deserve each other. They are 

peripatetic in the connotation that they are always moving around. Honest to goodness, they log about a million 

miles a year pulling that rig behind that pickup and hooking up everywhere in the U.S. and I am sure many 

foreign countries. You’d think a man like this would know where he is, wherever he is.  

However, Friends, Motor attended the wrong funeral. Yes, he did. He walked in, had a choice of two 

chapels and picked the wrong one. I am not asking you to believe this. I am not sure I do, but he told it to me as 

the truth and with a straight face. We all know that Motor is an honest man and never lies, except about his 

successes as a basketball player and coach and anyone would do that.  

This was interesting to me for  I had never met a person who had attended a wrong funeral and thought 

this should be shared with some of you people who might read this on a Monday or some day when you 

especially needed a lift. 

He walked in to the funeral home chapel. He knew it wouldn’t be in a church ‘cause this friend of his 

being buried, did not even belong to a church; only thing he did belong to was the Sons of Herman. Anyway, he 

walked in, registered, put on a funereal look, sat down and bowed his head as he always does at such occasions. 

The music started. The organist played some songs, which were not his favorites like “Bringing in the Sheaves” 

and “Onward Christian Soldiers”; he knew his friend liked those and would have thought them appropriate. If 

the organist had  played those he could just imagine Bill smiling from Heaven. The minister got up said a few 

words, then turned the occasion over to the eulogist. Now Motor is not the most discerning person in the world 

(basketball coach, you know; after all, after he quit winning as a basketball coach, he’d probably teach history or 

some such subject) but he soon began to doubt the authenticity of the service. This man was not born in 

Waxahachie and whatever that stranger had called Bill, why, that wasn’t his name at all, unless Bill had not 

liked his name and has assumed Bill rather than be called Beverly. “Why do any parents name a man Beverly  

anyway.? Did they know they wouldn’t like him or what? Like ol’ Johnny Cash’s song, “A Man Named 
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Sue.”Anyway, whatever the man had called ol’ Bill wasn’t his name. Maybe he’d misunderstood. The P.A. 

system wasn’t all that good. That’s why this place doesn’t get as many funerals as the new place out on the 

highway. Bet the seats are  more comfortable out there, too. Motor said after this debacle was over he felt like 

one of the Dead End Kids. 

 Then, something dawned on him: He did not know many people in the room. A few he did, but they 

weren’t Bill’s friends. He thought, “What’s happening here? Why are these people at this funeral? 

It didn’t take long from that point. He was at the wrong funeral. He couldn’t leave, however, for he was 

the sixth one in a ten person row. No one ever walked out on a funeral. At least, he’d never been to one where 

someone did, saying, “Pardon me, but I’m at the wrong funeral.” 

He had heard that old joke about the woman and her son who were sobbing during the eulogy, when the 

eulogist said, “And this was such a good man.” The wife had looked quizzical at that remark. Then, he said, 

“And he was so good to his wife...and to his son.” The wife nudged her son, and said, “Son, go on up there at 

look in that casket. I think you and me done attended the wrong funeral.”  

He smiled, thinking of that, but sensing that people might see him, he quickly put on his funereal face 

again. He sat there the whole time...and I do mean the whole, long time. He thought, “We might have to shoot 

this man down.” He was enraptured with the idea that he had been called upon to give the eulogy, a real honor 

in his opinion.. On and on he droned.  The deceased had evidently held most of the offices in the county,  for 

the list was long. County Clerk, District Clerk, ad infinitum. Even mentioned he was a notary public. Several of 

his friends got up and talked on and on about his many accomplishments, although to Motor they were only 

minor, like devising a fence that’d keep the deer out of his yard and stuff like that..  

There were readings of several long poems the man had written. They were not even appropriate; one of 

them was about coon hunting, based on the old “Knock him out, John” story. People wept and he felt like he 

should do something, so he got out his handkerchief and blew his nose as if he had been crying.  

Then, the poor devil’s nephew, who had won sixth place in the district band contest, in the alto sax, 

played “The Blind Plowman.” It was nearly more than Motor could take. He was so glad when the whole boring 
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affair was finally over, for he had just a smidgeon of a feeling of gladness that this fellow, whoever he was, had 

died. He had never spent a more miserable hour and one-half in his life. 

He told this to me and made me promise I’d never tell anyone about it. “Mac,” I promised, “this story is 

safe with me.” Me, betray a good friend’s confidence? 

But writing it -- that’s another matter entirely.  You don’t find good material like this every day. 

Besides, Mac, Motor Mouth to us, being a coach will be glad to see his name in the paper again. At least he 

wasn’t the biggest loser at this one. 

Everytime I see him, I just have to say it, “Been to any good funerals lately, Motor?” 
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“YOU COULD HAVE BEEN A FARMER” 

 
Or perhaps you are. If so, my condolences. But it still could be worse. At least, you 

picked a respected profession and one of long standing respect. After all, just think: some 

people are living today who have seen the change from the United States being an 

agricultural nation primarily to an industrial one. Now, it seems the threat is that huge 

corporations will take over farming and will be able to supply all of the food we need in 

this country. In fact, they’ll produce so much, they will need to sell their produce overseas. 

Some people are reading this thinking, is he nuts or something? He doesn’t know anything 

about farming. My friend, Myrt Eure, told me that, when he had asked me if it knew what 

a careless weed is and I didn’t know. “You don’t know what a ‘Careless Weed’ is?”! 

Looked at me like I was dumber’n a frog. “Would I admit that I did know what a careless 

weed is if I knew what a careless weed is?!” We go on like this all the time. He doesn’t go 

ahead and tell me what it is I may not be familiar with, but just sits there shaking his head 

from side to side, thinking, “He doesn’t know ‘sic ‘em’ from ‘come here.’”  

“You ever pick cotton?” “No.” That did it. He can’t stand people who never hoed or 

picked cotton. Say, do you ‘hoe’ cotton? No, I reckon (he liked my knowing about ‘reckon’) 

you hoe careless weeds. You pick cotton.  

Anyway, I know farming is tough and not the choicest of vocations. Who wants to 

get up at ‘first light’ and work till dark? I won’t mention subsidies. That’s another column. 

Just suffice it to say I’d rather be a dentist than a farmer. 

 

Fellow was walking down the street, smoking, drinking, cussing. A minister saw 
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him, crossed over the street to admonish him, said:  

“Sir, do you know I’m sixty-nine years old and I’ve  never smoked 

 or drunk or cursed?” 

“Well, in that case, I know something else, too. You ain’t never farmed  

  either.” 

 

What’s the definition of a farm? A piece of land where if you get up early enough on 

and work late enough on, you can get rich on--if you strike oil on. 

Gov’t man went out to this farm, knocked on the door, farmer came to the door. 

Gov’t man said,  

“Sir, I’m from the government. We’re doing a survey and I need to know  

  how many people you’ve got working for you and how much you pay   

 ‘em?”    

“Well, lemme see--there’s Williams. He’s my hired hand. Does the milking  

  and most the other stuff. I pay him seventy-five dollars a week, room 

and board. Then, there Alice. She cooks. I give her sixty-five dollars, 

room and board. That’s all there is, cept’n the idiot. He gets ten  

  dollars a week and tobacco. 

“Hmmm, that’s interesting. Could I talk to him?” 

“You’re talking to him.” 

 

You know what an agriculturist is: That’s a person who used to be known as a 

farmer until he bought a station wagon. 

 

I used to tell this one: Commissar went out to a Russian farm, up to the farmer, 

asked,  

“Comrade, how is our potato crop this year?” 

“Comrade Commissar, I am happy to report that under this glorious regime  

we call Communism our potato crop is marvelous. Why, if you made 

a mound of our potatoes, it’d make a mountain reaching to the foot 

of God!” 

“Wait a minute, Peasant! In the Communist Regime, we don’t believe there 

is a God!” 

“You right. There ain’t no potatoes either.” 

 

You might want to be a farmer to get the subsidies. I am not going to get into that 

fight, but know one “farmer” who owns five banks and some feed lots and a little farm land 
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and he does not turn down the farm subsidies. Says he uses those to play blackjack at  

Las Vegas. Now, who’d blame him for that?! 

Do you realize that farming has gotten so regulated that if you were to apply the old 

story about the ants and the grasshopper to it, it’d turn out very differently? Remember, 

the ants worked, worked hard, storing up food for the winter and the grasshopper just lay 

around and played his fiddle. The ants tried to warn him, “You better store up. Winter’s 

comin’.” Sure enough,  when winter came he had nothing, so he met with  a sorry end. 

Today, that wouldn’t happen. The government inspectors would come out to investigate 

this hoarding rumor, find it was true, would fine the ants, take their surplus and to whom 

do you think they’d give it?  You guessed it--Ol’ Hoppy. 
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Do We Really Need Friends Like This? 

 

Let’s change up things a bit. I’ve been writing and you’ve been reading (I hope) about jokes 

and humorous stories. Now, let’s twist it all a little and let me tell you about a character of a special 

sort. First, let’s define “character,” not like the politicians are wrestling with today, but a different 

definition, a different connation. When I called upon the dictionary in this, the Word Perfect 

program, or application, as the computer savvy people call these programs, the definition most 

applicable to our purpose in this regard is an eccentric person. If we look up the definition of 

eccentric we find deviating from a conventional pattern. 

I want to start a few columns which will deal with these people. They seem to be 

everywhere, in every town. Certainly there are a few in Brady, there are more here in San Marcos, 

but they are everywhere. I have met some in my travels over the country since 1961 when I first 

started traveling as a professional humorous speaker. I hope you’ll find the accounts as I render them 

entertaining. They may help you avoid some of them, although I don’t try to do that. To me, these 

people, this type of person, is intriguing and my life has been exciting for having known them. They 

have been special people in my life. Maybe it is because I may be one of them. 

Roy Drinkard lives in Cullman, Alabama. You are not going to believe this story. It is true in 

every aspect of it; I have researched it. I know Roy Drinkard and his buddies who told me about him, 

Morgan and Willoughby. I met them at a meeting of the Alabama Automobile Association. The 

Executive Director of the association at that time was Harold Streetman, a man who had invited me 

to be one of the speakers for his Montgomery, Alabama Knife and Fork Club.  When I went over so 

well there, he invited me to speak for his automobile dealers in convention. At the banquet, he 

introduced me to Roy Drinkard and tagging along with Roy was Morgan.  Just to start out, to let 

you know that these men, and especially Roy, march to a different, way-out drummer, Drinkard, 
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Morgan and Willoughby have a real estate business together in Cullman and what is the name of it. 

Sure: “Will Drink Mor.” 

The first instance Harold wanted Roy to tell me about got my attention immediately. Harold 

said, “Roy, tell Charlie why you’re not in the funeral business anymore.” Roy was delighted to tell 

me. He said, “Well, we were all out one night and Claude got drunk, skonk-drunk, passed out. We 

had to do something with him, couldn’t let him just lie there, so someone suggested we take him 

home. I was in the funeral business at the time and someone suggested we ought to take him home 

in the hearse. Seemed fine to me, so we did.  

“We picked him up, put him in the back of the hearse, and took him home. He was 

completely gone, out of it, like a corpse all right. At his house, we couldn’t carry him; he was dead 

weight, like a bag of seed. Dead weight is so heavy. There were only three of us, not counting 

Claude. It would have been impossible for us to lift him much less carry him up the porch steps, so 

we thought it only proper, common sense, to use the portable gurney (he told me what that was -- 

the wheeled cart used by funeral directors). We did, pushed him over on it, let down the wheels as 

he slid out of the hearse, and rolled him up the porch steps.  

“We knocked on the door. His wife answered the door, opened it, looked at Claude lying 

there, then looked at the hearse, nearly passed out. Turned three shades of white. Looked back at us 

with a quizzical look on her face. I looked sadly down at the floor and said, ‘Marge, we brought 

Claude home.’ 

“Well, Charlie, she just went down like a coil of rope, out like a light. Impishly, he then 

added, “I guess we didn’t handle it properly. Cost me the funeral business and $90,000.” 

 



 

A Friend in Need Is A Friend Indeed 

You could hardly believe that last tale about Roy Drinkard, Cullman, Alabama character, 

right? Here’s another that’ll have you shaking your head, hardly being able to give this one any 

credence at all and you wouldn’t if you weren’t getting it straight from an honest, trustworthy 

source -- me! You can take anything I tell you to the bank! 

Roy and his best buddy, Morgan, went to the Alabama Automobile Dealers annual 

convention (after Roy had to get out of the funeral business due to that escapade I wrote about last 

week, he went into the automobile business -- a natural transition from the funeral business). 

 Roy told me, “While everyone else was attending the organized informational sessions, 

me and Morgan don’t need any of that stuff, so we decided to engage in our most pleasant pastime 

and bar hop.” 

They went to a bar, had a few drinks, decided to go to another place, went up front to the 

cashier, Morgan put a $50 bill on the counter. The bar’s owner, who was at the cash register, was 

looking elsewhere at the time. So was Morgan. Roy reached down to the counter, grabbed the $50 

and put it in his pocket. 

The man turned around, faced them, then said, “Yes, Sir?” 

“Waiting for my change,” replied Morgan. 

“First, friend, you have to put some money down.” 

“I put some money down -- a $50 bill.” 

“You don’t see no $50 bill down there, do you?” 

“No, but I put one down, didn’t I Roy?” 

“You damned sure did!” 

The argument got heated. A fight started between Morgan and the owner while Roy 



 

watched. The police were called, the cops came and took Morgan and Roy off  to jail. The 

Executive Director of the Alabama Automobile Dealers Association, my friend Harold Streetman, 

who will verify this story, was summoned, went to the jail and got them out. 

They went to another bar. While drinking, Roy began to needle Morgan: “Well, I’ve seen 

it all now. You and I been buddies for all these years. I thought I knew you. But I never thought 

you’d let a guy like that back you down.” He continued with such prodding between drinks.  

Morgan couldn’t stand it. Back they went, to that same bar. Morgan started another fight 

with the owner, the cops came again and deposited the two of them in the same jail. This time 

Harold was unable to get them out, they spent the night. All the time Roy had the fifty in his 

pocket. The next morning, Morgan paid the fines (Roy said it wasn’t his affair) and they were 

released, but Morgan was still extremely hot. However, he knew he could do nothing about it. 

Roy told me that Morgan mouthed about this for months. Now, really, among your many 

acquaintances, do have a friend such as Roy? Would you want one? 

You’re wondering how it came out? So did I. I asked him, “How in the world did you ever 

tell him about this?  You just had to tell him. Your mischievous nature demanded it.” 

“Yeah, it does. I waited until he and his family took their vacation. Went off for two 

weeks. I wrote him and sent him his fifty. Told him all about it. Waited one week to do it. Didn’t 

want to spoil his whole vacation. 

“‘Course, he phoned me, but I had the answering machine on. I don’t like to hear any 

harsh voices ranting like that. He smiled widely and added, “I have very sensitive ears. 

“He forgave me. Told me it was a good thing I timed it right. Said it took all that second 

week for him to cool off. I knew he’d finally forgive me. Why wouldn’t he? Hell, I’m his very 

best friend. I’d do anything for him.” 
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Dentures, Plates, and False Teeth 

 
This column is “In Fun,” and is supposed to entertain. At the same time, I would like for 

it to be informational, instructive, and the source of some serious points which I think the 

American people need to hear and which would be beneficial to their general education. 

This column is  about dentures.That thrills you, I know. I don’t hear many people talking 

about dentures -- they discuss the problems they have with their false teeth or their plates. The 

correct term is dentures (DEN-chures, not DEN-tures). I have given a lot of advice concerning 

dentures -- partial dentures or full dentures -- to people who know that I am a speaker at their 

party or meeting, but also know that in truth I am a dentist. These people know that I’ll probably 

never see them again, so they pour out their problems concerning their teeth, their dental 

experiences or their oral health.  

At Pratt, Kansas, where I was to speak to the Pratt Knife and Fork Club, we were having 

the pre-program dinner. This was a bit different for we were to eat family style. Tables were set 

with ten people to each table. The people passed their plates and they would be filled with food 

as they traversed the table, different people serving the dish in front of him or her. I’ve only 

attended one or two of these but enjoyed them immensely for many reasons, among which are (1) 

I find the people seated at these tables, in close association with each other, very congenial, (2) 

the food is hot, and (3)the food is usually excellent, far better than the usual banquet fare. 

My job at the time was to dish out the mashed potatoes. Isn’t it strange how the mind 

works, the memory part? There, when I typed potatoes, I thought of Dan Quayle. That’s probably 

the reason he was mixed up about the spelling of potato. Potatoes, the plural does have an e in its 

spelling. Anyway, I was dishing out the mashed potatoes. The potatoes were right in front of me, 

so I was the potato-disher-outer. I looked down to one end of the table, caught the eyes of the 
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gentleman sitting there and said, “Pass your plate.” He quickly shot back, “Upper or Lower?” 

That was great and had not happened to me in the years I had been traveling around the 

country as a speaker. We all laughed. I said, “That was GREAT and I can use it.” I used it that 

night and it touched off sustained laughter, being repeated around the room to those who had not 

heard well. There are a lot of those at the Knife and Fork Club dinners. It is an older audience 

and the people nudge each other and ask, “What did he say?”  

I have used that bit of material since that day. People ask, “Charlie, where do you get all 

this material?” These are usually speakers or aspiring speakers who really would like to know 

how to gather some real good material -- the kind of material that comes naturally -- not just 

jokes. I tell ‘em, “Everywhere. It’s out there, if you’ll just listen to your fellow Americans. Some 

of them are very funny and will shower you with material that can be used everywhere you go.” 

At one banquet, a man came up to the head table, got my attention by pulling his upper 

denture out of his mouth right there in front of me. Whoosh, there is was, his upper teeth, out of 

his mouth, right there -- over my coffee. I don’t gag easily. After all, I am a dentist and people 

pulling their dentures out of their mouth to show me is routine. 

 But I have not seen many sets of dentures at head tables. This is rare. And this man was 

rare, too. Not introverted -- I’ll you that! A real character. I love ‘em! People like this are great 

entertainers for they are not inhibited in the least. Also, they provide me with material I can use 

at all my appearances. This story goes over everywhere! 

Wanted to show it to me, he said. “You never have seen one like this, Doc.” He had me 

there. That was the truth! “ There’s only one of these ‘cause this one is mine, was made for me 

by the Service. I can prove that to you -- lookee there, put my name in the upper.” He showed it 

to me. There was his name, imbedded into the plastic (acrylic) on the inner side of the upper 

denture. I was impressed; he was right: I had never seen one like that before. You could tell he 
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was very proud of it. He was beaming all the time he was standing there in front of me. He 

looked and talked like Gabby Hays. I enjoyed it. I can’t speak for the others around me. 

He said, “That sure comes in handy, too-- I use that to cash checks with.” Can’t you see 

that? Got a picture of that in your mind? Goes up to the teller’s window, whoosh!--out they 

come, his teeth, right out of his mouth to prove to the teller that indeed he is whoever he says he 

is. Immediately they know. Probably doesn’t have to whip out any more identification. The teller, 

surprised, is thinking, “He is bound to be him! Whoever he says he is.”No other identification 

stuff necessary.  

I have a bit about that. It really is funny, when it is told, with gestures and proper 

inflections. This fellow -- I shouldn’t have to tell you this -- is not shy. He loves doing that. 

He loves to pull that denture out, in front of anyone, for the shock it gives to anyone witnessing 

this. I don’t know how you feel about this, but it was exceedingly interesting to me...and I LOVE 

these people. These unexpected moments make life exciting. 

I cannot speak for those one or two prudes who might have been seated around us at the 

time of such a sudden exhibition. However, one lady did just push her plate away (dinner plate, 

that is). 
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“There Are Dentists and Then There Are Dentists” 

When I was a dentist, I tried to allay the fears that people have when they go to the dentist. I have never 

had anyone tell me, “I love to go to a dentist.” I have had a good many people say, “I don’t mind going to my 

dentist at all.” That is a great compliment to his or her dentist. That person has been treated kindly, 

compassionately, to the extent that a trip to the dentist is not a fearful event.  

My funniest stories for speaking purposes involve dentistry, my dental patients, their fears regarding 

dentists and dental office visits, etc. I don’t know how many times I’ve been introduced to someone and they 

blurt out, “I hate dentists!” or “I hate dentistry!” or they’d grab their lips and hold a hand over their mouth, 

mumbling, “I don’t like dentists!” I’d laugh and make them laugh by telling them stories about patients-dentists 

relationships.  

I find it much easier to relay these stories in the spoken word than in the written. I can act out the 

situation to the extent that people laugh uproariously. Can’t do that on paper. The dental series of stories in my 

talk, “Life As a Dentist Can Be Filling,” are sure laugh-getters. Part of that success is because nearly everyone 

has been to the dental office. This is the type of humor that is the absolute best type, the humorous story. Part of 

the success of my stories which deal with dentistry is the association the people have to the story, their seeing 

with their mind’s eye the story carried to conclusion. They can actually visualize the story as it rolls on.  

When I tell about Joe Zimmerman being one of the most scared people I’ve ever seen in a dental office, I 

mean just that. Mrs. Fox showed Joe to the first operatory, aske him to sit down in the dental chair, then put the 

towel around his neck and left the room. I came in, said, “Good morning, Joe,” He looked grim and replied, 

“Maybe for you.” I smiled for I had heard that before. As I washed my hands, I heard him thrashing around in 

the dental chair, turned around to see what was happening. Joe was writhing in the chair, moving around, 

twitching, nearly out-of-control, and was on his back in the seat of the chair with his legs up, churning the air. 

He stopped twisting when he saw I had turned around, and then he put his feet on my clean bracket table! 
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(Where we dentists put our instruments.) 

I asked, “Joe, what are you doing?” He replied, “I’m getting ready.” I had to laugh and he did, too, but 

this was serious stuff. “Well, I sure can’t work on your teeth with you down there. Let’s talk about this -- what is 

wrong?” “Doc, I am just so scared!” “Of what? Me, the drill, what- in-the-world is making you so scared that 

you act like a contortionist?” “The needle! I am scared to death of needles!” 

“Joe, you lucky devil, you. You are now lying (he surely wasn’t sitting!) in the dental chair of the 

“World’s Easiest Dentist.” He sat straight up, “I am?” “You sure are. When I give you an injection, you will not 

feel it at all, that is, if you need an anesthetic.” That last bit intrigued him, “What do you mean -- if I need an 

anesthetic? I’m here for you to fill this tooth I got this hole in and you say, if I need an anesthetic?” 

“You might not need one. (He was close to seventy years of age.) As we grow older, the nerves in our 

teeth recede and we have this wonderful, new equipment which does a marvelous job, using very high speed and 

extremely light touch, and water coolant, that you might not need an anesthetic.” I talked him into allowing me 

to try and I carefully performed the operation. As with all my patients, I told him, “If you are uncomfortable at 

all, if you feel even slight pain, just raise your hand and I promise you...I will stop. He felt nothing at all and was 

from then on, one of the finest patients, the most accommodating, cooperative patients I ever had. And another 

good aspect of such a situation, he told EVERYONE! The best recommendation one can get is by word of 

mouth. The only trouble with that is that if it concerns painless dentistry, the easy dentists will get a great many 

agitated,  scared patients. One, as a dentist, has to have the facility which allows him/her to soothe the anxious, 

emotional patient and this takes a toll on a dentist. And the dentist must be empathic, proficient, highly skilled 

and sympathetic, emotionally with his/her patients. The injection must not hurt the patient, not in the slightest. 

The dentist must be good as his or her word. If the dentist thinks it might be a bit painful, in the least, that 

dentist must inform that patient. A dentist must not lie to the patients. His/her word must be trustworthy. 

Forgive me if this sounds self-serving, but I worked at being  a very easy dentist. Ask Maxine. To this 

day, she is a little peeved at me for quitting dentistry. She wanted me to be a dentist the rest of my life in case 
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she had to have some dental work performed. She wailed, “Here I find an easy dentist. I married him, thinking 

now I won’t have to worry about which dentist to go to. And he ups and goes into public speaking!”  

Why was I so easy as a dentist? Because I have had world’s of dentistry done on my teeth. I would not 

want a dentist who has never had any dentistry done to him/her working on me. If he has never had anything in 

the way of dental procedures, how can he or she possibly know what you are experiencing as a dental patient? 

If there are dentists reading this and they say, “That is absurd! I am not going to have work done on my 

teeth just so I’d know what it is to be a dental patient!” then, forgive me, that dentist will never know what it is 

to experience the ineptness of some dentists. The first dentist I had to go to is and will forever be in my mind. 

He had to remove a tooth, a six-year molar, the most important tooth in the mouth, and I can still remember the 

pain, the torment, the anguish of his heavy-handed treatment. I hated him for a long, long time. He’s long gone 

now and whether he made it to Heaven or not, I don’t know. But he should have gotten out of dentistry for he 

was not a good ambassador for our profession. I can still hear him, “What are you -- a sissy! You can’t take it? 

You can’t stand a little pain?”  

I was seven years old. To this day, I still wish I could have kicked him where it hurts the most. He 

deserved it! However, the old saying is right: “No one is worthless, they can serve as a pitiful example.” He was 

and he did. However, he was partially responsible for my being an “easy dentist.” We have a great many, easy, 

light-touch dentists in our profession. They are wonderful people, kind and compassionate. They serve as good 

examples. They are ambassadors for our profession. God bless them! But we have some of the other kind, too. 

Too many of them, in my opinion. I guess you could tell that, right? 
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“Do Yourself a Favor -- Laugh Awhile” 
 

People have phoned and written me asking for copies of my talks. I appreciate this; it is quite a 

compliment, but I don’t have actual written copies of them. I’ve never written out a talk. (I’m saying talk 

instead of speech for I have never thought I’ve given speeches. Way too formal for me.) Using keywords 

is a fine system for me and worked for all my speaking career. That allowed me to stick to a general 

theme, but also gave me the feature of deviating from one topic to another depending upon what 

happened that evening, noon, or whenever I was presenting.  

However, in 1958 when I first started speaking publicly at meetings, conventions, service clubs, 

Ladies Nights, etc., I used notes. The last twenty-years of that career I used no notes. This way, I did not 

have to use a lectern, and that’s much better for the audience has a full view of a speaker. I used 

keywords, memory pegs, “hooks,” as we call them. For instance, “Ladies” in my mind means about a six 

to fifteen minute “bit.” In that bit, in my mind, there are topics under “Ladies,” then subtopics for related 

subtopics: “Men,” “Husbands,” “Children,” “Feminists,” etc. 

Five of my talks are on tape, cassette tapes. The talks are dated, the first one, “Prescription for the 

Happy Life,” was recorded  way back there in 1962, when I talked at the Hyatt-Regency in Atlanta, the 

first of the Hyatt-Regency hotels to have those elevators in the atrium, those that look like gondolas. 

What an impression that made on me, seeing that place! 

That night, during my talk, I said, “In this hotel, I feel like that ol’ cowboy who went from Texas 

to New York City for a week’s visit.” When he returned, his friends asked him how he liked the city. He 

replied, “I never saw it.” “You never saw it? Why, you’s up there a week!” “Yeah, I know,” he blurted 

out, “but there was so dang much going on around the depot.” In fact, I think that joke is in that first tape. 

It also has material in it about Dr. Casey, Dr. Kildare, programs way back there, but I think you’d like 

hearing it and the others. The basic material still fits. No smut in them. The art is in making people laugh 

with clean humor. I’ve never sold tapes from the podium; I had rather be known as a speaker than a 

salesman of tapes, but I do know that people need to laugh, after I’m gone from their cities, and tapes 
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allow this. I don’t mean for this to be self-serving, but people have called me from all over the country 

wanting these tapes. One man said, “We need to laugh, at least I do. Dr. Jarvis, I keep ‘Prescription for 

the Happy Life’ in my tape player in my car all the time and listen to it over and over, wherever it starts 

up when I turn it on, there’s something there to make me feel better and makes it easier for me to face the 

day.” 

 That is a spiritual reward in my life, Folks, and we all need those. I thank God for the gift -- to 

be able to make people laugh is a gift. I used to be a bit offended by someone coming up after one of my 

talks and saying, “What a gift!” I’d think, “They don’t know how I’ve worked at this!” But after 

performing all these years and hearing others, the ability to stand up in front of a crowd, not one of whom 

you know, and make them laugh, well, it is a gift. Now, I admit it. 

Maxine proof reads all these columns and I already know that she’ll feel like I may be blowing 

my own horn here, but people do need to laugh, they really do. Now, that I am not going to be talking in 

person, you can laugh when you hear the tapes. As for the money, I don’t get any of the proceeds of the 

sales of my cassette tapes. The money goes to my favorite charity -- my wife’s next husband. 

Anyway, I’m going to start typing my talks, just the way I give them, and they’ll be printed as 

columns. They’ll have to be cut up, but they’ll be verbatim, just the way I gave them for all those 

thirty-seven years. Presented this way -- in written columns -- they will not be as funny as I could make 

them if standing there in the Heart O’ Texas Civic Center, but I hope you’enjoy them and get some of 

those chuckles you certainly need. Not guffaws, but chuckles and smiles, I hope, I hope, I hope. 
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 His story about the little carnival “coming to Woden,” about it’s feature attraction, 

a baboon, how it “passed away,” and was not properly buried. Well, it just shattered the 

crowd. As did the story about a little lady who wanted to hire Bob to help “send him to the 

chair.” You’d love it! 

 Not one person there enjoyed that presentation more than I did. I was a lesson in 

listening that day. That Chicago talk was recorded and I have the tape. I was sitting close to 

the podium that day and you can hear me laughing loudly all during the talk. I’ve listened 

to it time and again. Absolutely love it! Maxine and I played it on the way to Brady the 

other day to attend the Class of ‘40's Fiftieth Reunion. Bob doesn’t market the tape; only 

one he’s got of that talk is the one I sent him. He doesn’t market anything; hasn’t even got a 

business card, much less a brochure. Doesn’t need either of them. He’s in demand by just 

word-of-mouth. Any of you want to purchase the tape of that talk, I’ve got it, write to me, 

and I’ll make you one. Do it. You need to laugh. If you don’t think so, ask your wife. She 

knows you do. You probably been too grouchy lately This’ll help you more than Exlax or 

Epicac. Talk is entitled, “You Ain’t Nothin’ But a Hound Dog.” I guarantee you’ll like it. 

I’m gonna make that a money-back guarantee. Full of rollicking, wonderful stories, told by 

a master story-teller and besides that, a wonderful Christian man, and very good friend of 

mine since 1961. You could use a good 50 minutes of laughter. Who couldn’t today?! And it 

has a wonderful, meaningful message much needed in these times. Do yourself a 

favor--order it. Send $10. Bob and I need the money and we go halfers on this. 107 Rogers 

Ridge, San Marcos, TX 78666. 
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Murphey and the “Govment” 

Bob Murphey speaking: “Is the govment heping yall in yall’s business? They started 

heping us farm in East Texas ‘bout thirty-five years ago...and they succeeded. They’ve heped us 

plumb out. They’s nobody farming anymore--they’s raisin’ cattle. 

“One of these inspectors from the Agriculture Department come out to a little farm there, 

I guess back in the spring, and he was from the Agriculture Department. You know I wuz for that 

bill--I believe it was a Congressman from Georgia introduced it last session in which just a little 

five-line bill, short bill, and what the bill said was that the Agriculture Department could not hire 

no more area supervisors than they wuz farmers in the United States. Course it never passed, but 

I’d been for it if I had been there. Well, this agriculture fellow come up there, knocked on the 

door, ol’ lady come to the door,  and had snuff runnin’ out corner of her mouth and she said, 

‘Yeeees?’ He said, ‘Ma’am, I’m from the Agriculture Department. I’ve come to take a livestock 

inventory of your farm. I’d like to talk to you about the small grain program and maybe some 

water and oil conservation...’ 

  “‘No,’ she said, ‘jes get off the place. We don’t want to buy nothin’‘and she started to 

shut the door but he put his hand in the door and opened it back up and he retched in his pocket 

and got out his credentials and said, ‘Here’s my card. Under Public Law 1248 I have a right to 

come on this farm, I have a right to talk to you about these matters and I have a right...” She said, 

‘Just a minute.’ She said, ‘I’ll call Pa. ‘Heahya, Pa.” He’s back in the back there siestin’ back 

there. He come to the door putting his galluses up over his shoulders. He said, “Yes, Sir?” 

“And the feller told him, ‘I’m from the Agriculture Department. I’ve come to take a 

livestock inventory of your place, talk to you about the small grain program, and maybe interest 
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you in some water and soil conserv....’ Feller said, ‘We don’t wanta participate in ary other 

program and we’ll see ya later,’ and he started to shut the door.  

“The govment fella put his hand in the door, opened the door back up, he retched in his 

pocket and he said, ‘Here’s my card.’ He said, ‘Under Public Law 1248 I got a right to come on 

this farm, I got a right to talk...” Farmer said, ‘Jus’ a minute. You go do all that you got a right to 

do and then get off,’ he said. He shut the door. 

“Govment man walked ‘roun’ the house, went out to the back yard fence and he walked 

out a little ol’ trap there, little ol’ pasture and big-eyeing ‘roun, ya know. Well, what the govment 

man didn’t know wuz that there’s a perty mean ol’ bull in that little pasture. And he got out in 

big middle of it and as we say in East Texas that bull taken to him!  

“He made it to a saplin’ there and he shimmied up this saplin’and he’s holdin’ on with 

both arms and both legs and this ol’ bull trotted over there and commence scratching his head on 

the base of the tree and kinda lowin,’ you know how they do, and saliva was comin’ out of the ol’ 

bull’s nose. Perty mean ol’ bull. Well, the govment man, some two hunderd, two hunderd fifty 

feet from the house by now, you know, but he hollered up at the house. ‘Up at the house! Come 

get this bull!’  

  “Well, he can’t rouse ‘em. They in there watching As the World Turns. He yells, ‘Up at 

the house! Come get this bull!’ Bout the third time he roused the ol’ man and the ol’ man come 

out on the back galley there and he survied the horizon there and he saw this fellow up the tree. 

The fellow’s slipping just a little  and the ol’ bull’s started kinda hookin’ him. This wuz a perty 

heavy fella--he’d been with the govment for some time. And he was holdin’ on, and he saw this 

farmer and says, ‘You on that porch. You come get this bull!’ 
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“And the ol’ farmer hollered back to him, he said, ‘Show him your card.’” 

Bob and I had a long phone conversation not long ago and I told him that he ought to 

write some of those stories for folks, that they’d love ‘em. Of course, writing them is not as easy 

as him telling them. He is absolutely great at this type of story. Don’t you know that this must 

have happened, to someone. This kind of material is rare, but probably true.  Well, he admitted 

he wasn’t going to write ‘em down, so I asked him if he’d mind if I did. “No, Doc, not at all. One 

sure thing--I ain’t gonna write ‘em down.”  

So, I’ll do it, as well as I can. The way Bob talks is difficult to put on paper but I’m gonna 

try. But think about this story, Folks. You’d like to hear him tell it, wouldn’t you, in spite of the 

fact you know what’s coming? To me, that’s important. That is the difference in the joke-teller 

and the humorous story teller. The latter takes artistry. Bob’s an artist. Hope you hear him soon. 

You need to laugh. You owe it to yourself. Get a good laugh somewhere every day. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Bird Story   

During the last years of my speaking career, most of the time, I finished with a grand 

finale type story. To me it is a great story to illustrate the Basics that must be emphasized in life 

if one is to be successful -- a “first things first” type of story. 

Dr. Henry Johnson, noted speaker, from Louisville, Kentucky, now gone to Glory, said, 

“We have put primary the things that are secondary, and we have put secondary the things that 

should be primary.” Right on! This in his wonderful talk, “How to Keep Your Wits in a Witless 

World.”   

“The Bird Story” was first told to me by my friend, David Storey, then Assistant 

Executive Director of the Illinois Bankers Association. He wouldn’t mind me saying this: he did 

not tell it too well, but I enjoyed it and instinctively recognized the potential of it. I was right, in 

that it has become the most requested story I have ever told. Here it is, verbatim. 

A man goes into a bird store, that’s all there is to it. He wants to buy himself a bird. There 

they are, four hundred little yellow birds, all look the same. He’s not an ornithologist, all he’s got 

to go by is the little price tag on each one’s little legs. They’re all $4.95. He’s going around 

looking at ‘em. 

Everyone of them is the same price, $4.95. He’s going around, looking at all of them. 

Goes over into the corner of the room, picks up the tag and it says, $136.50.  

A little perplexed, he goes up to the proprietor. “You trying to pull a fast one on me, 

Buddy? All these birds look the same. I’m trying to make a wise choice. All I got to go by are 

these little tags hanging from their little legs. All the tags are $4.95 ‘cept one you got kinda 

hidden over in the corner there -- $136.50.” 

The proprietor smiled, said, ‘You’re pretty sharp, you are. Found him right away, didn’t 
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ya’? That bird is different. That bird not only sings...he talks.” 

“Is that right? Well, that happens to be the one I want. Wrap him up.” 

He took the bird home, came back to the shop the next day, the bird under his arm. He 

walked up to the proprietor, said, “He didn’t sing... and he didn’t talk.” 

“Honest? He did down here.” 

“He didn’t at my house.” 

“Well, did he peck on his little bell?” 

“Bell? What bell?” 

“You didn’t buy a bell? That’s it right there. We must’ve been busy yesterday. Don’t 

blame yourself. I should’ve told you. ‘Course, the bird needs a bell. You’ve got stereo, you’ve 

got television. You’ve got everything. The bird’s got nothing. He’s probably unhappy. Needs a 

little bell to peck on, perk him up.” 

“That makes sense. How much is a bell?” 

“$6.95.” 

“O.K., I’m gonna take a bell.” 

He came back the next day. He did not bring the bird. “He did not sing and he did not talk 

but he did peck on his little bell.” 

“Did he climb his little ladder?” 

“Ladder? I guess I should have bought a ladder when I bought the little bell?” 

“Don’t blame yourself. Not your fault, it’s my fault. I am the one who supposed to show 

you these things which will benefit your bird. You probably jog, swim, get your exercise. The 

bird needs exercise. You get him a ladder...up and down the ladder. Healthy bird starts singing 

and talking. You got the picture?” 
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“How much is a ladder?” 

“Eleven dollars.” 

“Well, that’s very logical. All right, I’ll take a ladder.”  

He goes home, but comes back the next day. “Look, Podnuh. I am getting a little 

disturbed about this. He didn’t sing, he didn’t talk, but he did peck on his little bell and he did 

climb his little ladder.” 

“Did he look in his little mirror?” 

“Uh huh, that’s the way it is down here, huh? I am getting wise to you, Buddy. Now 

you’re gonna tell me I need a mirror.” 

“No, I’m not. You don’t need a mirror -- you’ve got a mirror. The bird needs a mirror. 

Picture this: the bird looks into the mirror, gets to thinking there’s another bird in the cage with 

him, now starts trying to carry on a conversation.” 

“All right. I get it, I gotcha. Give me a mirror.”  

He came back the next day. “He did not sing. He did not talk. But he did peck on his little 

bell, he did climb his little ladder and he did look in his little mirror. I know, ‘cause, Buddy, I 

took a day off work yesterday, pulled a chair up there by his cage and I watched him! All day I 

watched him! And he didn’t do any of those things.” 

“Did he swing on his little swing?” 

“Gimme a swing.” 

He came back the next day, said, “The bird’s dead.” 

“The bird’s dead?”  

 

“The bird’s dead -- that’s what I said. Guess I can tell a dead bird when I see one, can’t I? 
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Little feet up.” 

“Gosh, that’s terrible! Tell me, did he ever sing?” 

“No, but you’d have been proud of that bird. This morning I took his cover off, he hopped 

right over, pecked on that little bell, hopped on his little ladder. Climbed halfway up, paused.. 

That’s where I put the mirror. He looked in the mirror. I’m not saying a bird can smile, but it 

seemed like he did. Then, he went all the way up the ladder, jumped over on his little swing. 

 There he was, swinging. Right before he toppled off, he looked right at me and said,... 

“They didn’t sell birdseed?” 

*     *     *     *    *     *     * 

Why don’t you try telling that story, or even just reading it, to your wife or a friend or a 

group of friends. (Rhetorical question) See if they smile or laugh. Find out if you’re a good story 

teller. Do you think you are? Here’s a chance to find out the truth. Next week, we’ll use this story 

and refer to what should have been happening when you got to a certain point in the telling or the 

reading. If you can’t do this well, don’t blame the story. The story proven. If you don’t get great 

results, what’s the problem? “To thine own self be true...” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Nuances of “The Bird Story” 
 

I hope you enjoyed the bird story. You would have enjoyed it much more had I been there, 

telling it. I told it to the Chamber of Commerce banquet audience and it really went over well. It’s 

been the same all over the United States. The audiences love that story. As stated previously, it is 

a sure thing, a winner. People come up to me and ask me to tell the story again and again. It is my 

most requested story, even from my speaker friends who, at our meetings, have heard me tell it 

many times. They want to hear it again. They seem never to get tired of it.  

Definition: Nuance: A subtle or slight degree of difference. Usually the definition 

specifies subtle differences in color, or tone. This column is about subtle differences of excellent 

story-telling vs. boring story-telling. In my opinion, the story-tellers’ success is due to nuances, 

the subtle little differences. One has to have the knack, the leaning. I really think it must be 

innate. 

Did you practice telling it? The Bird Story? Did you get right into the telling without 

setting the scene too much? Did you tell it so well that your audience, whether one person or a 

group, began to smile at the very first, when you mentioned the tags? -- “...hanging on their little 

legs.” Did you pause slightly so they’d have time to see that sight in their minds, get that mental 

picture I’ve been writing so much about. At that time, that particular time, did they smile or 

laugh? Did that give you impetus to continue, to make it even better by use of gestures and or 

inflections? Did you automatically become more interested in telling it well. 

Nuances. For instance, the use of little in the story: (“...lots of little yellow birds.”) This 

man wants a little bird, not a parrot, but probably a canary. If a type of bird is to be imagined, 
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what would it be?  Yet, Bill Gove, a great speaker, the first president of the National Speakers 

Association, a real good friend, when he wrote to me about it, said, after he heard it for the first 

time, “Charlie, that story about the parrot, that was GREAT!” 

It is not a parrot. A parrot is too big. As the man goes into the bird store, what does he 

find? Lots of little birds, just what he wants so he can pick out a good one. Later on, in the story 

you, as the teller, want the listeners to feel sorry for the bird. Feeling sorry for a little, bitty bird is 

much easier than for a parrot, or any bird that size. This was a little bitty, unhealty, unhappy bird, 

who did not feel like singing or talking. After all, the customer has taken him away from his 

friends. (I am considering here, of course, that the bird is male.)The listener must start feeling 

sorry for the little bird. How’d you like to be there with a tag on your feet? 

Those little tags. “...going around, looking at all of them.” (price tags) Did you illustrate 

this by using your hands and fingers, as if flipping the tags over to see the prices? At finding one 

with $136.50 on it, did you pause, look a little perplexed as if thinking, “Why the difference?” A 

furrowed brow? A shake of the head?  

Can the listener see you confronting the proprietor, “You trying to pull a fast one on me, 

Buddy?” How did the Buddy sound in relationship to your other tones used in that sentence? Did 

your face show that you, as the customer, were a bit irked by this? 

Use of “perplexed” -- depends upon the audience, how cerebral they are, how sharp, 

whether I use this or not. The teller shouldn’t have to use words such as agitated or perplexed. I 

only put that in the write-up, but I don’t use it in the telling. The listeners should be able to tell 

from your characterization of the buyer that he is not happy -- the bird has not sung nor talked. 

That should show in your face during the telling. You become that owner of the bird. You are 



 
 

agitated, you are perplexed -- show it to the audience, be the audience one or a thousand. You get 

more and more agitated as you go through the various steps: the bell, the ladder, the mirror.  

When you said, “...happens to be the one I want. Wrap him up,” did you pause between 

the want and “Wrap him up.”?  Did you highten the interest by emphasis on the italicized words, 

“He didn’t (sing or talk) at my house.” Did you glare at the proprietor? The man doesn’t believe 

the proprietor now, he has started thinking this is a scam, a snow-job,  that this bird doesn’t sing, 

much less talk. He doesn’t believe it, but he wants to hear more about the possibility of it. 

He doesn’t believe it, but he’s going for it. However, the voice must never yell, subtle 

differences in speech must show how confused the man is, how after being told about the 

necessity of the bell (unhappy, bird is unhappy), he is listening carefully: “Bell, what bell?” He 

begins to think maybe this is his fault, after the salesman tells him, “You got stereo...you’ve got 

everything. The bird’s got nothing.” He’s making the customer the guilty party, but he’s doing 

this very slyly.  

The compassionate salesman lets the customer run the gamut of emotions by saying nice 

things, too, making him feel better about the situation: “Don’t blame yourself.” A raise of the 

hand, a compassionate facial expression, shaking the head -- can you do this? 

“Uh huh, that’s the way it is down here, huh? I’m getting wise to you, Buddy.” Really 

going to tell the salesman how he understands the game, but the salesman throws him a curve. 

“No, you don’t need a mirror. You’ve got a mirror. The bird needs a mirror.” These steps came in 

consecutive tellings, the story changing to the place where nothing more can be added. 

The agitation shows in the man’s voice especially when he is telling the salesman about 



 
 

watching the bird all day. “He did not sing. He did not talk. But he did peck on his little bell, he 

did climb his little ladder...” He gets a bit louder and more demonstrative as he proceeds “And he 

didn’t do any of those things!” Then, to his consternation, the salesman asks about the mirror. 

“Now you’re going to tell me I need a mirror.” How is that statement said? With what 

kind of emotion?  A shake of the head, a nodding, inferring, “I didn’t just fall off the turnip 

truck, Podnuh. You don’t have to explain all this to me.” You must act out that part, it is not 

stated audibly, but with gestures, a curl of the lip, raised eyebrows, the head going back, eyes 

toward the ceiling. I did not say to myself, as I added these gestures to the story, “I’d better raise 

my head here and curl my lip.” I just did what would come naturally if I were the customer, the 

purchaser. 

You noticed the price has gone up, just small amounts, not enough to turn the customer 

from buying, but still a little more profit. Until finally, he, the customer does not care what it 

might cost. He is dedicated now to hear the bird, sing and talk. No holding back now. 

This story even violates the Rule of Three. The audience has to stay right with you 

through the three stages of the story, then you fool them completely by adding a fourth, the swing. 

Now the owner of the bird is so wrought up, so determined that he is going to hear the bird at 

least sing, that he doesn’t even ask the price, he simply utters, in a determined  tone, “Gimme a 

swing.” He has now gotten to the point that no matter what it takes, he is going to see this matter 

through right to the bitter end. 

At the climax of the story, the salesman is astonished, he seemed to be in a mood of 

disbelief. “The bird’s dead?!” This is terrible! This can’t be true.  



 
 

The final statement of the story, “They didn’t sell birdseed?” This is a question from a 

very weak, little bird. It could not possibly be a shout. After the statement, the bird falls off the 

swing, he dies. Some of my friends end the story with a shout. “Didn’t the ^&^&%$^#$^!!!’s sell 

birdseed!!!” No good, it would not have happened that way. The bird was too weak to shout. It 

must be a statement, but not very loud, just loud enough so that all can hear it. You do not want 

the audience members asking their spouses, “What’d he say?” This would make for a failure.  

Can you look like the little bird when he asks that question? Can you put a sad expression 

on your face? To me, this is very important. If you can’t handle this last line correctly, please 

don’t try to tell the story.  

That concluding line sums up the whole talk. The basics are not being expressed as they 

should, right? First things first. But you don’t have to tell the audience -- the story relates it to 

them.  

Another point: this very successful story is a sure winner in that it gets the message of the 

basics across, but also they, the members of your audience, will laugh to the extent that they’ll get 

our their handkerchiefs to wipe their eyes, but if they were to think about it seriously, the story 

isn’t funny at all, could not be. This is a story telling about the death of a little bird. Why do we 

laugh? 

If you’ve read my articles, you know that I have written a great amount of material about 

painting mental pictures. This story demands that ability. This humorous story demands that 

ability: to paint those mental pictures. In previous columns, I’ve stated that the best humor is the 

painful told playfully. Humor is tragedy separated by time and space. Think about it. 



 

 YOU KNOW...                          

Dr. Kenneth McFarland (Remember that name, Folks -- I'll  

mention him often. I'll probably mention all of you sooner or later, so keep 

reading these epistles.) used to be irritated by "You know's." 

Dr. Mc was the finest speaker ever produced in this country, absolutely the 

finest. You were thinking it is Al Gore? (Heh! Heh!) Wish you could have heard 

Dr. Mc. Too bad the Chamber of Commerce could not afford him. So they got me 

instead. But Dr. Mc is known among professional speakers as "The Dean." The 

greatest ever! 

In San Francisco or wherever he might find one,Dr. Mc would go up to a 

flaky looking type -- long robe, thong sandals, no socks, earring --in his 

NOSE! mind you! -- hair down to his hips. You know the type. He'd ask him, 

"Sir, what is your philosophy of life?" 

"Well, glad to accommodate you. You know ..." 

Dr. Mc would interrupt, saying, "No, I don't know. That's why I have asked 

you." 

"Well, Man, you know..." 

"No, Sir, I swear to God I do not know. Now, just tell me, please." 

The fellow (Dr. Mc thought he was a fellow.) simply could not get anything 

out of his mouth without preceding it with a "you know." 

I told Dr. Mc I do know what he was talking about. These strange creatures 

who hung (hanged?) around the Haight-Ashbury district of San  

Francisco intrigued me also. I remember going up to one of them and asking,  

"Pardon me, Sir. I am a tourist here, from Colorado. (I sure wasn't going to 

tell him I'm from Texas!) And I do not connect with the California language 

adequately. (He looked like the cerebral type, so I used my best terminological 



 

style on him.) I understand the syntax, the rhetoric and the context, but have 

slight difficulty with certain words which I assume are colloquial to this 

district. What do the terms, 'Kinky' and 'Funky' mean?" 

"Well, Man, you know--I'm glad to share with you, being you a stranger 

and all. I see how you could be confused. You no local and all. 'Kinky' -- 

Man, now, you know, with that you only use one feather. 'Funky,' you know, 

you use the whole chicken." 

I thanked him profusely, turned to leave and then asked, "One more question, 

please: "What is your philosophy of life?" 

"Well, Man. You know. I'm now gonna tell you my philosophy of life. 

My philosophy of life is that life is like six frozen matzo balls floating 

limpidly on a cool, cool pool of Kool-Aid." 

"Man! That is deep." 

"Yeah. Thought you'd like that." 

"Yeah. That was GREAT! Right on! Just one question about that though. 

Why is life like six frozen matzo balls floating limpidly on a cool, cool pool 

of Kool-Aid?" 

He suddenly looked agitated, angry. Walked off in a huff, turned back, 

shouted, "That's the trouble with you people, your generation. You don't come 

down here to learn -- you come down here to argue!" 
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WHAT’S THAT WORD? WHAT DOES HE MEAN BY THAT? 
 

Believe me, I don’t want these columns to lead to a verbal bout. We have enough of those 

in San Marcos, in coffee groups, at our Supper Clubs, or in regular conversation. So, I do want to 

apologize if I have a proclivity or propensity to use multi-syllabic words.  

If you read my columns, you might remember one in which I told you that my brother wrote 

me a letter after reading a few columns from the ...Herald. He said, “Charles, I think you are being 

a little pedantic.” I answered his letter and in fun, of course, I told him one of my favorite sayings 

that fits perfectly in this regard: “John, you saying that I’m pendantic is like a polecat telling a 

possum that his breath smells bad.” He laughed at that, for he has a wonderful sense of humor...a 

little wicked at times, but he is one sharp fellow. 

However, I do want to add that I don’t want to make this column so simple that I would 

have the hometown folks thinking, “I don’t know what he’s doing writing some ‘hi-falutin’ words? 

(quoting Bode) Doesn’t he  know that we (everyone in Brady) realize what irascible means...and 

immutable, words like that? Why, we hear those words nearly every Sunday, in church. We need to 

let Bitsy know he ain’t the ‘only one’s been down the road a piece.’ That was used recently in those 

great columns of Bode’s in which he was using all the idioms and vernacular sayings. Great stuff.  

I’d be the last one, ‘cause I know what it is to feel put-down about etymology. Not only by 

my brother, who writes me in all kinds of languages, including Aramaic and Ebonic. I even have 

trouble with him over the phone, but I don’t get mad -- I simply ask him what that word means. 

Occasionally I will act as though I know what that word means and just go on listening without 

interrupting. I never mean to be rude or offensive in assuming that one of my friends there in my 

old hometown just ain’t got it when it comes to being erudite. But Bode even went so far as to 

compare me to George Will. Now that made me  realize he was “in fun” and I laughed, pointed 
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this out to Maxine. I love to hear George Will talk, when Kokie Roberts or Sam Donaldson will let 

him. I love to read William Safire’s columns and also David Broder’s. These people are word 

artists and I admire that in anyone...to a certain extent. However, sometimes I think that the 

journalists write for journalists. They are the ones they’re trying to impress. The 

inside-the-belt-way people are trying to impress their compadres and do not seem to know what we 

out in the hinterlands think, as if they think we do. 

George Will is my favorite. I don’t understand his using all those words none of us 

comprehend, but I excuse him, write down what it sounded like, then look it up. That’s one thing I 

will do: I will get up and go across the room and look it up in a dictionary. I even have one of those 

Reverse Dictionaries, where anyone can be thinking of some word -- “Oh, what is that word? 

Maxine, you know that word. Tell me so I won’t have to look it up.” If at the computer, where am 

now, I can look it up by having installed a dictionary program on the hard drive. I’m sure that Bode 

has one of those, for he throws a lot of those words at the readers, too. I even have a medical 

dictionary, but use it not too often. I want people to understand what I am writing about -- or rather 

understand about what I am writing.  

I know how it is to be put-down in public and it is not a good feeling. That does things to 

your self-esteem from which one never recovers. However, it can be very motivational and 

beneficial. Surely Bode keeps copies of my columns as I do his. If he’ll go back to my Column #4, 

May 17, 1994 -- “Watch Them Grammars! -- he will find that I am kidding English teachers 

(Teachers are one of my all-time favorite groups as listeners.) When introduced as “Doctor...” you 

can sometimes hear a murmur and a few moans, but then when the introducer reveals I am a dentist 

and not a Ph.D. from the N.E.A. or the T.E.A., they applaud vigorously. 

In that particular column, I wrote about a Commander (appointed as one due to his tenure 
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and faculty longevity) who had my midshipman card there on his desk and I could read a remark he 

had put on the back: “A fair example of the stolid type.” 

Well, I thought, “This guy thinks more of me than I thought.” I can rephrase that more 

correctly now, but prefer to put it that way, for that’s the way I would say it at the Brady Chamber 

of Commerce meeting. When we marched back to Bancroft Hall (We marched everywhere!) I 

could not wait to look up the word, stolid. Definition: Having or showing little emotion; impassive. 

Imagine that! What a put-down! So, I went to the button marked “Thesaurus” and punched it. 

Thesaurus: Without emotion or interest: indifferent, unconcerned, unresponsive, apathetic, 

impassive, listless, uninterested, lethargic, phlegmatic. 

The nerve of that nerd! Nerd had not been born yet, but that’s what he was. The 

commandant had made him a commander so as not to lose this eloquent man to the Big Un! 

Thank the good Lord! He was not out in the fleet where he could have really caused some damage, 

instead of accosting me. I had some fleet words to describe him! The course he taught was 

“Rhetoric and Composition.” How I would LOVE to let him know that I made a living at rhetoric 

and composition! 

That was a wonderful, motivating factor in my life. Another was when I used the word 

ignominious in talking with the publisher - editor of the SAN MARCOS RECORD, our local 

newspaper. I pronounced it as IG-NOM-I-NUS. This wonderfully kind man, the one who got me 

started as a professional speaker by asking me to emcee the local C. of C. banquet in 1958, said, 

with a grin, “Charlie, if you’re going to use big words like that, be sure you know how to pronouce 

them.” I appreciated that, for he kept me from making a mistake had I tried to use it in public. 

‘Course, I asked him how to pronounce it. “IG-NO-MIN-IOUS. 

Incidents such as those two and studying words since that day has been most interesting to 
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me. These words like fetes and sic and others fall into that category, too, much less the ones we 

have to use in medicine and dentistry such as periodonticlasia, supra ventricular arrhythemia, etc. 

And especially a person’s name, if you are the emcee and introduce Mayor Cutrer of 

Houston at a big banquet at the Shamrock Hotel for the Annual State Pharmaceutical Banquet. I 

pronounced the Mayor’s name as COOT-TRER and the crowd laughed. I said, “You laughed, but 

that is his name. How do I know? I asked him to make sure I did not pull a boo-boo. There was a 

doctor there I was worried about, too. I asked Dr. Tennery how he pronounced his name and he 

thanked me for asking and informed me how many times it had been mispronounced. His name 

correctly pronounced is TEN-NARY. 

As stated previously, that one incident at the Naval Academy led to a study of words I’ve 

enjoyed all my life. That was a motivating factor for a pleasureable hobby. I don’t play games on 

computers; to me, the whole machine is a game, each program, each upgrade is a game. Another 

basic which I wanted to teach the dental students is NEVER USE WORDS WHICH ARE 

UNFAMILIAR TO PATIENTS UNLESS YOU EXPLAIN THEM AS YOU GO. The average 

dental patient will not know what you are talking about and will not let you know that he/she does 

not know for he/she does not want to be thought of as ignorant. The average patient thinks to be 

ignorant is a put-down, but it is not. We are all ignorant.To be ignorant is not to be stupid; it 

simply means you do not know, you are uninlightened in that field. We do not know 

EVERYTHING. So you helped me, Bode, and I thank you and am looking forward to a long visit 

with you concerning all the nuances of these columns. 
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Four Types of Funny People 

 

Funny people can be classified into four types: 

 

1. Those who say funny things. 

2. Those who say things funny. 

3. Those who say funny things funny. 

4. Those who think funny and who can paint  

     funny pictures in the minds of the audience, 

    pictures to which the audience can relate.   

 

That first category, say funny things: The things are funny; the people saying them do 

not have to be. These are jokes and other things funny in themselves: Children’s sayings, 

Comic Verse, Anecdotes, funny stories, One-liners. In all of these, it is the matter, not the 

manner, which makes the people laugh, in this category.  

Humor is much more complicated than we are expressing here. (Someone has said that 

columnists use the editorial “we” so the readers will think there are too many for them to 

whip. My eccentric friend, Myrt Eure, when I say “we” immediately will ask, “You got a 

mouse in your pocket?” I’ve used the following before: Mark Twain said, “One should never 

say we unless she is a woman with child or a man with a tapeworm.”   

Here we  just want to hit the basics so you will understand them better.  If you like 

this sort of column and want to learn more about humor, we can have more columns about 

humor in depth later. Let’s emphasize here, today, that in this category, a person does not 

have to be funny, tell anything in a funny manner. The thing itself is funny. 

Anyone can tell a joke. You’re thinking, “I can’t.” Or you’re thinking, “That’s not 

right. Ol’ So and So, man, he can’t tell a joke. Jarvis just never heard him try.” 

But anyone can tell a joke for it takes no talent. They may not tell it well (and don’t we 

know plenty of these who do not know they are pitiful joke tellers, but refuse not to try)? The 

true bore never knows he or she is boring anyone. These people bore us to death trying to tell 
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jokes. They’d love to be able to tell jokes, but they just are no good at it.  We even hate to 

bump into them at parties. They try to tell us jokes and they just end up trying -- very trying.  

We’ll even cross to the other side of the street or quickly jump into another aisle of the 

grocery story if we spy them ‘fore they do us. These people, their main fault in this regard -- 

joke telling --  is that they drag out the telling what is supposed to be a short,  funny thing to 

the point that they spoil it’s effect. They paint the sky and the sea, they add what day it 

happened, when that has nothing to do with the joke. 

 When a person does that, he or she is trying to fit into another category of Funny 

People. They are desperately trying to be a humorist. And they are not.  They are much aware 

how popular a good story-teller or joke-teller is; people want to be around a person who can 

make them laugh, for we all so need to laugh. As I’ll state many times, laughter is the greatest 

tension release mechanism ever granted to man and womankind. (Fooled you there, didn’t I? 

My mother didn’t raise any fool. I know there are women out there waiting to be offended. If 

you are, by me, it will be purely unintentional.) 

You can read a joke.  It takes no talent, just read it.  The Reader’s Digest has several  

joke sections in each issue such as Laughter in Uniform, Life in These United States, Campus 

Comedy, All in a Day’s Work and Laughter, the Best Medicine. In fact, most magazines have a 

joke section for the editors know how much people love humor and love to laugh.  I have a 

great many compilations of jokes and humorous stories. When I first started humorous 

speaking as an avocation, I bought these books and went through them one story at a time. 

Out of a thousand of them, perhaps I got one or two I could use.  

 

I’ll concede the point that these jokes do not crack you up. Some are very funny and 
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you guffaw and go tell your wife or husband, “Listen to this,” and you read her or him the 

joke. And yes, they might laugh or at least smile.  Maybe, depending upon their sense of 

humor, put you down with “That’s terrible!” or “That’s not so hot.” Do not let this kind of 

behavior bother you. Just don’t you laugh at his or hers the next time, or maybe you should 

get a husband or wife with a  better sense of humor.  

The next few columns will discuss jokes and humorous stories and the types of funny 

people. There will be examples of each and we’ll name a few of the funny people.  

As for you personally, if you are interested in this subject and you’d like to be more 

popular by producing laughter for your friends, or possibly you’d like to go into this as a 

profession, you first have to decide: Are you a funny person and do you need funny things? 

Think about that, very seriously, for some people do not know which they are. 

Remember the four types listed at the first of this column. But it behooves us to end 

with another four types of people: 

1. There are people who know and don’t know they know. 

2. There are people who know and know they know. 

3. There are people don’t know and know they don’t know. 

4. There are people who don’t know and don’t know they don’t know. 

 

This last category, when considering art of joke-telling, will make you not only cross 

a street to avoid them, but will make you even jump off a bridge. 

Remember in an earlier column I told you, “A sense of humor is the most prized 

attribute in a second husband.” Goes for wives, too. 

Have you ever heard anyone say, “He’s a joke.” When they said that, they did not mean 

it to be kindly. 

Oh, I hope they were not referring to me, or your husband!  
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The Second Type of Funny People 

 
You all have had this experience. You’re sitting in a coffee shop, or at a restaurant table, or 

simply in someone’s living room. So and So has the floor and you don’t mind. The man or woman is 

funny and entertaining. He or she is not boring you. Remember: The true bore never knows he or she is 

boring anyone. Everyone is smiling or laughing at the telling of a story or an incident that happened.  

Suddenly you might realize, if you were thinking about humor, the thing he or she is telling is 

not funny. He or she is telling it funny. The crowd is breaking up, wiping their eyes. This is the type of 

person you like to be around. They make you feel better for these people make you laugh.  

This is the second type of funny person: The one who can tell things funny. This is my friend, 

Jackie Gartman or my deceased friend, whom I miss very much, Razor Baldridge. These are the people 

who can make even painful things funny, just by their telling. Humor is sometimes tragedy separated by 

time and space. When someone asks you, “Did I tell you about smashing my thumb?” chances are good 

that you might smile. Why is this? They’ve just mentioned something that brought them terrible pain 

and you’re laughing or smiling or desperately trying to keep from doing so. But you have been 

conditioned by this person that he or she is nearly always “in fun.” Now you’re expecting to laugh, for 

that’s what you do when this person tells what happened to him or his Uncle Bill or whomever. We all 

know these people and love them, like to be around them for they entertain us. 

In the first type of funny people, the thing is funny, the person is not. Now, in this category, the 

person is funny, able to tell with a certain artistry even very serious things, but they do it with flair and 

artistry. You go home and try to repeat it and you cannot perhaps. You say to your husband or wife, 

“Well, you had to be there. When So and So told it, it was hilarious.” 

Who are some of these people? I’ve mentioned a couple, but you know some I do not.  

Foster Brooks, the comedian, is this type of person. He pretends to be drunk, but doesn’t even drink. I 

had a friend, now deceased, Sam Edwards who did the same sort of act as Foster Brooks, but in truth, 

he did not do it as well. Sam was good, but not as good. However, he made a living at it. That’s quite a 
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feat. Made a living at something he’d do free -- if he had to.  

Every heard of “Stuttering Sam”? His real name was Cecil Hunter and he started as a radio 

announcer in Amarillo. This was back in the ‘30s and ‘40s. He was invited to appear at Chambers of 

Commerce and other organizational meetings. He would sit in the audience and the whole event was 

planned. The emcee announced that the speaker had not shown up. “We don’t know what the trouble is. 

He might be here any minute, but we do have a visitor here, a John Deere Dealer himself, one of us, 

and we’d like to call upon him at this time to say a few words.” 

Sam acted as though he couldn’t possibly do this. Couldn’t get up and talk. He waved off the 

invitation, but the emcee insisted, kept on insisting until Sam grudgingly struggled to his feet, knocking 

his water over when he did. Everyone would laugh. Sam acted as though he was terrible embarrassed 

by being such a stumble bum. He would walk up to the front of the room, to the dais, but stumbling all 

the way, bumping into people. By this time, people were laughing but trying not to show their hilarity at 

such a clumsy person.  

Once up at the microphone, he would act as though he did not know how to use a mike, then he 

would finally get a few words out. “Evening and Gentlemen. I mean “Good Ladies and evening.” 

Women would punch their husbands and try to shush him, they’d whisper, “Don’t laugh. This is not 

funny. The poor devil is doing the best he can. He’s just scared, and you would be, too.” She is 

embarrassed that this clod of a husband of hers is laughing at this unfortunate man. The laughter comes 

more frequently, by now, some are catching on to the fact that this is a hoax, an act. Sam would pretend 

embarrassment every time he made a mistake. He also stuttered terribly. Today this would not be funny 

at all, but back then it was. People told stuttering stories. I did when I started, but quickly found out as 

the P.C. times came upon us, one does not make fun of any handicapped person. The stuttering story is 

not funny at all to the parent who has a child who stutters. People try to get me to tell certain stories and 

I will not do it. Humor is not humor when it goes beyond the sensibilities of the listeners. 

Sam had a great act and performed it thousands of times. Double talk and malaprops were 

substituted for the stuttering. He was very successful at it. This type of act requires a timing that few of 
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us have. To program the mistakes and accent them at the proper times. You find yourself wondering, 

“How in the world does he do this?” 

I got him to attend the National Speakers Association and to perform. He was a visiting speaker 

this time and he  tore them up with that act. I have a tape of him performing and it is hilarious. As with 

Bob Murphey’s tapes, if you’ll send $10, I’ll send you a duplicate of this performance. 

Another friend of mine was Martin Hughes, who appeared at all kinds of banquets and 

meetings as a woman. Sat at the head table in his dress, coifed as a woman. This wonderfully kind 

gentleman was every bit a man’s man, but this was his act. His “Madam Chairman” is a delightful 

performance featuring him at a ladies’ club meeting. You ought to hear it. I’ve got it also. Order it and 

play it for your women friends. They will love it! Gar-on-teed. 

These people, Norm Crosby, Alan King, Buddy Hackett, Charley Callas, even Don Rickles, can 

tell things funny. Here’s an interesting point: When I mentioned Don Rickles, some of you thought, “I 

don’t like him at all.” Why not? I already know the answer. He goes beyond your sensibilities, right? 

That’s his act, Folks. In person, Don Rickles is one of the most-liked people in Las Vegas. He is kind to 

all people, when he is not “on.” The waitresses, the cashiers at the Sahara, the other casinos will tell 

you what a wonderful person he is. He is very sharp and extremely fast! His trouble at times is that he is 

so fast, his mouth gets out of step with his brain. I saw this happen one night on “The Johnny Carson 

Show” and Johnny did not appreciate his cutting remark about Johnny’s wife at all! And he really did 

let Don know it. 

You might have felt the same way about Buddy Hackett. We’ll mention him next time. 
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The Third Type of Funny People 
 

The third type of funny people is the person who can tell funny things funny. This requires a bit 

of artistry and of course, some are much better at it than others. You know people who say “Did you hear 

the joke about...?”and your brain struggles trying to think of some excuse -- any excuse -- even that you 

have to go to the dentist.” That’d be a lie, but the truth is that you had rather go to the dentist than hear 

this character tell a joke. You’re thinking, “Drat the luck! I wouldn’t have even run into him had the light 

been green and you could have crossed and avoided him. “Maybe if I started vomiting?” No, you can’t 

do that. That is an involuntary function. 

So you suffer the torture of the damned. You listen to this dork try to tell the joke. While you’re 

holding your mouth just right, in a kind of half-smile, you’re thinking, “Why hasn’t one of us got the guts 

to tell this guy that if he had to stand on his joke telling, he couldn’t kiss a humming bird’s rear end. It is 

the truth: he means well, but can’t tell a joke well at all. He’s a disaster, but he tries, and ends up boring 

everyone.  

At parties you go over to the host and hostess, “Why’d you invite Bill? And if you had to, why 

did you invite us! He corralled us about fifteen minutes ago and told us a joke, no way for us to escape it. 

He just finished telling it! I need some rest! My mouth is killing me from holding that smile so long! If 

you need me, I’ll be in the hall closet recovering. 

Maybe you don’t know anyone that bad at joke telling, but I’ll wager you were thinking of 

someone when reading that paragraph. These people want to be the life of the party, but will kill one 

colder’n a step-mother’s kiss. (I got that from my late  buddy, Razor Baldridge. First time I met him was 

on the golf course and the first putt he attempted, he clicked those dentures and said, “I got this sucker 

colder’n a step-mother’s kiss.” Wrote it down when I got home, like I did lots of his sayings. Can’t tell 

‘em all to you, however. The man was a little earthy. A little earthy?! 

Saying Razor was a little earthy is like Noah saying, “It looks a little like rain.” I know: I’ve used that 

before, but it is descriptive. Later on, I’ll tell you what type of humor that is. 

Now, the person who is very adept at telling funny things funny is a real joy to be around. The 
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latest joke: He or she is going to tell it so wonderfully that you look forward to it. In fact, you’ll actually 

ask this type of person, “Heard any good jokes lately, Pud?” (Pud is a good name for that type of person.) 

He says, “Yeah, one.” And he tells you, with wonderful style, inflections, and gestures. You laugh and 

laugh not only when he gets to the punch line, but during the telling. Here’s the secret. Not only is this a 

funny thing but this person is capable of telling it funny. And before you start trying to think of someone 

like that, don’t be disappointed if you can’t come up with one or two right off, for these people are about 

as rare as frog hair. 

One is Buddy Hackett. Told you last time I’d mention him. You thought I had forgotten. No way, 

I have copies of all of these; I know what I have written. When I mentioned Buddy Hackett in the last 

sentence of my last column, some of you were turned off. You don’t like Buddy Hackett; you think he is 

too dirty and shouldn’t even be on the planet! 

At Las Vegas, Buddy Hackett is risque. No, that is too much of an understatement. He gets 

raunchy, dirty, and admits it. I’ve heard him say that on The Johnny Carson Show. However, you have to 

give him credit. On that show, he was not dirty. He might have gotten a bit shady, but he is a pro and 

knew (past tense, ‘cause The Johnny Carson Show is no more. Don’t you wish he were still on? So do I. ) 

that if he did get dirty, he’d not be invited again and constant exposure and publicity are requisites in the 

celebrity business.  

At one of Buddy Hackett’s performances at Las Vegas, the air turns blue. He knows where he is. 

When Johnny Carson asked him once on the Tonight Show (it became The Johnny Carson Show due to 

his long time run with that very popular late-night hit), “Do you tell these stories out in Vegas?” Buddy 

Hackett laughed loudly and replied, “‘Course not. Out there I get dirty -- down and dirty.” 

When people criticized him for it, he would say, with irritation evident,  for he did not give a 

tinker’s dam what you and I thought about it, “I’m gonna worry about that when I’ve not playing to 

Standing Room Only audiences.” 

You ever hear him tell The Chinese Waiter Story? It is GREAT! Only because he tells it GREAT! 

You might think that today it would not be P.C. for he puts a rubber band around his head, over his eyes 
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to make himself slant-eyed, and then goes into the routine, taking orders from a group at a Chinese 

restaurant. Few people could tell it and none as well.  

Just like my Willie Lee -- The Willie Lee Robinson Story. Too bad you’ll never hear that one, but 

go ask Linda Myrick or Jeanette Jordan if it’s a good’un. Linda loves it and has for years wanted me to 

put it on tape and will it to her. For her I might do it.  

However, it is not for your chamber of commerce audience. The first part could be used and 

you’d laugh, for one has to have facility of tongue to tell it. It is not dirty, but some of you might brand it 

risque. If you watch any T.V. or go to any movies or rent any movies for VCR home use, you’ve 

certainly heard words far, far worse.  

I’ve asked the Lord to forgive my telling it a few times to special friends like any of my men 

friends, but also Linda, Jeanette and I’ll also include Barbara Norman.. I hope the Lord, (He or She) 

does. I’ve dreamed about it after eating too much salsa and jalapenos. I’d hate for Whoever to say, “You 

told that Willie Lee Robinson Story a bunch of times, one too many.” And then Whoever will pull the 

switch and I’d be there with Jackie and David and Gray and all those others. If Willie Lee doesn’t pass, 

gonna be world’s of us down there. 

Type One: The people who can tell funny things. 

Type Two: The people who can tell things funny. This requires talent.  

Type Three: The people who can tell funny things funny. Ever hear Charlie Callas? When  

 he tells about that bird, he is that bird! 

Type Four: The people who can think funny and then paint funny pictures in a person’s 

 mind. These people are rare and exceptional. They tell funny things funny but the  

  main talent is that they think funny and will see humor in even painful things.  
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The Fourth Type of Funny People 
 

The fourth type of funny people is the very rare person who can think funny. Even more 

rare is the person who can think funny, then perform the material. To do this, one must also have 

the artistry of transferring the material to the minds of others. These people can make up their 

own material and successfully use it to entertain. In my opinion, this is the best type of humor 

and generally safe from plagiarism due to the fact that it fits a certain personality. 

You might be thinking now of comedy writers. These talented people must be able to 

think funny, but they must also have another attribute which few have. This is the ability to 

assume someone else’s persona when they are considering the humor for the week, for the next 

event, the next sit-com setup, etc. Let’s consider them for a few paragraphs. They may or may not 

be able to perform the comedy; they might simply be able to write it for their people. This is 

sometimes a most vexing point for many of them. They would love to be able to perform their 

own lines, but have found out through dreadful experiences that they cannot do it successfully 

and so must write all those good lines for others and the others get the glory. “Did you see “So 

and So” last night! Wasn’t that a wonderful show?!” Well, yes, it probably was, but in truth a 

great deal of the success was due to brilliant lines furnished to the comedians. but they recognize 

that they are not performing artists --  they write for them.  

Gene Perret,  is the head comedy writer for Bob Hope and has been for years. He has 

won Emmys galore, three for The Carol Burnett Show. Gene will tell you he is not particularly 

funny at performing. He wishes he were more successful at it. He is successful at lecturing about 

humor and  writing. He will be in Austin May 24 - 26 presenting a writing/humor seminar.His 

presentations are extremely interesting, but he is a very serious student of the art and is not as 

good a performer as he is a writer. I don’t mean to disparage him at all. He is a fine person and a 
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personal friend.His fame is widespread. When I went to L.A. to meet him and have lunch with 

him, the maitre d’ greeted Gene as a celebrity, then brought a wonderful bottle of wine to our 

table, gratis.  

Gene’s forte is thinking funny and writing humor. A writer such as Gene Perret is rare 

indeed.  Bob Hope understands how much Gene is worth to him and has compensated him very 

adequately. He knows Bob Hope; he is excellent at writing comedic material for his long-time 

employer, a very close friend, and has been of inestimable value to Mr. Hope for oh, so many 

years. Steve Allen wrote about Bob Hope in his book, The Funny Men, as “without question the 

champ for all-around comedian.”  

But one must remember that he must have good lines, good writing. Gene Perret goes 

with him on most of his appearances. If he does not, is he is not able to leave to go on a certain 

gig, Bob Hope might phone him, from anywhere around the world, asking about a certain line, 

seeing if Gene can come up with a good laugh or two concerning a situation Mr. Hope found out 

about after he got to the site.  

A staff of writers is hired for each special occasion and they sit in staff writers’ rooms, 

bouncing lines off each other, getting reactions to wisecracks and gags, trying to think of funny 

situations fitting the persona of the individual for whom they are writing, that can be transferred 

to the minds of the audience. By this time, after all these years, Gene knows what must occur for 

it to be pure Bob Hope and it has worked for oh, so long. Bob Hope is one of the world’s most 

famous men, one of the world’s most noted comedians, but also a patriot and wonderful 

businessman. He is one of the world’s richest men. He has been in the limelight for how many 

years? Eighty at least, and not an easy life. Born in England, not a rich kid by any means. You 

should read his life story. Times were hard at first, he tried boxing, then realized he was better at 

trading lines than punches (most of the time taking those), went on the vaudeville circuit, the 

five-shows-a-day bit  and the whole routine of surviving until radio, then television, then the 
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movies became his bailiwick.  

He is one of the most honored men in the world. A great deal of his wonderful reputation 

as a comedian -- and he will second this -- is due to his writers. He is an actor, with the best 

timing of all the comedians. The point here is that the comedians we know and love will admit 

they must have excellent writers. They must have marvelous material. The performer’s talent is to 

know how to use the material. Timing is all important, the most important element in the delivery 

of humor. 

The comedy must fit perfectly and even enhance the performer’s personality which has been built 

over a period of many years.   

.Bob Hope’s  act is the same, no matter how many times he has performed. The people 

who pay real good money to attend his performances expect to see the same Bob Hope they know 

and love. He goes out front and does six minutes of one-liners and two-liners. These are jokes 

and comments about the audiences, the people in his audiences, the special people in his 

audiences. This is the reason he was so good for the troops in all the wars and “police actions” 

our nation has had. Bob Hope never picked on the ordinary soldiers, sailors or marines. He 

picked on the highest ranking officers there. He knew this would really thrill the service men.  

This country owes him a great deal. He is a super-patriot. He has entertained during all 

our wars and has flown through dangerous weather and war zones to make it. “The show much 

go on. This is one tough old trooper.  

Whether on a Pacific island in front of thousands of G.I.’s or in the Palladium Theater, 

his routine is the same: Six minutes of jokes, some on others, some on himself. Rapid fire 

delivery with his phenomenal timing. Then, fully aware of the fact that the mind gets tired of 

being tricked with such material, he goes into another Bob Hope routine: he gets the pretty, 

young lady, a celebrity herself,  out there, does his act with her. Now she is the center of 

attention and he is the rube. He is the one who is put-down. It is slightly sexy, provocative, even 
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with a much older man. It works. This was wonderfully successful with marines, soldiers and 

sailors far from home, during the lulls between action. They would howl, laugh uproariously as 

this young lady tears him up with those writers’ well-chosen words. Always in good taste, 

nothing so cutting that it insults the sensibilities. His is a clean act, but slightly on the edge, no 

one resenting this contrived dalliance, those innocent but professionally acted lecherous looks of 

this wonderful, beloved star. We lucky viewers did not expect from him anything that went 

beyond our sensibilities. We loved every minute of this Then, the song with the young lady, 

another celebrity guest such as Sammy Davis, with whom he did the same old, expected, 

appreciated,  soft-shoe routine, always the same foot movements he has performed for all these 

years, then perhaps a specialty event such as during football season when he introduces the 

All-America selections and they get to cut him up a bit with their carefully crafted answers to his 

questions after each is introduced.  Only the ones who can carry the assignment  off well and 

not be embarrassed in front of a national T.V. audience are given these sharp answers to throw 

back at Mr. Hope, this being decided ahead of time and rehearsed. Then what? Right! “Thanks 

for the Memories,” a standard without which it would not be a Bob Hope routine. The crowd 

loves it, gives him a standing ovation with long, extended applause. Bob waves, throws kisses 

and away he goes to yet another engagement. The man is super-energetic, must have wonderful 

genes to have lasted this long with all that travel, all those appearances. He seems to have thrived 

on this peripatetic, seemingly frenetic vocation. 

 

. 
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Jack Benny, Fred Allen and Bill Cosby 

Last column we were referring to writers of comedy, who gather before an event, get into one 

motel room or some corporation’s room and have brain-storming sessions, trying to come up with humor, 

bouncing lines and situations around on each other. We also pointed out that they have to think funny but a 

certain type of funny in that it must fit the personality of the person for whom they are writng.  

They have to crawl mentally into the persona of each comedian for whom they write. How would 

Bob Hope respond to a cutting remark by Marilyn Monroe in front of the huge audience of Marines there 

on that remote Pacific Island? Would he respond? Maybe just respond by giving one of those Bob Hope 

looks? 

I don’t know the origin of one of the most famous lines of comedy ever written: the Jack Benny 

line when he was being held up. Did this great line spring from a writer’s brain? Did Jack Benny think of it 

himself? It brought the house down and still does. Jack Benny was one of the most beloved men in show 

business. He was a loving, sharing, philanthropic man. He was not in the least the money-loving, 

parsimonious, penurious, character he played in all his scenes. However, he established his character that 

way and the public loved it. Repeatedly, he went down that long flight of stairs or the elevator to his 

private money vautlt deep in the bowels of his home where he talked with the security guard about how 

everything was going,   Was every penny of his money safe? He had many situations where he was shown 

as a miserly, penny-pinching curmudgeon. In life, he was anything but. 

The scene: The robber said, “Your money or your life!”Jack Benny hesitated, cast his eyes at  the 

ceiling, grabbed his chin, folded his arms, looked around. The robber got exasperated and now louder, 

more threatening, “I said, ‘Your money or your life?!” Jack looked at him, grimaced and said, “I’m 

thinking.” GREAT! A perfect line for the character he played. Wonderful! 

It is the same with the people who wrote for Jack Benny -- the writers knew Jack Benny’s on-stage 

personality and so did all the world. His admirers expected the same actions and reactions every time. He 

passed on many years ago, yet people who were fortunate enough to have lived in an era which produced a 
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Jack Benny still smile when they think of him  and his marvelous timing, those looks, the pauses. 

One of the most brilliant comic minds ever was that of Fred Allen. We older people remember all 

of his sage comments, his running feud with Jack Benny and that wonderful part of his show, Allen’s Alley, 

 where Fred Allen would stroll down the alley and visit all those wonderfully eccentric characters who 

lived there.  

Remember the old timer who always greeted him with “Howdy, Bub.” The good ol’ days, huh? We 

who were so fortunate to have experienced such shows long for them again. No filth, just good clean 

humor, with a serious point thrown in. 

Now let’s think about a different kind of comedian. A special kind. Not long ago, Bill Cosby 

played “The Drum” in Austin, appeared there at the fabulous showplace on the University of Texas 

campus. He was on for two hours non-stop. The crowd loved him. Some of my friends from San Marcos 

went to see and hear him. Some were there from Houston and even farther away. His fans love him and his 

style of humor.  

What is his style of humor?  He is out there, on stage, having been announced by the emcee very 

succinctly, “Ladies and Gentlemen, Bill Cosby.  He gets standing ovations at the first of his performances, 

before he says a word. He has to urge the people to take their seats. Then, he starts, slowly at first, visiting 

with the folks down front, making friends, talking about the city, the local events, the inside stuff.  They 

are “in fun” to start with; he doesn’t have to do this. They expect to be entertained by this man. They are 

ready. 

 He stays there two hours, just he and that stool, and talks. The crowd loves it. The material is 

grand.  There are no one-liners as such; he doesn’t need jokes. He is a comedy genius, a member of a rare 

group, a very small group, who can take a serious, even painful experience and make it funny. He does not 

depend upon writers in this venue -- he is his own writer, he talks of his background, his childhood 

experiences, his gang that he ran with as a kid. 
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 On such programs as The Cosby Show, about the Cosby family -- a sitcom, he uses writers, but not 

for his personal appearances. There in the sit-coms, in the Cosby family situations, the comedic material is 

different. There are wisecracks, one-liners, put-downs. Sit-coms are built on those types of humor, people 

playing one-up manship. There are extended bits of humor, situations, but mostly it’s one-upmanship, as 

are all the sitcoms. Incidentally, when you see the club appearances of these would-be star comedians, at 

the Laff Shop, The Comedy Workshop, The Improv, you see comedians whose biggest dream is that this 

experience will lead to a part on a sitcom, a series. Think of all the ones you know who’ve made it that 

way: Sinbad, Tim Allen, Rosanne,  and many others. I can’t name many for I am too old to know them 

and I do not watch sitcoms. But the folks who do make it really do command big  money! 

Bill Cosby has worlds of material, which is not easily plagiarized. A fool might try, but would fall 

flat on his face, The audiences who go to Bill Cosby’s presentations already are familiar with his material 

and go to hear it again. His audiences want to hear about Fat Albert and all those other characters in his 

stories. They want to hear about Russell, his brother and how Bill Cosby treated him when they both were 

small and had to bend to their dad’s strong will. He and Russell called their dad, “The Giant!” He started 

with this type of humor, the best there is, the painful truth told playfully.  

His dad was not a good father, drank excessively, left his wife and children and Bill Cosby’s 

mother had to be a domestic, had to clean other people’s homes to feed the family and at times there wasn’t 

quite enough, so she didn’t eat. Bill Cosby could have gotten in lots of trouble if it were not for his mom, 

not that she was right there watching him every minute but because Bill Cosby was the type of son who did 

not want to let his mom down, did not want her to be ashamed of anything he did. The family moved from 

humble buildings to even lesser accommodations.  From such humble conditions, Bill Cosby’s humor 

sprang and vaulted him to success.  

In my opinion, Bill Cosby is one of the best, if not the best sit-down comedians in the world. I did 

not say stand-up, for he doesn’t. He sits there on a stool, just by himself and talks. Tells his stories, the 

same ones he has told over and over, for he knows what they want to hear -- his fans. They want to hear 
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the stories he has told so many times that they know the stories themselves. When he starts a certain story, 

they recognize it by the first words he utters. They punch their friends, “Here it comes -- Fat Albert.” They 

are “in fun,” ready and eager to laugh. It is a marvelous relationship that he has with his fans. 

In this connection with his fans, he is like a singer, such as Frank Sinatra. His fans want him to sing 

the songs for which he is famous. If he does not, they will be extremely disappointed. You know that. How 

disappointed would you be if you paid good money to go hear Frank Sinatra and he did not sing, “New 

York, New York, “ and “My Way” ? So he pleases them and gives them exactly what they want. 

Now, a question. Why do his fans want Bill Cosby to tell the same stories? They’ve heard them 

before, right. Right. You don’t like to hear a joke a second time. Folks, it is due to the facts that they are 

not jokes, and like Frank Sinatra, he is an artist. The kind of material they want to hear from Bill Cosby 

requires artistry, mastery of the methods of pleasing a crowd who pay quite a sum  to come hear and see 

him.  

Bill Barber and I were talking about our columns. Mine are too long, I told him that. I will cut them 

down in the future, I promise. I guess I want to teach too much. Have we learned anything here? Education 

is Concentration, Association and Review. Your kids need to know that and such basics are not taught in 

our schools. We don’t seem to focus on the basics.  

This is basic: Cosby’s humorous material consists mainly of stories, in a certain juxtaposition so 

there is ascending interest and satisfaction. Here it comes: These stories are not jokes. At his performances, 

the mind does not get tired of being tricks. There are no mind tricks, just the satisfaction of watching a 

person work who is a master of his craft. 

Cosby’s wonderful “bits” of material are not jokes. At his performances, the mind does not get 

tired of being tricked. There are no mind tricks, just the satisfaction of watching a master work. 
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UTDSSA EXPERIENCES 
 

The first class at the dental school in San Antonio consisted of only 14 students. This was 

due to startup -- limited buildings and limited faculty. I was excited at being chosen to be part of 

this new school, which is now rated as The Number One Dental School in the United States.  

The students were right out of the ’60s and indeed seemed to have ideas of their own. 

One of those ideas was expressed one day at a meeting of the class, “Hellfire, they aren’t going to 

let any of us go! They can’t -- there are only fourteen of us!” The dean surprised those two 

leaders of that rebellious group by doing that very thing. They were soon dismissed and the class 

was left with twelve wide-eyed students, who now realized that Dr. Olson was not going to take 

any of their rebellious spirit. 

When they sent in their photos for admission and when they came in for interviews, the 

students were clean and neat, well-scrubbed, short hair (at least shorter than after they were 

admitted), and otherwise very nice-looking people who were very happy to be accepted. This 

attitude  would soon change and they would begin to think they were being harassed. They were 

actually waiting to be harassed -- they were that paranoid -- actually waiting to be offended. 

There are millions of people in that age group still acting the same way. It is a terrible shame for 

there is so much for them to learn, still. They are now in late forties and some of them still have 

not learned enough about themselves or their fellow adults, be they acquaintances, friends, 

patients, or instructors (remember: a dentist must never quit learning -- dentistry must be a 

continuing learning process. Someone said, “A dentist must be trained four times during his/her 

lifetime practice.” I don’t know who said that, but he or she is close to the truth.”) 

Here’s a truism: If a person is going to try to teach, the one to be the beneficiary of the 

teaching must listen very carefully and ask the teacher to explain further or repeat. As stated in 
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previous writings, mine and others, some say, “No one can teach -- students must learn.” I’ll buy 

that judging from this three-year exposure and a lifetime of public speaking, not my whole life 

yet (old joke), but over thirty-seven years. A lot of learning comes from making mistakes and 

I’ve surely done that. That sort of person might just be the very best teacher, if he or she can 

show the students how to avoid those pitfalls of mistakes he or she personally have made.  

That first class I had with the students was most interesting. I introduced myself and 

informed them that I was there to be the Associate Dean of Students, but since we did not have a 

full class of students yet, but would the next year, 152 of them to be exact, that I was going to 

function as Director of the Clinic and also try to teach some communications courses, focusing 

on Patient - Dentist relationships and the necessity of being able to communicate clearly and 

effectively with patients, and that we, as dentists, work on people, not just teeth. This did not 

bring much laughter, but a few smiles.  

I continued, “We communicate really with pictures...” and was going to continue when a 

hand shot up and I heard a young man holler, “I don’t.” (There is one of these, at least one, in 

every class, who is going to challenge you every step of the way. Needless to say, this makes for 

difficulty, but can be handled.) 

Naturally, I looked his way, “Your name, please, Sir?” 

“Richard.” 

“May I call you Richard?” 

“Yes, Sir.” 

“Thank you.” Richard, you’ve had communication courses?” 

“Lots of them, yes, Sir.” 

I felt like asking, “How many thousands of them have you had?” but I didn’t. No use 
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being contentious and making enemies. Please remember: these people already think they are 

being harassed by everyone. I asked, “The rest of you, please.. Do you believe that you 

communicate with pictures or simply words?” Do you know quite a bit about how you 

communicate with people and especially patients. It seemed that they didn’t know and would not 

speak out as Richard had. I took that sign, the silence, as a signal to continue. 

During the following exchange, I was careful not to do anything which would lower this 

person’s self-esteem, especially in front of his fellow students. That is most important. This 

young man and all the rest of the fourteen in that room felt as though their self-esteem had been 

crushed over and over by most all of the instructors and they were sick of it. More about that 

later. But it was true, by even this early in the year, due to treatment prior to this, these young 

people were waiting to be offended. This had been pre-conditioned in them by repeated actions. 

Now he is defensive and I had to be very, very careful or I could quickly lose all of them at this 

first exposure. 

This young man surely knew that he communicates with pictures, for he made a primary 

impression on every one of the admission board when he stepped into the interview room. His 

clothes, his hair, his fingernails, his attitude is going to be communicating far head of his voice. 

I’d have to go into that later. I only had a few moments this morning, this time, this moment, in 

this situation in this class. I had to be successful in deftly handling this first thrust and I’d better 

parry well. And I didn’t have time to map out strategy. Experience had to help me. 

“Richard, when you applied for this dental school and you came for that most important 

interview, you started communicating the minute you stepped into the interview room, before 

you said a word. Then, they interviewed you, their thoughts were recorded, they might have listed 

your name on their sheet and they wrote down some comments about you. 
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“Then, Richard, the chairmen of the admission committee gave you a piece of chalk, a 

cube of plain old chalk and asked you to carve a tooth from it, didn’t he?” Richard nodded his 

head, now paying very close attention. I continued, “And you did it, quite well, I guess, for here 

you are, a member of this class. Now, believe me, the faculty of this school does not want you to 

fail. A great deal of money and planning has gone into your selection to become dentists to serve 

the people and this profession extremely well. Now, one question at this time: How did you carve 

that tooth from that cube of chalk if you couldn’t see it in your mind?” 

“Another example to end the class and for you to think about: A sculptor sculpts an 

elephant. He does it so expertly one of the people in the audience watching his work was 

astounded at the realism the artist put into that piece of sculpture.” He stepped forward 

and asked the sculptor, “Sir, that is magnificent! That sculpture looks so real that it appears that 

huge animal could step right off the pedestal. How do you do that?” 

“Easy,” the sculptor said, with a sly grin accompanying his words, “all you have to do is 

get a big block of granite and carve away everything that doesn’t look like an elephant.” 

Continued Next Herald 
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